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Application
Accusoft
imagegear

Out-ofbounds Write

06-05-2020

6.8

An exploitable out-ofbounds write vulnerability
exists in the
store_data_buffer function
of the igcore19d.dll library
of Accusoft ImageGear
19.5.0. A specially crafted
PNG file can cause an outof-bounds write, resulting
in a remote code execution.
An attacker needs to
provide a malformed file to
the victim to trigger the
vulnerability.

N/A

A-ACC-IMAG180520/1

N/A

A-ACC-IMAG180520/2

N/A

A-ACC-IMAG180520/3

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6075

Out-ofbounds Write

06-05-2020

6.8

An exploitable out-ofbounds write vulnerability
exists in the igcore19d.dll
ICO icoread parser of the
Accusoft ImageGear 19.5.0
library. A specially crafted
ICO file can cause an out-ofbounds write, resulting in a
remote code execution. An
attacker needs to provide a
malformed file to the victim
to trigger the vulnerability.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6076

Out-ofbounds Write

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
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An exploitable out-ofbounds write vulnerability
exists in the ico_read
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function of the igcore19d.dll
library of Accusoft
ImageGear 19.6.0. A
specially crafted ICO file can
cause an out-of-bounds
write, resulting in a remote
code execution. An attacker
needs to provide a
malformed file to the victim
to trigger the vulnerability.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6082

Integer
Overflow or
Wraparound

06-05-2020

6.8

An exploitable code
execution vulnerability
exists in the TIFF fillinraster
function of the igcore19d.dll
library of Accusoft
ImageGear 19.4, 19.5 and
19.6. A specially crafted
N/A
TIFF file can cause an outof-bounds write, resulting
in remote code execution.
An attacker can provide a
malicious file to trigger this
vulnerability.

A-ACC-IMAG180520/4

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6094
Advantech
webaccess

Out-ofbounds Write

08-05-2020

7.5

Advantech WebAccess
Node, Version 8.4.4 and
prior, Version 9.0.0.
Multiple heap-based buffer
overflow vulnerabilities
exist caused by a lack of
proper validation of the
length of user-supplied
data, which may allow
remote code execution.

A-ADV-WEBA180520/5

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10638

CVSS Scoring Scale
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Advantech WebAccess
Node, Version 8.4.4 and
prior, Version 9.0.0.
Multiple stack-based buffer
overflow vulnerabilities
exist caused by a lack of
proper validation of the
length of user-supplied
data, which may allow
remote code execution.

Patch
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N/A

A-ADV-WEBA180520/6

N/A

A-ADV-WEBA180520/7

N/A

A-ADV-WEBA180520/8

N/A

A-ADV-WEBA180520/9

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12002
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

08-05-2020

7.5

Advantech WebAccess
Node, Version 8.4.4 and
prior, Version 9.0.0.
Multiple relative path
traversal vulnerabilities
exist that may allow a low
privilege user to overwrite
files outside the
application’s control.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12006

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

08-05-2020

5.8

Advantech WebAccess
Node, Version 8.4.4 and
prior, Version 9.0.0.
Multiple relative path
traversal vulnerabilities
exist that may allow an
authenticated user to use a
specially crafted file to
delete files outside the
application’s control.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12010

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an
SQL
Command
CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

5

Advantech WebAccess
Node, Version 8.4.4 and
prior, Version 9.0.0. Input is
not properly sanitized and
may allow an attacker to
inject SQL commands.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12014
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('SQL
Injection')

Out-ofbounds Read

08-05-2020

5

Advantech WebAccess
Node, Version 8.4.4 and
prior, Version 9.0.0. An outof-bounds vulnerability
exists that may allow access
to unauthorized data.

A-ADV-WEBA180520/10

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12018

Improper
Validation of
Array Index

08-05-2020

7.5

Advantech WebAccess
Node, Version 8.4.4 and
prior, Version 9.0.0. An
improper validation
vulnerability exists that
N/A
could allow an attacker to
inject specially crafted input
into memory where it can
be executed.

A-ADV-WEBA180520/11

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12022
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

08-05-2020

6.5

Advantech WebAccess
Node, Version 8.4.4 and
prior, Version 9.0.0.
Multiple relative path
traversal vulnerabilities
exist that may allow a low
privilege user to overwrite
files outside the
application’s control.

N/A

A-ADV-WEBA180520/12

N/A

A-ALB-ABTR180520/13

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12026
alberta
abtracetogether

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

3.3

1-2

The COVIDSafe (Australia)
app 1.0 and 1.1 for iOS
allows a remote attacker to
crash the app, and
consequently interfere with
COVID-19 contact tracing,
via a Bluetooth
2-3
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advertisement containing
manufacturer data that is
too short. This occurs
because of an erroneous
OpenTrace
manuData.subdata call. The
ABTraceTogether (Alberta),
ProteGO (Poland), and
TraceTogether (Singapore)
apps were also affected.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12717
algolplus
advanced_order_export

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

06-05-2020

4.3

A cross-site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in the
AlgolPlus Advanced Order
Export For WooCommerce
plugin 3.1.3 for WordPress
allows remote attackers to
inject arbitrary web script
or HTML via the
view/settings-form.php
woe_post_type parameter.

N/A

A-ALG-ADVA180520/14

A Server-Side Template
Injection was identified in
Apache Syncope prior to
2.1.6 enabling attackers to
inject arbitrary Java EL
expressions, leading to an
N/A
unauthenticated Remote
Code Execution (RCE)
vulnerability. Apache
Syncope uses Java Bean
Validation (JSR 380) custom
constraint validators. When
building custom constraint

A-APA-SYNC180520/15

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11727
Apache
syncope

Improper
Control of
Generation of
Code ('Code
Injection')

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020
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violation error messages,
they support different types
of interpolation, including
Java EL expressions.
Therefore, if an attacker can
inject arbitrary data in the
error message template
being passed, they will be
able to run arbitrary Java
code.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1959
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
('Injection')

04-05-2020

7.5

Vulnerability to Server-Side
Template Injection on Mail
templates for Apache
Syncope 2.0.X releases prior
to 2.0.15, 2.1.X releases
prior to 2.1.6, enabling
N/A
attackers to inject arbitrary
JEXL expressions, leading to
Remote Code Execution
(RCE) was discovered.

A-APA-SYNC180520/16

CVE ID : CVE-2020-1961
activemq
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

14-05-2020

4.3

In Apache ActiveMQ 5.0.0 to
5.15.11, the webconsole
admin GUI is open to XSS, in
the view that lists the
contents of a queue.

N/A

A-APA-ACTI180520/17

N/A

A-APP-NIOE180520/18

CVE ID : CVE-2020-1941

Apple
nioextras

N/A

11-05-2020

5

In SwiftNIO Extras before
1.4.1, a logic issue was
addressed with improved
restrictions.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-9840

CVSS Scoring Scale
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Appneta
tcpreplay

Out-ofbounds Read

08-05-2020

6.4

tcprewrite in Tcpreplay
through 4.3.2 has a heapbased buffer over-read
during a get_c operation.
The issue is being triggered
in the function
get_ipv6_next() at
common/get.c.

A-APP-TCPR180520/19

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12740
autoswitch_python_virtualenv_project
autoswitch_python_virtualenv

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
('Injection')

13-05-2020

4.6

In Autoswitch Python
Virtualenv before version
0.16.0, a user who enters a
directory with a malicious
`.venv` file could run
arbitrary code without any
user interaction. This is
fixed in version: 1.16.0
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11073

https://gi
thub.com
/Michael
Aquilina/
zshautoswitc
hA-AUT-AUTOvirtualenv 180520/20
/security
/advisori
es/GHSAh8wmcqq6957q

Avira
software_updater

Improper
Privilege
Management

05-05-2020

4.6

An elevation of privilege
vulnerability exists in Avira
Software Updater before
2.0.6.27476 due to
improperly handling file
hard links. This allows local
users to obtain take control
of arbitrary files.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12463

CVSS Scoring Scale
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Updater
barrelstrengthdesign
sprout_forms

Improper
Control of
Generation of
Code ('Code
Injection')

07-05-2020

6.5

In Sprout Forms before
3.9.0, there is a potential
Server-Side Template
Injection vulnerability when
using custom fields in
Notification Emails which
could lead to the execution
of Twig code. This has been
fixed in 3.9.0.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11056

https://gi
thub.com
/barrelstr
ength/cra
ft-sprout- A-BAR-SPROforms/sec 180520/22
urity/advi
sories/GH
SA-px8vhxxx-2rgh

bookstackapp
bookstack

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

07-05-2020

3.5

In BookStack greater than
or equal to 0.18.0 and less
than 0.29.2, there is an XSS
vulnerability in comment
creation. A user with
permission to create
comments could POST
HTML directly to the system
to be saved in a comment,
which would then be
executed/displayed to
others users viewing the
comment. Through this
vulnerability custom
JavaScript code could be
injected and therefore ran
on other user machines.
This most impacts scenarios
where not-trusted users are
given permission to create
comments. This has been
fixed in 0.29.2.

https://gi
thub.com
/BookSta
ckApp/Bo
okStack/s
A-BOO-BOOKecurity/a
180520/23
dvisories/
GHSA5vf7q87hpg6w

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11055

CVSS Scoring Scale
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calibre-web_project
calibre-web

Improper
Authenticatio
n

04-05-2020

7.5

Calibre-Web 0.6.6 allows
authentication bypass
because of the
'A0Zr98j/3yX
R~XHH!jmN]LWX/,?RT'
hardcoded secret key.

N/A

A-CAL-CALI180520/24

A vulnerability in the webbased management
interface of Cisco Hosted
Collaboration Mediation
Fulfillment (HCM-F)
Software could allow an
authenticated, remote
attacker to gain read access
to information that is stored
on an affected system. To
exploit this vulnerability, an
attacker would need
administrative privileges on
the Cisco HCM-F Software.
N/A
The vulnerability is due to
improper handling of XML
External Entity (XXE)
entries when parsing
certain XML files. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious requests that
contain references in XML
entities to an affected
system. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
retrieve files from the local
system, resulting in the

A-CIS-HOST180520/25

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12627
Cisco
hosted_collaboration_mediation_fulfillment

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
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disclosure of sensitive
information.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3256
firepower_device_manager_on-box

Out-ofbounds Write

06-05-2020

9

A vulnerability in Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) On-Box software
could allow an
authenticated, remote
attacker to overwrite
arbitrary files on the
underlying operating
system of an affected
device. The vulnerability is
due to improper input
validation. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by uploading a
malicious file to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
overwrite arbitrary files on
as well as modify the
underlying operating
system of an affected
device.

N/A

A-CIS-FIRE180520/26

A vulnerability in the XML
parser code of Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
On-Box software could
allow an authenticated,
remote attacker to cause an
N/A
affected system to become
unstable or reload. The
vulnerability is due to
insufficient hardening of the
XML parser configuration.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability in

A-CIS-FIRE180520/27

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3309

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
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multiple ways using a
malicious file: An attacker
with administrative
privileges could upload a
malicious XML file on the
system and cause the XML
code to parse the malicious
file. An attacker with
Clientless Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) VPN access
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted XML file. A
successful exploit would
allow the attacker to crash
the XML parser process,
which could cause system
instability, memory
exhaustion, and in some
cases lead to a reload of the
affected system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3310
IOS

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
N/A
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
2-3
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successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
integrated_management_controller_supervisor

Improper
Privilege
Management

06-05-2020

4

A vulnerability in rolebased access control of
Cisco Integrated
Management Controller
(IMC) Supervisor, Cisco UCS
Director, and Cisco UCS
Director Express for Big
Data could allow a readonly authenticated, remote
attacker to disable user
accounts on an affected
system. The vulnerability is
due to incorrect allocation
of the enable/disable action
button under the role-based N/A
access control code on an
affected system. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by
authenticating as a readonly user and then updating
the roles of other users to
disable them. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to disable users,
including administrative
users.

A-CIS-INTE180520/29

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3329
ucs_director
Improper
Privilege
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

A vulnerability in rolebased access control of
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Cisco Integrated
Management Controller
(IMC) Supervisor, Cisco UCS
Director, and Cisco UCS
Director Express for Big
Data could allow a readonly authenticated, remote
attacker to disable user
accounts on an affected
system. The vulnerability is
due to incorrect allocation
of the enable/disable action
button under the role-based
access control code on an
affected system. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by
authenticating as a readonly user and then updating
the roles of other users to
disable them. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to disable users,
including administrative
users.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3329

ucs_director_express_for_big_data

Improper
Privilege
Management

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

A vulnerability in rolebased access control of
Cisco Integrated
Management Controller
(IMC) Supervisor, Cisco UCS
Director, and Cisco UCS
Director Express for Big
Data could allow a readonly authenticated, remote
attacker to disable user
accounts on an affected
system. The vulnerability is
due to incorrect allocation
2-3

3-4

4-5
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of the enable/disable action
button under the role-based
access control code on an
affected system. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by
authenticating as a readonly user and then updating
the roles of other users to
disable them. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to disable users,
including administrative
users.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3329
content_security_management_appliance

URL
Redirection
to Untrusted
Site ('Open
Redirect')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the web-based GUI of Cisco
AsyncOS Software for Cisco
Content Security
Management Appliance
(SMA) could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to redirect a user
to a malicious web page.
The vulnerabilities are due
to improper input
validation of the
parameters of an HTTP
request. An attacker could
exploit these vulnerabilities
by intercepting an HTTP
request and modifying it to
redirect a user to a specific
malicious URL. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to redirect a user
to a malicious web page or
to obtain sensitive browserbased information. This
2-3

3-4

4-5
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type of attack is commonly
referred to as an open
redirect attack and is used
in phishing attacks to get
users to unknowingly visit
malicious sites.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3178
umbrella

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
('Injection')

06-05-2020

4.3

A vulnerability in the web
server of Cisco Umbrella
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to perform a
carriage return line feed
(CRLF) injection attack
against a user of an affected
service. The vulnerability is
due to insufficient
validation of user input. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by persuading
a user to access a crafted
URL. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
inject arbitrary HTTP
headers into valid HTTP
responses sent to the
browser of the user.

N/A

A-CIS-UMBR180520/33

N/A

A-CIS-ADAP180520/34

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3246
adaptive_security_appliance

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
2-3
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authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
N/A
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
2-3
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sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
N/A
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
2-3
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exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.1

1-2

A vulnerability in the ARP
packet processing of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software for Cisco
Firepower 2100 Series
Security Appliances could
allow an unauthenticated,
adjacent attacker to cause
an affected device to reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
N/A
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of ARP
packets received by the
management interface of an
affected device. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of unicast ARP
packets in a short
timeframe that would reach
the management interface
of an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
consume resources on an
2-3
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4-5
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affected device, which
would prevent the device
from sending internal
system keepalives and
eventually cause the device
to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3334

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
N/A
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.

A-CIS-ADAP180520/38

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
N/A
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
2-3

3-4

4-5
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Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
2-3

3-4

4-5
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attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to retrieve memory
contents on an affected
device, which could lead to
the disclosure of
confidential information.
N/A
The vulnerability is due to a
buffer tracking issue when
the software parses invalid
URLs that are requested
from the web services
interface. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted GET
request to the web services
interface. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to retrieve memory
2-3

3-4

4-5
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contents, which could lead
to the disclosure of
confidential information.
Note: This vulnerability
affects only specific
AnyConnect and WebVPN
configurations. For more
information, see the
Vulnerable Products
section.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3259

Out-ofbounds Read

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the reload
of an affected device,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper memory
protection mechanisms
N/A
while processing certain
OSPF packets. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of malformed OSPF
packets in a short period of
time to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a reload of the affected
device, resulting in a DoS
condition for client traffic
that is traversing the device.

A-CIS-ADAP180520/42

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3298
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5
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A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

A-CIS-ADAP180520/43

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote N/A
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
2-3

3-4

4-5
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allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

A-CIS-ADAP180520/45

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
firepower_management_center

Incorrect
Permission
Assignment
for Critical
Resource

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
application policy
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
N/A
attacker to gain
unauthorized read access to
sensitive data on an affected
device. The vulnerability is
due to insufficient
application identification.
An attacker could exploit
2-3

3-4

4-5
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this vulnerability by
sending crafted traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to gain
unauthorized read access to
sensitive data.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3312

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

06-05-2020

4.3

A vulnerability in the web
UI of Cisco Firepower
Management Center (FMC)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct a crosssite scripting (XSS) attack
against a user of the webbased management
interface of the FMC
Software. The vulnerability
is due to insufficient
validation of user-supplied
input by the web-based
management interface. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by persuading
a user of the interface to
click a crafted link. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
execute arbitrary script
code in the context of the
interface or to access
sensitive, browser-based
information.

N/A

A-CIS-FIRE180520/47

N/A

A-CIS-FIRE180520/48

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3313
Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
2-3

3-4

4-5
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attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

06-05-2020

7.5

Multiple vulnerabilities in
Cisco Firepower
Management Center (FMC)
Software and Cisco
Firepower User Agent
Software could allow an
attacker to access a
sensitive part of an affected
system with a highprivileged account. For
more information about
these vulnerabilities, see
the Details section of this
advisory.

N/A

A-CIS-FIRE180520/49

N/A

A-CIS-FIRE180520/50

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3318
Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

2.1

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
Cisco Firepower
Management Center (FMC)
Software and Cisco
Firepower User Agent
Software could allow an
2-3

3-4

4-5
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attacker to access a
sensitive part of an affected
system with a highprivileged account. For
more information about
these vulnerabilities, see
the Details section of this
advisory.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3301

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

8.5

A vulnerability in the web
UI of Cisco Firepower
Management Center (FMC)
Software could allow an
authenticated, remote
attacker to overwrite files
on the file system of an
affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
insufficient input validation.
N/A
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
uploading a crafted file to
the web UI on an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
overwrite files on the file
system of the affected
device.

A-CIS-FIRE180520/51

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3302

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
UI of Cisco Firepower
Management Center (FMC)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
N/A
attacker to write arbitrary
entries to the log file on an
affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
insufficient input validation.
An attacker could exploit
2-3

3-4

4-5
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this vulnerability by
sending a crafted HTTP
request to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
send incorrect information
to the system log on the
affected system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3307

Improper
Verification
of
Cryptographi
c Signature

06-05-2020

4

A vulnerability in the Image
Signature Verification
feature of Cisco Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
authenticated, remote
attacker with
administrator-level
credentials to install a
malicious software patch on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
improper verification of
digital signatures for patch
images. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
crafting an unsigned
software patch to bypass
signature checks and
loading it on an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
boot a malicious software
patch image.

N/A

A-CIS-FIRE180520/53

A vulnerability in the web
interface of Cisco Firepower
Management Center (FMC) N/A
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to redirect a user

A-CIS-FIRE180520/54

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3308
URL
Redirection
to Untrusted
Site ('Open
Redirect')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5.8

1-2

2-3
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4-5
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to a malicious web page.
The vulnerability is due to
improper input validation
of HTTP request
parameters. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by
intercepting and modifying
an HTTP request from a
user. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
redirect the user to a
specific malicious web page.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3311
firepower_threat_defense

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
2-3

3-4

4-5
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
N/A
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.

A-CIS-FIRE180520/56

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
N/A
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
2-3

3-4

4-5
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access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187
Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
2-3

3-4

4-5
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unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
2-3

3-4

4-5
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(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
2-3

3-4

4-5
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attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
N/A
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
2-3
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payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.1

1-2

A vulnerability in the ARP
packet processing of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software for Cisco
Firepower 2100 Series
Security Appliances could
allow an unauthenticated,
adjacent attacker to cause
an affected device to reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of ARP
packets received by the
management interface of an
affected device. An attacker N/A
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of unicast ARP
packets in a short
timeframe that would reach
the management interface
of an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
consume resources on an
affected device, which
would prevent the device
from sending internal
system keepalives and
eventually cause the device
to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3334

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
N/A
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.

A-CIS-FIRE180520/63

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
N/A
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
2-3
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4-5
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device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

N/A

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.2

1-2

A vulnerability in the
support tunnel feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
authenticated, local attacker
to access the shell of an
affected device even though
N/A
expert mode is disabled.
The vulnerability is due to
improper configuration of
the support tunnel feature.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
enabling the support tunnel,
setting a key, and deriving
the tunnel password. A
2-3

3-4
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successful exploit could
allow the attacker to run
any system command with
root access on an affected
device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3253

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

A-CIS-FIRE180520/66

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
N/A
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
2-3

3-4

4-5
38

5-6

6-7

A-CIS-FIRE180520/67

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to retrieve memory N/A
contents on an affected
device, which could lead to
the disclosure of
confidential information.
The vulnerability is due to a
buffer tracking issue when
the software parses invalid
URLs that are requested
2-3

3-4

4-5
39

5-6

6-7

A-CIS-FIRE180520/68

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness
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CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

from the web services
interface. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted GET
request to the web services
interface. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to retrieve memory
contents, which could lead
to the disclosure of
confidential information.
Note: This vulnerability
affects only specific
AnyConnect and WebVPN
configurations. For more
information, see the
Vulnerable Products
section.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3259

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
N/A
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
2-3

3-4

4-5
40

5-6

6-7

A-CIS-FIRE180520/69

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the
Transport Layer Security
version 1.3 (TLS 1.3) policy
with URL category
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured TLS 1.3 policy to
block traffic for a specific
URL. The vulnerability is
due to a logic error with
Snort handling of the
connection with the TLS 1.3
policy and URL category
configuration. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted TLS 1.3 connections
to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the TLS 1.3 policy and
access URLs that are
outside the affected device
and normally would be
dropped.

N/A

A-CIS-FIRE180520/70

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation of Cisco
N/A
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense

A-CIS-FIRE180520/71

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3285

Out-ofbounds Read

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5
41

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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CVSS
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Patch

NCIIPC ID

(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the reload
of an affected device,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper memory
protection mechanisms
while processing certain
OSPF packets. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of malformed OSPF
packets in a short period of
time to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a reload of the affected
device, resulting in a DoS
condition for client traffic
that is traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3298

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
N/A
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
2-3

3-4

4-5
42

5-6

6-7

A-CIS-FIRE180520/72

7-8

8-9

9-10
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exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
N/A
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.

A-CIS-FIRE180520/73

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
2-3

3-4

4-5
43

5-6

A-CIS-FIRE180520/74

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306

Improper
Verification
of
Cryptographi
c Signature

06-05-2020

4

A vulnerability in the Image
Signature Verification
feature of Cisco Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
authenticated, remote
attacker with
administrator-level
credentials to install a
malicious software patch on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
improper verification of
digital signatures for patch
images. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
crafting an unsigned
software patch to bypass
signature checks and
loading it on an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
boot a malicious software
patch image.

N/A

A-CIS-FIRE180520/75

https://s
upport.cit
rix.com/a

A-CIT-SHAR180520/76

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3308
Citrix
sharefile_storagezones_controller
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

An unauthenticated
arbitrary file read issue
exists in all versions of
2-3

3-4

4-5
44

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

Citrix ShareFile
StorageZones (aka storage
zones) Controller, including
the most recent 5.10.x
releases as of May 2020.
RCE and file access is
granted to everything
hosted by ShareFile, be it
on-premise or inside Citrix
Cloud itself (both are
internet facing). NOTE:
unlike most CVEs,
exploitability depends on
the product version that
was in use when a
particular setup step was
performed, NOT the
product version that is in
use during a current
assessment of a CVE
consumer's product
inventory. Specifically, the
vulnerability can be
exploited if a storage zone
was created by one of these
product versions: 5.9.0,
5.8.0, 5.7.0, 5.6.0, 5.5.0, or
earlier. This CVE differs
from CVE-2020-7473 and
CVE-2020-8983.

rticle/CT
X269106

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8982
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

An arbitrary file write issue
exists in all versions of
Citrix ShareFile
StorageZones (aka storage
zones) Controller, including
the most recent 5.10.x
releases as of May 2020,
which allows remote code
execution. RCE and file
access is granted to
2-3

3-4

4-5
45

5-6

https://s
upport.cit
rix.com/a
rticle/CT
X269106

6-7

7-8

A-CIT-SHAR180520/77

8-9

9-10
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everything hosted by
ShareFile, be it on-premise
or inside Citrix Cloud itself
(both are internet facing).
NOTE: unlike most CVEs,
exploitability depends on
the product version that
was in use when a
particular setup step was
performed, NOT the
product version that is in
use during a current
assessment of a CVE
consumer's product
inventory. Specifically, the
vulnerability can be
exploited if a storage zone
was created by one of these
product versions: 5.9.0,
5.8.0, 5.7.0, 5.6.0, 5.5.0, or
earlier. This CVE differs
from CVE-2020-7473 and
CVE-2020-8982.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8983

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

In certain situations, all
versions of Citrix ShareFile
StorageZones (aka storage
zones) Controller, including
the most recent 5.10.x
releases as of May 2020,
allow unauthenticated
attackers to access the
documents and folders of
ShareFile users. NOTE:
unlike most CVEs,
exploitability depends on
the product version that
was in use when a
particular setup step was
performed, NOT the
product version that is in
2-3

3-4

4-5
46

5-6

https://s
upport.cit
rix.com/a
rticle/CT
X269106

6-7

7-8

A-CIT-SHAR180520/78

8-9

9-10
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use during a current
assessment of a CVE
consumer's product
inventory. Specifically, the
vulnerability can be
exploited if a storage zone
was created by one of these
product versions: 5.9.0,
5.8.0, 5.7.0, 5.6.0, 5.5.0, or
earlier. This CVE differs
from CVE-2020-8982 and
CVE-2020-8983 but has
essentially the same risk.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7473
Codesys
runtime

Insufficient
Verification
of Data
Authenticity

07-05-2020

6.5

An exploitable code
execution vulnerability
exists in the PLC_Task
functionality of 3S-Smart
Software Solutions GmbH
CODESYS Runtime
3.5.14.30. A specially
N/A
crafted network request can
cause remote code
execution. An attacker can
send a malicious packet to
trigger this vulnerability.

A-COD-RUNT180520/79

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6081
Cpanel
cpanel

Improper
Input
Validation

11-05-2020

5

cPanel before 86.0.14
allows remote attackers to
trigger a bandwidth
suspension via mail log
strings (SEC-505).
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12784

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5
47

5-6

https://d
ocumenta
tion.cpan
el.net/dis
play/CL/
86+Chang
e+Log

6-7

7-8

A-CPA-CPAN180520/80

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Missing
Authorization

Publish Date

11-05-2020

CVSS

5.5

Description & CVE ID

cPanel before 86.0.14
allows attackers to obtain
access to the current
working directory via the
account backup feature
(SEC-540).

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://d
ocumenta
tion.cpan
el.net/dis
play/CL/
86+Chang
e+Log

A-CPA-CPAN180520/81

N/A

A-CUR-CURL180520/82

https://ty
po3.org/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/t
ypo3-extsa-2020005

A-DKD-DIRE180520/83

A-DKD-DIRE180520/84

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12698

https://ty
po3.org/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/t
ypo3-extsa-2020005

The direct_mail extension
through 5.2.3 for TYPO3 has
an Open Redirect via
jumpUrl.

https://ty
po3.org/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/t

A-DKD-DIRE180520/85

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12785
curlrequest_project
curlrequest
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

07-05-2020

7.5

curlrequest through 1.0.1
allows execution of
arbitrary commands.It is
possible to inject arbitrary
commands by using a
semicolon char in any of the
`options` values.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7646

dkd
direct_mail
Allocation of
Resources
Without
Limits or
Throttling

Information
Exposure

URL
Redirection
to Untrusted
Site ('Open
CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

5

The direct_mail extension
through 5.2.3 for TYPO3
allows Denial of Service via
log entries.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12697

13-05-2020

13-05-2020

0-1

4

5.8

1-2

The direct_mail extension
through 5.2.3 for TYPO3 has
Broken Access Control for
newsletter subscriber
tables.

2-3

3-4

4-5
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5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Redirect')

Information
Exposure

13-05-2020

4

Description & CVE ID

Patch

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12699

ypo3-extsa-2020005

The direct_mail extension
through 5.2.3 for TYPO3
allows Information
Disclosure via a newsletter
subscriber data Special
Query.

https://ty
po3.org/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/t
ypo3-extsa-2020005

A-DKD-DIRE180520/86

N/A

A-DOL-DOLI180520/87

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12700

NCIIPC ID

Dolibarr
dolibarr

Incorrect
Authorization

06-05-2020

6.5

core/get_menudiv.php in
Dolibarr before 11.0.4
allows remote
authenticated attackers to
bypass intended access
restrictions via a nonalphanumeric menu
parameter.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12669

dom4j_project
dom4j

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

CVSS Scoring Scale

01-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

https://gi
thub.com
dom4j before 2.1.3 allows
/dom4j/d
external DTDs and External om4j/co
Entities by default, which
mmit/a82
might enable XXE attacks.
28522a99
However, there is popular
a0214610 A-DOM-DOM4external documentation
6672a34c 180520/88
from OWASP showing how
104adbda
to enable the safe, non5c658,
default behavior in any
https://gi
application that uses dom4j. thub.com
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10683 /dom4j/d
om4j/rele
ases/tag/
2-3

3-4

4-5
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5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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version2.1.3
Domainmod
Domainmod

Insufficient
Entropy

08-05-2020

7.5

reset.php in DomainMOD
4.13.0 uses insufficient
entropy for password reset
requests, leading to account
takeover.

A-DOM-DOMA180520/89

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12735
doorkeeper_project
doorkeeper

Information
Exposure

04-05-2020

4.3

Doorkeeper version 5.0.0
and later contains an
information disclosure
vulnerability that allows an
attacker to retrieve the
client secret only intended
for the OAuth application
owner. After authorizing
the application and allowing
access, the attacker simply
N/A
needs to request the list of
their authorized
applications in a JSON
format (usually GET
/oauth/authorized_applicat
ions.json). An application is
vulnerable if the authorized
applications controller is
enabled.

A-DOO-DOOR180520/90

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10187
Eaton
intelligent_power_manager
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

6

1-2

Improper Input Validation
in Eaton's Intelligent Power
Manager (IPM) v 1.67 &
prior on file name during
2-3

3-4

4-5
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5-6

A-EAT-INTE180520/91

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

configuration file import
functionality allows
attackers to perform
command injection or code
execution via specially
crafted file names while
uploading the configuration
file in the application.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6651

Improper
Privilege
Management

07-05-2020

4.6

Incorrect Privilege
Assignment vulnerability in
Eaton's Intelligent Power
Manager (IPM) v1.67 &
prior allow non-admin
users to upload the system
configuration files by
sending specially crafted
requests. This can result in
non-admin users
manipulating the system
configurations via
uploading the
configurations with
incorrect parameters.

N/A

A-EAT-INTE180520/92

N/A

A-ENH-OSTI180520/93

https://gi

A-ENL-IMLI-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6652
enhancesoft
osticket
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

04-05-2020

3.5

include/class.sla.php in
osTicket before 1.14.2
allows XSS via the SLA
Name.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12629

Enlightenment
imlib2
Integer
CVSS Scoring Scale

09-05-2020
0-1

6.4
1-2

modules/loaders/loader_ic
2-3

3-4

4-5
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6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Overflow or
Wraparound

Description & CVE ID

o.c in imlib2 1.6.0 has an
integer overflow (with
resultant invalid memory
allocations and out-ofbounds reads) via an icon
with many colors in its
color map.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12761

Patch

NCIIPC ID

t.enlighte 180520/94
nment.or
g/legacy/
imlib2.git
/commit/
?id=c95f9
38ff1effaf
91729c05
0a0f1c86
84da4dd6
3

Exim
exim

Out-ofbounds Read

11-05-2020

5

Exim through 4.93 has an
out-of-bounds read in the
SPA authenticator that
could result in SPA/NTLM
authentication bypass in
auths/spa.c and
auths/auth-spa.c.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12783

https://b
ugs.exim.
org/show
_bug.cgi?i
d=2571,
https://gi
t.exim.org
/exim.git/
commit/5
7aa14b21
6432be38
A-EXI-EXIM1b6295c3
180520/95
12065b2f
d034f86,
https://gi
t.exim.org
/exim.git/
commit/a
04174dc2
a84ae100
8c23b6a7
109e7fa3f
b7b8b0

F5
nginx_controller
Session
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020
0-1

5.8
1-2

On versions 3.0.0-3.3.0, the
2-3

3-4

4-5
52

5-6

N/A
6-7

A-F5-NGIN7-8

8-9

9-10
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Fixation
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Patch
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NGINX Controller
webserver does not
invalidate the server-side
session token after users
log out.

180520/96

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5894

N/A

07-05-2020

4.6

On NGINX Controller
versions 3.1.0-3.3.0, AVRD
uses world-readable and
world-writable permissions
on its socket, which allows
processes or users on the
local system to write
arbitrary data into the
socket. A local system
attacker can make AVRD
segmentation fault
(SIGSEGV) by writing
malformed messages to the
socket.

N/A

A-F5-NGIN180520/97

N/A

A-F5-BIG-180520/98

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5895
big-ip_access_policy_manager

Incorrect
Default
Permissions

12-05-2020

4.6

On versions 7.1.5-7.1.9, the
BIG-IP Edge Client's
Windows Installer Service's
temporary folder has weak
file and folder permissions.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5896

Use After
Free

12-05-2020

6.8

In versions 7.1.5-7.1.9,
there is use-after-free
memory vulnerability in the
BIG-IP Edge Client Windows N/A
ActiveX component.

A-F5-BIG-180520/99

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5897
N/A

CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

4.9

1-2

In versions 7.1.5-7.1.9, BIGIP Edge Client Windows
Stonewall driver does not
sanitize the pointer

2-3

3-4

4-5
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5-6

A-F5-BIG-180520/100

N/A
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7-8
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received from the userland.
A local user on the
Windows client system can
send crafted
DeviceIoControl requests to
\\.\urvpndrv device
causing the Windows kernel
to crash.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5898
big-ip_access_policy_manager_client

Incorrect
Default
Permissions

12-05-2020

4.6

On versions 7.1.5-7.1.9, the
BIG-IP Edge Client's
Windows Installer Service's
temporary folder has weak
file and folder permissions.

A-F5-BIG-180520/101

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5896

Use After
Free

12-05-2020

6.8

In versions 7.1.5-7.1.9,
there is use-after-free
memory vulnerability in the
BIG-IP Edge Client Windows N/A
ActiveX component.

A-F5-BIG-180520/102

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5897

N/A

12-05-2020

4.9

In versions 7.1.5-7.1.9, BIGIP Edge Client Windows
Stonewall driver does not
sanitize the pointer
received from the userland.
A local user on the
Windows client system can N/A
send crafted
DeviceIoControl requests to
\\.\urvpndrv device
causing the Windows kernel
to crash.

A-F5-BIG-180520/103

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5898
freerdp
freerdp

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5
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Out-ofbounds Read
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07-05-2020
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6.4

Description & CVE ID

In FreeRDP greater than 1.1
and before 2.0.0, there is an
out-of-bounds read in
update_read_icon_info. It
allows reading a attackerdefined amount of client
memory (32bit unsigned ->
4GB) to an intermediate
buffer. This can be used to
crash the client or store
information for later
retrieval. This has been
patched in 2.0.0.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori
es/GHSA9jp65vf2-cx2q

A-FRE-FREE180520/104

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori
es/GHSAcgqhp7326x2w

A-FRE-FREE180520/105

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori
es/GHSA3x39248qf4q6

A-FRE-FREE180520/106

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori

A-FRE-FREE180520/107

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11042

Double Free

07-05-2020

5

In FreeRDP greater than 1.2
and before 2.0.0, a double
free in
update_read_cache_bitmap_
v3_order crashes the client
application if corrupted
data from a manipulated
server is parsed. This has
been patched in 2.0.0.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11044

Out-ofbounds Read

07-05-2020

5

In FreeRDP after 1.0 and
before 2.0.0, there is an outof-bound read in in
update_read_bitmap_data
that allows client memory
to be read to an image
buffer. The result displayed
on screen as colour.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11045

Out-ofbounds Read

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

In FreeRDP after 1.0 and
before 2.0.0, there is a
stream out-of-bounds seek
in update_read_synchronize
that could lead to a later
2-3

3-4

4-5
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out-of-bounds read.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11046

Out-ofbounds Read

07-05-2020

5

In FreeRDP after 1.1 and
before 2.0.0, there is an outof-bounds read in
autodetect_recv_bandwidth
_measure_results. A
malicious server can extract
up to 8 bytes of client
memory with a
manipulated message by
providing a short input and
reading the measurement
result data. This has been
patched in 2.0.0.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

es/GHSAhx48wmmmmr5q

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori
es/GHSA9fw6m2q8h5pw

A-FRE-FREE180520/108

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori
es/GHSAhv8wf2hx-5gcv

A-FRE-FREE180520/109

A-FRE-FREE180520/110

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11049

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori
es/GHSAwwh7r2r8-xjpr

In FreeRDP after 1.1 and
before 2.0.0, a stream outof-bounds seek in
rdp_read_font_capability_se

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP

A-FRE-FREE180520/111

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11047

Out-ofbounds Read

07-05-2020

4

In FreeRDP after 1.0 and
before 2.0.0, there is an outof-bounds read. It only
allows to abort a session.
No data extraction is
possible. This has been
fixed in 2.0.0.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11048

Out-ofbounds Read

Out-ofbounds Read

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

12-05-2020

0-1

6.4

3.5

1-2

In FreeRDP after 1.1 and
before 2.0.0, there is an outof-bound read of client
memory that is then passed
on to the protocol parser.
This has been patched in
2.0.0.

2-3

3-4

4-5
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t could lead to a later out-ofbounds read. As a result, a
manipulated client or
server might force a
disconnect due to an invalid
data read. This has been
fixed in 2.0.0.

/security
/advisori
es/GHSAwjg22f82466g

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11058

Out-ofbounds Read

15-05-2020

6.4

libfreerdp/gdi/gdi.c in
FreeRDP > 1.0 through
2.0.0-rc4 has an Out-ofbounds Read.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11522

Integer
Overflow or
Wraparound

15-05-2020

7.5

libfreerdp/gdi/region.c in
FreeRDP versions > 1.0
through 2.0.0-rc4 has an
Integer Overflow.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11523

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5
57

5-6

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori
es/GHSA48wxA-FRE-FREE7vgj-fffh,
180520/112
https://p
ub.freerd
p.com/cv
e/CVE202011522/po
cAnalysis_
5.pdf
https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori
es/GHSA4qrh8cp84x42,
https://p
ub.freerd
p.com/cv
e/CVE20206-7

7-8

A-FRE-FREE180520/113

8-9

9-10
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Patch

NCIIPC ID

11523/po
cAnalysis_
2.pdf

Out-ofbounds Write

Integer
Overflow or
Wraparound

15-05-2020

15-05-2020

7.5

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori
libfreerdp/codec/interleave es/GHSAcgw8d.c in FreeRDP versions >
A-FRE-FREE1.0 through 2.0.0-rc4 has an 3mp2p5qw,
180520/114
Out-of-bounds Write.
https://p
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11524 ub.freerd
p.com/cv
e/CVE202011524/po
cAnalysis_
3.pdf

6.4

https://gi
thub.com
/FreeRDP
/FreeRDP
/security
/advisori
es/GHSA97jwm5w5A-FRE-FREExvf9,
180520/115
https://p
ub.freerd
p.com/cv
e/CVE202011526/po
cAnalysis_
4.pdf

libfreerdp/core/update.c in
FreeRDP versions > 1.1
through 2.0.0-rc4 has an
Out-of-bounds Read.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11526

gazie_project
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5
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gazie

Files or
Directories
Accessible to
External
Parties

11-05-2020

7.5

An issue was discovered in
Gazie 7.32. A successful
installation does not
remove or block (or in any
other way prevent use of)
its own file
/setup/install/setup.php,
meaning that anyone can
request it without
authentication. This file
allows arbitrary PHP file
inclusion via a hidden_req
POST parameter.

https://s
ourceforg
e.net/p/g
azie/code
/3823/

A-GAZ-GAZI180520/116

https://a
bout.gitla
b.com/rel
eases/20
20/04/30
/securityrelease12-10-2released/

A-GIT-GITL180520/117

https://gi
thub.com
/glpiproject/gl
pi/securit
y/advisor
ies/GHSA
-3g3hrwhr7385

A-GLP-GLPI180520/118

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12743
Gitlab
gitlab
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

07-05-2020

5

GitLab EE 12.8 and later
allows Exposure of
Sensitive Information to an
Unauthorized Actor via
NuGet.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12448

Glpi-project
glpi
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

3.5

1-2

In GLPI before version 9.4.6
there are multiple related
stored XSS vulnerabilities.
The package is vulnerable
to Stored XSS in the
comments of items in the
Knowledge base. Adding a
comment with content
"<script>alert(1)</script>"
reproduces the attack. This
can be exploited by a user
2-3

3-4

4-5
59
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Patch
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with administrator
privileges in the User-Agent
field. It can also be
exploited by an outside
party through the following
steps: 1. Create a user with
the surname `"
onmouseover="alert(docu
ment.cookie)` and an empty
first name. 2. With this user,
create a ticket 3. As an
administrator (or other
privileged user) open the
created ticket 4. On the "last
update" field, put your
mouse on the name of the
user 5. The XSS fires This is
fixed in version 9.4.6.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11036

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
('Injection')

12-05-2020

9

In GLPI before 9.4.6, an
attacker can execute system
commands by abusing the
backup functionality.
Theoretically, this
vulnerability can be
exploited by an attacker
without a valid account by
using a CSRF. Due to the
difficulty of the exploitation,
the attack is only
conceivable by an account
having Maintenance
privileges and the right to
add WIFI networks. This is
fixed in version 9.4.6.

https://gi
thub.com
/glpiproject/gl
pi/securit
y/advisor
ies/GHSA
-cvvq3fww5v6f

A-GLP-GLPI180520/119

https://gi
thub.com
/glpiproject/gl

A-GLP-GLPI180520/120

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11060
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

3.5

1-2

In GLPI after 0.68.1 and
before 9.4.6, multiple
reflexive XSS occur in
Dropdown endpoints due to
2-3

3-4

4-5
60
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Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

an invalid Content-Type.
This has been fixed in
version 9.4.6.

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an
SQL
Command
('SQL
Injection')

In GLPI before version 9.4.6,
there is a SQL injection
vulnerability for all
helpdesk instances.
Exploiting this vulnerability
requires a technician
account. This is fixed in
version 9.4.6.

Improper
Privilege
Management

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11062

05-05-2020

6.5

6

NCIIPC ID

pi/securit
y/advisor
ies/GHSA
-3xxhf5p2-jg3h
https://gi
thub.com
/glpiproject/gl
pi/securit
y/advisor
ies/GHSA
-344w34h9wwhh

A-GLP-GLPI180520/121

https://gi
thub.com
/glpiproject/gl
pi/securit
y/advisor
ies/GHSA
-rf543r4w4h55

A-GLP-GLPI180520/122

In GLPI before version 9.4.6, https://gi

A-GLP-GLPI-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11032

05-05-2020

Patch

In GLPI from version 9.1
and before version 9.4.6,
any API user with READ
right on User itemtype will
have access to full list of
users when querying
apirest.php/User. The
response contains: - All
api_tokens which can be
used to do privileges
escalations or
read/update/delete data
normally non accessible to
the current user. - All
personal_tokens can display
another users planning.
Exploiting this vulnerability
requires the api to be
enabled, a technician
account. It can be mitigated
by adding an application
token. This is fixed in
version 9.4.6.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11033

URL
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020
0-1

5.8
1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5
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Redirection
to Untrusted
Site ('Open
Redirect')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

there is a vulnerability that
allows bypassing the open
redirect protection based
which is based on a regexp.
This is fixed in version 9.4.6.

thub.com
/glpiproject/gl
pi/securit
y/advisor
ies/GHSA
-gxv6xq9q37hg

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11034

Use of a
Broken or
Risky
Cryptographi
c Algorithm

05-05-2020

6.4

In GLPI after version 0.83.3
and before version 9.4.6,
the CSRF tokens are
generated using an insecure
algorithm. The
implementation uses rand
and uniqid and MD5 which
does not provide secure
values. This is fixed in
version 9.4.6.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11035

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

GLPI before before version
9.4.6 has a vulnerability
involving a default
encryption key. GLPIKEY is
public and is used on every
instance. This means
anyone can decrypt
sensitive data stored using
this key. It is possible to
change the key before
installing GLPI. But on
existing instances, data
must be reencrypted with
the new key. Problem is we
can not know which
columns or rows in the
database are using that;
espcially from plugins.
Changing the key without
updating data would lend in
2-3

3-4

4-5
62

5-6

NCIIPC ID

180520/123

https://gi
thub.com
/glpiproject/gl
pi/securit
y/advisor
ies/GHSA
-w7q858qpvmpf

A-GLP-GLPI180520/124

https://gi
thub.com
/glpiproject/gl
pi/securit
y/advisor
ies/GHSA
-j222j9mf-h6j9

A-GLP-GLPI180520/125

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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bad password sent from
glpi; but storing them again
from the UI will work.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5248
Gnome
libcroco

Out-ofbounds Write

12-05-2020

6.8

libcroco through 0.6.13 has
excessive recursion in
cr_parser_parse_any_core in
cr-parser.c, leading to stack
consumption.

N/A

A-GNO-LIBC180520/126

https://b
ugs.launc
hpad.net/
mailman/
+bug/187
3722

A-GNU-MAIL180520/127

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12825
GNU
mailman
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
('Injection')

06-05-2020

4.3

/options/mailman in GNU
Mailman before 2.1.31
allows Arbitrary Content
Injection.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12108

go-macaron
macaron
URL
Redirection
to Untrusted
Site ('Open
Redirect')

05-05-2020

5.8

macaron before 1.3.7 has an
open redirect in the static
handler, as demonstrated
by the
N/A
http://127.0.0.1:4000//exa
mple.com/ URL.

A-GO--MACA180520/128

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12666
Google
chrome-launcher
Improper
Neutralizatio
CVSS Scoring Scale

02-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

All versions of chromelauncher allow execution of
2-3

3-4

4-5
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A-GOO-CHRO180520/129

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9
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n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

arbitrary commands, by
controlling the $HOME
environment variable in
Linux operating systems.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7645

earth

Buffer Copy
without
Checking Size
of Input
('Classic
Buffer
Overflow')

04-05-2020

4.3

A Buffer Overflow
vulnerability in the khcrypt
implementation in Google
Earth Pro versions up to
and including 7.3.2 allows
an attacker to perform a
Man-in-the-Middle attack
using a specially crafted key
to read data past the end of
the buffer used to hold it.
Mitigation: Update to
Google Earth Pro 7.3.3.

https://s
upport.go
ogle.com/ A-GOO-EARTearth/ans 180520/130
wer/4090
1

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8896
gov
protego_safe

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

3.3

1-2

The COVIDSafe (Australia)
app 1.0 and 1.1 for iOS
allows a remote attacker to
crash the app, and
consequently interfere with
COVID-19 contact tracing,
via a Bluetooth
advertisement containing
manufacturer data that is
too short. This occurs
because of an erroneous
OpenTrace
manuData.subdata call. The
ABTraceTogether (Alberta),
ProteGO (Poland), and
TraceTogether (Singapore)
2-3

3-4

4-5
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5-6

A-GOV-PROT180520/131

N/A
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apps were also affected.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12717
Graphicsmagick
graphicsmagick

Out-ofbounds Write

06-05-2020

5

GraphicsMagick through
1.3.35 has a heap-based
buffer overflow in
ReadMNGImage in
coders/png.c.

A-GRA-GRAP180520/132

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12672
grin
grin

Improper
Resource
Shutdown or
Release

05-05-2020

5

Grin before 3.1.0 allows
attackers to adversely affect
availability of data on a
Mimblewimble blockchain.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12439

https://gi
thub.com
/mimble
wimble/g
rin/issues
/3235,
https://gi
thub.com
/mimble
wimble/g
rin/pull/
A-GRI-GRIN3236,
180520/133
https://gi
thub.com
/mimble
wimble/g
rinsecurity/
blob/mas
ter/CVEs/
CVE202012439.md

gurbalib_project
gurbalib

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5
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Restricted
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('Path
Traversal')

Publish Date

05-05-2020

CVSS

5

Description & CVE ID

Gurbalib through 2020-0430 allows
lib/cmds/player/help.c
directory traversal for
reading administrative
paths.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

N/A

A-GUR-GURB180520/134

N/A

A-HCL-HCL_180520/135

N/A

A-HEA-COVI180520/136

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12649

hcltech
hcl_nomad

Cleartext
Transmission
of Sensitive
Information

06-05-2020

5

"If port encryption is not
enabled on the Domino
Server, HCL Nomad on
Android and iOS Platforms
will communicate in clear
text and does not currently
have a user interface option
to change the setting to
request an encrypted
communication channel
with the Domino server.
This can potentially expose
sensitive information
including but not limited to
server names, user IDs and
document content."
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4092

Health
covidsafe

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

3.3

1-2

The COVIDSafe (Australia)
app 1.0 and 1.1 for iOS
allows a remote attacker to
crash the app, and
consequently interfere with
COVID-19 contact tracing,
via a Bluetooth
advertisement containing
manufacturer data that is
too short. This occurs
2-3

3-4

4-5
66
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because of an erroneous
OpenTrace
manuData.subdata call. The
ABTraceTogether (Alberta),
ProteGO (Poland), and
TraceTogether (Singapore)
apps were also affected.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12717
Hibernate
validator

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A flaw was found in
Hibernate Validator version
6.1.2.Final. A bug in the
message interpolation
processor enables invalid
EL expressions to be
evaluated as if they were
valid. This flaw allows
attackers to bypass input
sanitation (escaping,
stripping) controls that
developers may have put in
place when handling usercontrolled data in error
messages.

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010693

A-HIB-VALI180520/137

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/138

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10693
IBM
i2_analysts_notebook

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

9.3

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially crafted file, a
remote attacker could
exploit this vulnerability to
execute arbitrary code on
2-3

3-4

4-5
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the system or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 178244.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4343

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

6.9

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175635.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/139

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/140

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/141

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4257

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

6.9

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175637.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4258

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

6.9

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
2-3

3-4

4-5
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a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175644.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4261

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

6.9

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175645.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/142

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/143

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages

A-IBM-I2_A180520/144

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4262

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

6.9

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175646.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4263

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

6.9

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the

2-3

3-4

4-5
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Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer
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system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175647.

/node/62
09081

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4264

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

6.9

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175648.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/145

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/146

https://w

A-IBM-I2_A-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4265

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

6.9

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175649.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4266

Improper
CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

9.3

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
2-3

3-4

4-5
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Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption error.
By persuading a victim to
open a specially-crafted
document, a remote
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system with the privileges
of the victim or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 176266

ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

180520/147

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4285

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

9.3

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption error.
By persuading a victim to
open a specially-crafted
document, a remote
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system with the privileges
of the victim or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 176269.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/148

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/149

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4287
Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer
CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

9.3

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption error.
By persuading a victim to
2-3

3-4

4-5
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Patch
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open a specially-crafted
document, a remote
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system with the privileges
of the victim or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 176270.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4288

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

9.3

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially crafted file, a
remote attacker could
exploit this vulnerability to
execute arbitrary code on
the system or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 180167.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/150

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/151

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4422

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

9.3

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by memory
corruption. By persuading a
victim to open a speciallycrafted document, a remote
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system with the privileges
of the victim or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 181721.
2-3

3-4

4-5
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-4467

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

9.3

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by memory
corruption. By persuading a
victim to open a speciallycrafted document, a remote
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system with the privileges
of the victim or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 181723.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

A-IBM-I2_A180520/152

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
02417

A-IBM-INFO180520/153

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
06875

A-IBM-DATA180520/154

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4468
infosphere_qualitystage

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

06-05-2020

3.5

IBM InfoSphere Information
Server 11.3, 11.5, and 11.7
is vulnerable to cross-site
scripting. This vulnerability
allows users to embed
arbitrary JavaScript code in
the Web UI thus altering the
intended functionality
potentially leading to
credentials disclosure
within a trusted session.
IBM X-Force ID: 179265.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4384

data_risk_manager

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

9

1-2

IBM Data Risk Manager
2.0.1, 2.0.2, 2.0.3, 2.0.4,
2.0.5, and 2.0.6 could allow
a remote attacker to bypass
security restrictions when
configured with SAML
authentication. By sending a
2-3

3-4

4-5
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specially crafted HTTP
request, an attacker could
exploit this vulnerability to
bypass the authentication
process and gain full
administrative access to the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
180532.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4427
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

07-05-2020

9

IBM Data Risk Manager
2.0.1, 2.0.2, 2.0.3, and 2.0.4
could allow a remote
authenticated attacker to
execute arbitrary
commands on the system.
IBM X-Force ID: 180533.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
06875

A-IBM-DATA180520/155

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
06875

A-IBM-DATA180520/156

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
06875

A-IBM-DATA180520/157

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4428

07-05-2020

10

IBM Data Risk Manager
2.0.1, 2.0.2, 2.0.3, 2.0.4,
2.0.5, and 2.0.6 contains a
default password for an
IDRM administrative
account. A remote attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability to login and
execute arbitrary code on
the system with root
privileges. IBM X-Force ID:
180534.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4429

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

IBM Data Risk Manager
2.0.1, 2.0.2, 2.0.3, and 2.0.4
could allow a remote
authenticated attacker to
traverse directories on the
system. An attacker could
send a specially-crafted URL
request to download
arbitrary files from the
2-3

3-4

4-5
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system. IBM X-Force ID:
180535.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4430
sterling_file_gateway

Incorrect
Default
Permissions

14-05-2020

4

IBM Sterling File Gateway
2.2.0.0 through 6.0.3.1
could allow an
authenticated user could
manipulate cookie
information and remove or
add modules from the
cookie to access
functionality not authorized
to. IBM X-Force ID: 175638.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08038

A-IBM-STER180520/158

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08041

A-IBM-STER180520/159

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/61
16488

A-IBM-SPEC180520/160

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4259

Information
Exposure

14-05-2020

4

IBM Sterling B2B Integrator
Standard Edition 5.2.0.0
through 6.0.3.1 could
expose sensitive
information to a user
through a specially crafted
HTTP request. IBM X-Force
ID: 176606.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4299

spectrum_protect_plus

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

04-05-2020

5.5

IBM Spectrum Protect Plus
10.1.0 through 10.1.5 could
allow a remote attacker to
traverse directories on the
system. An attacker could
send a specially-crafted URL
request containing "dot dot"
sequences (/../) to create
arbitrary files on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175019.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4209

api_connect
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2
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5

Description & CVE ID

IBM API Connect's
V2018.4.1.0 through
2018.4.1.10 management
server has an unsecured api
which can be exploited by
an unauthenticated attacker
to obtain sensitive
information. IBM X-Force
ID: 178322.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08328

A-IBM-API_180520/161

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08048

A-IBM-API_180520/162

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08046

A-IBM-STER180520/163

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages

A-IBM-WEBS180520/164

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4346

Improper
Restriction of
Rendered UI
Layers or
Frames

12-05-2020

3.5

IBM API Connect
V2018.4.1.0 through
2018.4.1.10 could allow a
remote attacker to hijack
the clicking action of the
victim. By persuading a
victim to visit a malicious
Web site, a remote attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability to hijack the
victim's click actions and
possibly launch further
attacks against the victim.
IBM X-Force ID: 174859.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4195

sterling_b2b_integrator

Information
Exposure

13-05-2020

4

IBM Sterling B2B Integrator
Standard Edition 5.2.0.0
trough 6.0.3.1 could allow
an authenticated user to
obtain sensitive information
from a cached web page.
IBM X-Force ID: 177089.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4312

websphere_application_server
Server-Side
Request
Forgery
CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

IBM WebSphere Application
Server 8.5 is vulnerable to
server-side request forgery.
By sending a specially
2-3

3-4

4-5
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(SSRF)
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crafted request, a remote
authenticated attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability to obtain
sensitive data. IBM X-Force
ID: 178964.

/node/62
09099

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4365

Improper
Authenticatio
n

06-05-2020

5.5

IBM WebSphere Application
Liberty 19.0.0.5 through
20.0.0.4 could allow an
authenticated user using
openidconnect to spoof
another users identify. IBM
X-Force ID: 180084.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
05926

A-IBM-WEBS180520/165

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
02417

A-IBM-INFO180520/166

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
05805

A-IBM-BUSI180520/167

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4421
infosphere_information_server_on_cloud

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

06-05-2020

3.5

IBM InfoSphere Information
Server 11.3, 11.5, and 11.7
is vulnerable to cross-site
scripting. This vulnerability
allows users to embed
arbitrary JavaScript code in
the Web UI thus altering the
intended functionality
potentially leading to
credentials disclosure
within a trusted session.
IBM X-Force ID: 179265.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4384

business_automation_workflow

Incorrect
Authorization

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

IBM Business Process
Manager 8.0, 8.5, and 8.6
and IBM Business
Automation Workflow 18.0
and 19.0 could allow a
remote attacker to bypass
security restrictions, caused
by the failure to perform
insufficient authorization
2-3

3-4

4-5
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checks. IBM X-Force ID:
181126.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4446
business_process_manager

Incorrect
Authorization

06-05-2020

4

IBM Business Process
Manager 8.0, 8.5, and 8.6
and IBM Business
Automation Workflow 18.0
and 19.0 could allow a
remote attacker to bypass
security restrictions, caused
by the failure to perform
insufficient authorization
checks. IBM X-Force ID:
181126.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
05805

A-IBM-BUSI180520/168

N/A

A-IDA-CHOP180520/169

N/A

A-IFR-IFRA180520/170

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4446
idangero
chop_slider

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an
SQL
Command
('SQL
Injection')

08-05-2020

7.5

A blind SQL injection
vulnerability is present in
Chop Slider 3, a WordPress
plugin. The vulnerability is
introduced in the id GET
parameter supplied to
get_script/index.php, and
allows an attacker to
execute arbitrary SQL
queries in the context of the
WP database user.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11530

iframe_project
iframe
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

4.3

The iframe plugin before
4.5 for WordPress does not
sanitize a URL.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12696
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('Cross-site
Scripting')
imgtech.co
zoneplayer

N/A

07-05-2020

6.8

IMGTech Co,Ltd ZInsX.ocx
ActiveX Control in
Zoneplayer 2.0.1.3, version
2.0.1.4 and prior versions
on Windows. File Donwload
vulnerability in ZInsX.ocx of
IMGTech Co,Ltd Zoneplayer
allows attacker to cause
arbitrary code execution.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7803

http://w
ww.zonep
layer.co.k
r/,
https://w
ww.boho.
A-IMG-ZONEor.kr/krc
180520/171
ert/secNo
ticeView.
do?bulleti
n_writing
_sequence
=35346

inetsoftware
clear_reports

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

07-05-2020

6.4

The documentation
component in i-net Clear
Reports 16.0 to 19.2,
HelpDesk 8.0 to 8.3, and
PDFC 4.3 to 6.2 allows a
remote unauthenticated
attacker to read arbitrary
system files and directories
on the target server via
Directory Traversal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11431

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5
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sankuend
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igung2020-apr06
helpdesk

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

07-05-2020

6.4

The documentation
component in i-net Clear
Reports 16.0 to 19.2,
HelpDesk 8.0 to 8.3, and
PDFC 4.3 to 6.2 allows a
remote unauthenticated
attacker to read arbitrary
system files and directories
on the target server via
Directory Traversal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11431

https://w
ww.inetso
ftware.de
/support/
news/inet-clearreportssecurityadvisory2020-apr06,
A-INE-HELPhttps://w
180520/173
ww.inetso
ftware.de
/support/
news/inethelpdesksicherheit
sankuend
igung2020-apr06

pdfc

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

07-05-2020

6.4

The documentation
component in i-net Clear
Reports 16.0 to 19.2,
HelpDesk 8.0 to 8.3, and
PDFC 4.3 to 6.2 allows a
remote unauthenticated
attacker to read arbitrary
system files and directories
on the target server via
Directory Traversal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11431

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5
80
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https://w
ww.inetso
ftware.de
/support/
news/inet-clear- A-INE-PDFC180520/174
reportssecurityadvisory2020-apr06,
https://w
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ww.inetso
ftware.de
/support/
news/inethelpdesksicherheit
sankuend
igung2020-apr06
Infradead
openconnect
Buffer Copy
without
Checking Size
of Input
('Classic
Buffer
Overflow')

12-05-2020

7.5

OpenConnect 8.09 has a
buffer overflow, causing a
denial of service
(application crash) or
possibly unspecified other
impact, via crafted
certificate data to
get_cert_name in gnutls.c.

N/A

A-INF-OPEN180520/175

N/A

A-ISP-AGEN180520/176

https://gi
thub.com
/TooTall
Nate/Java

A-JAV-JAVA180520/177

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12823
ispyconnect
agent_dvr
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

15-05-2020

5

iSpyConnect.com Agent
DVR before 2.7.1.0 allows
directory traversal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-13093

java-websocket_project
java-websocket
Improper
Certificate
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

In Java-WebSocket less than
or equal to 1.4.1, there is an
Improper Validation of
Certificate with Host
2-3
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4-5
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Mismatch where
WebSocketClient does not
perform SSL hostname
validation. This has been
patched in 1.5.0.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11050

Patch

NCIIPC ID

WebSock
et/securit
y/advisor
ies/GHSA
-gw55jm4hx339

Jenkins
copy_artifact

Incorrect
Default
Permissions

06-05-2020

4

Jenkins Copy Artifact Plugin
1.43.1 and earlier performs
improper permission
checks, allowing attackers
to copy artifacts from jobs
they have no permission to
access.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2183

https://je
nkins.io/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/2
020-0506/#SEC
URITY988

A-JEN-COPY180520/178

https://je
nkins.io/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/2
020-0506/#SEC
URITY1094

A-JEN-CURR180520/179

https://je
nkins.io/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/2
020-0506/#SEC
URITY1826

A-JEN-SOUR180520/180

current_versions_systems

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

06-05-2020

4.3

A cross-site request forgery
vulnerability in Jenkins CVS
Plugin 2.15 and earlier
allows attackers to create
and manipulate tags, and to
connect to an attackerspecified URL.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2184

source_code_management_filter_jervis

Deserializatio
n of
Untrusted
Data

06-05-2020

6.5

Jenkins SCM Filter Jervis
Plugin 0.2.1 and earlier
does not configure its YAML
parser to prevent the
instantiation of arbitrary
types, resulting in a remote
code execution
vulnerability.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2189

CVSS Scoring Scale
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amazon_ec2

N/A

06-05-2020

6.8

https://je
nkins.io/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/2
020-0506/#SEC
URITY381

A-JEN-AMAZ180520/181

https://je
nkins.io/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/2
020-0506/#SEC
URITY1408

A-JEN-AMAZ180520/182

A-JEN-AMAZ180520/183

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2187

https://je
nkins.io/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/2
020-0506/#SEC
URITY1528

A missing permission check
in Jenkins Amazon EC2
Plugin 1.50.1 and earlier in
form-related methods
allowed users with
Overall/Read access to
enumerate credentials ID of
credentials stored in
Jenkins.

https://je
nkins.io/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/2
020-0506/#SEC
URITY1844

A-JEN-AMAZ180520/184

https://je
nkins.io/s
ecurity/a

A-JEN-CRED180520/185

Jenkins Amazon EC2 Plugin
1.50.1 and earlier does not
validate SSH host keys
when connecting agents,
enabling man-in-the-middle
attacks.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2185

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

06-05-2020

4.3

A cross-site request forgery
vulnerability in Jenkins
Amazon EC2 Plugin 1.50.1
and earlier allows attackers
to provision instances.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2186

Improper
Certificate
Validation

Incorrect
Authorization

06-05-2020

06-05-2020

6.8

4

Jenkins Amazon EC2 Plugin
1.50.1 and earlier
unconditionally accepts
self-signed certificates and
does not perform hostname
validation, enabling man-inthe-middle attacks.

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2188
credentials_binding
Insufficiently
Protected
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

Jenkins Credentials Binding
Plugin 1.22 and earlier does
not mask (i.e., replace with
2-3

3-4

4-5
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Credentials

Description & CVE ID

asterisks) secrets in the
build log when the build
contains no build steps.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2181

Insufficiently
Protected
Credentials

06-05-2020

4

Patch

NCIIPC ID

dvisory/2
020-0506/#SEC
URITY1374
https://je
nkins.io/s
ecurity/a
dvisory/2
020-0506/#SEC
URITY1835

A-JEN-CRED180520/186

N/A

A-JOO-JOOB180520/187

A-JSO-JSON180520/188

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12762

https://gi
thub.com
/jsonc/jsonc/pull/59
2

A vulnerability in the
HTTP/HTTPS service used
by J-Web, Web

https://k A-JUN-JUNOb.juniper. 180520/189
net/JSA11

Jenkins Credentials Binding
Plugin 1.22 and earlier does
not mask (i.e., replace with
asterisks) secrets
containing a `$` character in
some circumstances.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2182

jooby
jooby
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

11-05-2020

5

All versions before 1.6.7
and all versions after 2.0.0
inclusive and before 2.8.2 of
io.jooby:jooby and
org.jooby:jooby are
vulnerable to Directory
Traversal via two separate
vectors.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7647

json-c_project
json-c

Out-ofbounds Write

09-05-2020

6.8

json-c through 0.14 has an
integer overflow and out-ofbounds write via a large
JSON file, as demonstrated
by printbuf_memappend.

Juniper
junos
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020
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to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

Authentication, Dynamic021
VPN (DVPN), Firewall
Authentication PassThrough with WebRedirect, and Zero Touch
Provisioning (ZTP) allows
an unauthenticated attacker
to perform local file
inclusion (LFI) or path
traversal. Using this
vulnerability, an attacker
may be able to inject
commands into the
httpd.log, read files with
'world' readable permission
file or obtain J-Web session
tokens. In the case of
command injection, as the
HTTP service runs as user
'nobody', the impact of this
command injection is
limited. (CVSS score 5.3,
vector
CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/
UI:N/S:U/C:L/I:N/A:N) In
the case of reading files
with 'world' readable
permission, in Junos OS
19.3R1 and above, the
unauthenticated attacker
would be able to read the
configuration file. (CVSS
score 5.9, vector CVSS:3.1/
AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/S:U
/C:H/I:N/A:N) If J-Web is
enabled, the attacker could
gain the same level of
access of anyone actively
logged into J-Web. If an
administrator is logged in,
the attacker could gain
0-1
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4-5
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administrator access to JWeb. (CVSS score 8.8,
vector
CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/
UI:R/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H) This
issue only affects Juniper
Networks Junos OS devices
with HTTP/HTTPS services
enabled. Junos OS devices
with HTTP/HTTPS services
disabled are not affected. If
HTTP/HTTPS services are
enabled, the following
command will show the
httpd processes:
user@device> show system
processes | match http 5260
- S 0:00.13 /usr/sbin/httpdgk -N 5797 - I 0:00.10
/usr/sbin/httpd --config
/jail/var/etc/httpd.conf To
summarize: If HTTP/HTTPS
services are disabled, there
is no impact from this
vulnerability. If
HTTP/HTTPS services are
enabled and J-Web is not in
use, this vulnerability has a
CVSS score of 5.9
(CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:H/PR:N
/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:N/A:N). If
J-Web is enabled, this
vulnerability has a CVSS
score of 8.8
(CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N
/UI:R/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H).
Juniper SIRT has received a
single report of this
vulnerability being
exploited in the wild. Out of
an abundance of caution, we
CVSS Scoring Scale
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are notifying customers so
they can take appropriate
actions. Indicators of
Compromise: The
/var/log/httpd.log may
have indicators that
commands have injected or
files being accessed. The
device administrator can
look for these indicators by
searching for the string
patterns "=*;*&" or
"*%3b*&" in
/var/log/httpd.log, using
the following command:
user@device> show log
httpd.log | match
"=*;*&|=*%3b*&" If this
command returns any
output, it might be an
indication of malicious
attempts or simply scanning
activities. Rotated logs
should also be reviewed,
using the following
command: user@device>
show log httpd.log.0.gz |
match "=*;*&|=*%3b*&"
user@device> show log
httpd.log.1.gz | match
"=*;*&|=*%3b*&" Note that
a skilled attacker would
likely remove these entries
from the local log file, thus
effectively eliminating any
reliable signature that the
device had been attacked.
This issue affects Juniper
Networks Junos OS 12.3
versions prior to 12.3R12S16; 12.3X48 versions prior
CVSS Scoring Scale
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to 12.3X48-D101, 12.3X48D105; 14.1X53 versions
prior to 14.1X53-D54; 15.1
versions prior to 15.1R7-S7;
15.1X49 versions prior to
15.1X49-D211, 15.1X49D220; 16.1 versions prior to
16.1R7-S8; 17.2 versions
prior to 17.2R3-S4; 17.3
versions prior to 17.3R3-S8;
17.4 versions prior to
17.4R2-S11, 17.4R3-S2;
18.1 versions prior to
18.1R3-S10; 18.2 versions
prior to 18.2R2-S7, 18.2R3S4; 18.3 versions prior to
18.3R2-S4, 18.3R3-S2; 18.4
versions prior to 18.4R1-S7,
18.4R3-S2 ; 18.4 version
18.4R2 and later versions;
19.1 versions prior to
19.1R1-S5, 19.1R3-S1; 19.1
version 19.1R2 and later
versions; 19.2 versions
prior to 19.2R2; 19.3
versions prior to 19.3R2-S3,
19.3R3; 19.4 versions prior
to 19.4R1-S2, 19.4R2; 20.1
versions prior to 20.1R1-S1,
20.1R2.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1631
katyshop2_project
katyshop2
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

3.5

Katyshop2 before 2.12 has
multiple stored XSS issues.

A-KAT-KATY180520/190

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12683
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Scripting')
KDE
kio-extras

Information
Exposure

09-05-2020

2.1

fishProtocol::establishConn
ection in fish/fish.cpp in
KDE kio-extras through
20.04.0 makes a
cacheAuthentication call
even if the user had not set
the keepPassword option.
This may lead to
unintended KWallet storage
of a password.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12755

https://c
ommits.k
de.org/ki
oextras/d8 A-KDE-KIO-13cef3cec 180520/191
dec9af15
32a40d67
7a203ff97
9145

lcds
laquis_scada

Information
Exposure

04-05-2020

4.3

LCDS LAquis SCADA
Versions 4.3.1 and prior.
The affected product is
vulnerable to sensitive
information exposure by
unauthorized users.

N/A

A-LCD-LAQU180520/192

N/A

A-LCD-LAQU180520/193

https://d
onjon.led
ger.com/l
sb/008/

A-LED-MONE180520/194

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10618

N/A

04-05-2020

6.8

LCDS LAquis SCADA
Versions 4.3.1 and prior.
The affected product is
vulnerable to arbitrary file
creation by unauthorized
users
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10622

ledger
monero
Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

2.1

1-2

A flawed protocol design in
the Ledger Monero app
before 1.5.1 for Ledger
Nano and Ledger S devices
allows a local attacker to
2-3
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4-5
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extract the master spending
key by sending crafted
messages to this app
selected on a PIN-entered
Ledger connected to a host
PC.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6861
Lepton-cms
leptoncms
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

07-05-2020

4.3

Multiple cross-site scripting
(XSS) vulnerabilities exist in
N/A
LeptonCMS before 4.6.0.

A-LEP-LEPT180520/195

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12705

lepton_cms

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

07-05-2020

4.3

An XSS vulnerability exists
in
modules/wysiwyg/save.ph
p of LeptonCMS 4.5.0. This
can be exploited because
the only security measure
used against XSS is the
stripping of SCRIPT
elements. A malicious actor
can use HTML event
handlers to run JavaScript
instead of using SCRIPT
elements.

N/A

A-LEP-LEPT180520/196

N/A

A-LIB-LIBE180520/197

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12707
libemf_project
libemf

N/A

CVSS Scoring Scale

11-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

libEMF (aka ECMA-234
Metafile Library) through
1.0.11 allows denial of
service (issue 1 of 2).
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4-5
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-11863

N/A

11-05-2020

5

libEMF (aka ECMA-234
Metafile Library) through
1.0.11 allows denial of
service (issue 2 of 2).

N/A

A-LIB-LIBE180520/198

N/A

A-LIB-LIBE180520/199

N/A

A-LIB-LIBE180520/200

A-LIB-LIBE180520/201

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12767

https://gi
thub.com
/libexif/li
bexif/issu
es/31

An out-of-bounds buffer
read flaw was found in the
pluto daemon of libreswan
from versions 3.27 till 3.31
where, an unauthenticated
attacker could use this flaw
to crash libreswan by
sending specially-crafted
IKEv1 Informational
Exchange packets. The
daemon respawns after the

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201763,
https://gi
thub.com
/libreswa
n/libresw

A-LIB-LIBR180520/202

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11864
Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

Use After
Free

11-05-2020

7.5

libEMF (aka ECMA-234
Metafile Library) through
1.0.11 allows out-of-bounds
memory access.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11865

11-05-2020

7.5

libEMF (aka ECMA-234
Metafile Library) through
1.0.11 allows a use-afterfree.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11866

libexif_project
libexif

Divide By
Zero

09-05-2020

7.5

exif_entry_get_value in exifentry.c in libexif 0.6.21 has
a divide-by-zero error.

Libreswan
libreswan

Out-ofbounds Read

CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020
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crash.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1763

Patch

NCIIPC ID

an/comm
it/471a3e
41a449d7
c753bc4e
dbba4239
501bb62b
a8,
https://li
breswan.
org/secur
ity/CVE20201763/CV
E-20201763.txt

Linuxfoundation
free_range_routing

Information
Exposure

13-05-2020

4.3

** DISPUTED ** An issue
was discovered in
FRRouting FRR (aka Free
Range Routing) through
7.3.1. When using the splitconfig feature, the init script
creates an empty config file
with world-readable default
permissions, leading to a
possible information leak
N/A
via tools/frr.in and
tools/frrcommon.sh.in.
NOTE: some parties
consider this user error, not
a vulnerability, because the
permissions are under the
control of the user before
any sensitive information is
present in the file.

A-LIN-FREE180520/203

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12831
Maxum
rumpus
CVSS Scoring Scale
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Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

Publish Date

08-05-2020

CVSS

4

Description & CVE ID

An issue was discovered in
Maxum Rumpus before
8.2.12 on macOS.
Authenticated users can
perform a path traversal
using double escaped
characters, enabling read
access to arbitrary files on
the server.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

A-MAX-RUMP180520/204

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12737
Mcafee
mvision_endpoint

Improper
Privilege
Management

08-05-2020

4.6

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
MVISION Endpoint prior to
20.5.0.94 allows a malicious
script or program to
perform functions that the
local executing user has not
been granted access to.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7285

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde A-MCA-MVISx?page=c 180520/205
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

active_response

Improper
Privilege
Management

08-05-2020

4.6

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Active Response (MAR) for
Windows prior to 2.4.3
Hotfix 1 allows a malicious
script or program to
perform functions that the
local executing user has not
been granted access to.

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde A-MCA-ACTIx?page=c 180520/206
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7289
Improper
Privilege
Management

CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

4.6

1-2

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Active Response (MAR) for
Linux prior to 2.4.3 Hotfix 1
allows a malicious script or
program to perform
2-3

3-4

4-5
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functions that the local
executing user has not been
granted access to.

=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7290

Improper
Privilege
Management

08-05-2020

4.6

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Active Response (MAR) for
Mac prior to 2.4.3 Hotfix 1
allows a malicious script or
program to perform
functions that the local
executing user has not been
granted access to.

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde A-MCA-ACTIx?page=c 180520/208
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7291
endpoint_detection_and_response

Improper
Privilege
Management

08-05-2020

4.6

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Exploit Detection and
Response (EDR) for
Windows prior to 3.1.0
Hotfix 1 allows a malicious
script or program to
perform functions that the
local executing user has not
been granted access to.

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde A-MCA-ENDPx?page=c 180520/209
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7286

Improper
Privilege
Management

08-05-2020

4.6

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Exploit Detection and
Response (EDR) for Linux
prior to 3.1.0 Hotfix 1
allows a malicious script or
program to perform
functions that the local
executing user has not been
granted access to.

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde A-MCA-ENDPx?page=c 180520/210
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7287
Improper
CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

4.6

1-2

Privilege Escalation
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vulnerability in McAfee
Exploit Detection and
Response (EDR) for Mac
prior to 3.1.0 Hotfix 1
allows a malicious script or
program to perform
functions that the local
executing user has not been
granted access to.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

c.mcafee.c 180520/211
om/corpo
rate/inde
x?page=c
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7288
Microfocus
verastream_host_integrator

Information
Exposure

04-05-2020

5

Information disclosure
vulnerability in Micro Focus
Verastream Host Integrator
(VHI) product, affecting
versions earlier than 7.8
Update 1 (7.8.49 or
7.8.0.49). The vulnerability
allows an unauthenticated
attackers to view
information they may not
have been authorized to
view.

A-MIC-VERA180520/212

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11842
Mitel
shoretel_conference_web

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

07-05-2020

4.3

A reflected cross-site
scripting (XSS) vulnerability
in the Mitel ShoreTel
Conference Web
Application 19.50.1000.0
before MiVoice Connect
N/A
18.7 SP2 allows remote
attackers to inject arbitrary
JavaScript and HTML via the
PATH_INFO to home.php.

A-MIT-SHOR180520/213

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12679
CVSS Scoring Scale
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mivoice_connect

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

07-05-2020

4.3

A reflected cross-site
scripting (XSS) vulnerability
in the Mitel ShoreTel
Conference Web
Application 19.50.1000.0
before MiVoice Connect
N/A
18.7 SP2 allows remote
attackers to inject arbitrary
JavaScript and HTML via the
PATH_INFO to home.php.

A-MIT-MIVO180520/214

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12679
Mongodb
mongodb

Incorrect
Authorization

06-05-2020

4

Improper serialization of
internal state in the
authorization subsystem in
MongoDB Server's
authorization subsystem
permits a user with valid
credentials to bypass IP
whitelisting protection
mechanisms following
administrative action. This
issue affects: MongoDB Inc.
MongoDB Server 4.2
versions prior to 4.2.3; 4.0
versions prior to 4.0.15; 4.3
versions prior to 4.3.3; 3.6
versions prior to 3.6.18.

N/A

A-MON-MONG180520/215

N/A

A-NET-TRIX180520/216

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7921
netfortis
trixbox
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
CVSS Scoring Scale

01-05-2020

0-1

9

1-2

An OS Command Injection
vulnerability in the
endpoint_devicemap.php
component of Fonality
Trixbox Community Edition
2-3
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Injection')
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allows an attacker to
execute commands on the
underlying operating
system as the "asterisk"
user. Note that Trixbox
Community Edition has
been unsupported by the
vendor since 2012. This
issue affects: Fonality
Trixbox Community Edition,
versions 1.2.0 through
2.8.0.4. Versions 1.0 and 1.1
are unaffected.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7351

Nextcloud
nextcloud_server

Authorization
Bypass
Through
UserControlled
Key

12-05-2020

6.8

An Insecure direct object
reference vulnerability in
Nextcloud Server 18.0.2
allowed an attacker to
remote wipe devices of
other users when sending a
malicious request directly
to the endpoint.

A-NEX-NEXT180520/217

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8154
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

12-05-2020

3.5

An outdated 3rd party
library in the Files PDF
viewer for Nextcloud Server
18.0.2 caused a Cross-site
N/A
scripting vulnerability when
opening a malicious PDF.

A-NEX-NEXT180520/218

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8155

group_folders
Incorrect
Permission
Assignment
for Critical
CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

5.5

1-2

Improper access control in
Groupfolders app 4.0.3
N/A
allowed to delete hidden
directories when when
renaming an accessible item
2-3
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to the same name.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8153

nextcloud_mail
Improper
Certificate
Validation

12-05-2020

6.8

A missing verification of the
TLS host in Nextcloud Mail
1.1.3 allowed a man in the
middle attack.

N/A

A-NEX-NEXT180520/220

N/A

A-NYS-SEOM180520/221

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8156
nystudio107
seomatic
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
('Injection')

11-05-2020

5

In the SEOmatic plugin
before 3.2.49 for Craft CMS,
helpers/DynamicMeta.php
does not properly sanitize
the URL. This leads to
Server-Side Template
Injection and credentials
disclosure via a crafted
Twig template after a
semicolon.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12790

oauth2_proxy_project
oauth2_proxy

URL
Redirection
to Untrusted
Site ('Open
Redirect')

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

5.8

1-2

In OAuth2 Proxy before
5.1.1, there is an open
redirect vulnerability. Users
can provide a redirect
address for the proxy to
send the authenticated user
to at the end of the
authentication flow. This is
expected to be the original
URL that the user was
trying to access. This
redirect URL is checked
within the proxy and
validated before redirecting
the user to prevent
2-3

3-4

4-5
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sories/GH
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malicious actors providing
redirects to potentially
harmful sites. However, by
crafting a redirect URL with
HTML encoded whitespace
characters the validation
could be bypassed and
allow a redirect to any URL
provided. This has been
patched in 5.1.1.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11053
oklok_project
oklok

Insufficient
Session
Expiration

04-05-2020

5

The OKLOK (3.1.1) mobile
companion app for
Fingerprint Bluetooth
Padlock FB50 (2.3) does not
correctly implement its
timeout on the four-digit
verification code that is
required for resetting
passwords, nor does it
N/A
properly restrict excessive
verification attempts. This
allows an attacker to brute
force the four-digit
verification code in order to
bypass email verification
and change the password of
a victim account.

A-OKL-OKLO180520/223

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10876

Weak
Password
04-05-2020
Requirements

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

7.5

1-2

The OKLOK (3.1.1) mobile
companion app for
Fingerprint Bluetooth
Padlock FB50 (2.3) has
N/A
weak password
requirements combined
with improper restriction of
excessive authentication
2-3

3-4

4-5
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5-6

6-7

A-OKL-OKLO180520/224

7-8

8-9

9-10
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attempts, which could allow
a remote attacker to
discover user credentials
and obtain access via a
brute force attack.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8790

Information
Exposure

04-05-2020

4

The OKLOK (3.1.1) mobile
companion app for
Fingerprint Bluetooth
Padlock FB50 (2.3) allows
remote attackers to submit
API requests using
authenticated but
unauthorized tokens,
resulting in IDOR issues. A
remote attacker can use
their own token to make
unauthorized API requests
on behalf of arbitrary user
N/A
IDs. Valid and current user
IDs are trivial to guess
because of the user ID
assignment convention
used by the app. A remote
attacker could harvest
email addresses, unsalted
MD5 password hashes,
owner-assigned lock names,
and owner-assigned
fingerprint names for any
range of arbitrary user IDs.

A-OKL-OKLO180520/225

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8791

Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

The OKLOK (3.1.1) mobile
companion app for
Fingerprint Bluetooth
Padlock FB50 (2.3) has an
information-exposure issue.
In the mobile app, an
attempt to add an alreadybound lock by its barcode
2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

A-OKL-OKLO180520/226

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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reveals the email address of
the account to which the
lock is bound, as well as the
name of the lock. Valid
barcode inputs can be easily
guessed because barcode
strings follow a predictable
pattern. Correctly guessed
valid barcode inputs
entered through the app
interface disclose arbitrary
users' email addresses and
lock names.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8792
Opennms
opennms_horizon

Deserializatio
n of
Untrusted
Data

11-05-2020

6.5

An issue was discovered in
OpenNMS Horizon before
26.0.1, and Meridian before
2018.1.19 and 2019 before
2019.1.7. The ActiveMQ
channel configuration
allowed for arbitrary
deserialization of Java
objects (aka ActiveMQ
Minion payload
deserialization), leading to
remote code execution for
any authenticated channel
user regardless of its
assigned permissions.

N/A

A-OPE-OPEN180520/227

N/A

A-OPE-OPEN180520/228

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12760
opennms_meridian
Deserializatio
n of
Untrusted
Data

CVSS Scoring Scale

11-05-2020

0-1

6.5

1-2

An issue was discovered in
OpenNMS Horizon before
26.0.1, and Meridian before
2018.1.19 and 2019 before
2019.1.7. The ActiveMQ
channel configuration
2-3

3-4
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5-6

6-7
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8-9
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allowed for arbitrary
deserialization of Java
objects (aka ActiveMQ
Minion payload
deserialization), leading to
remote code execution for
any authenticated channel
user regardless of its
assigned permissions.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12760
Openstack
keystone

Improper
Privilege
Management

07-05-2020

6.5

An issue was discovered in
OpenStack Keystone before
15.0.1, and 16.0.0. Any user
authenticated within a
limited scope
(trust/oauth/application
credential) can create an
EC2 credential with an
escalated permission, such
as obtaining admin while
the user is on a limited
viewer role. This potentially
allows a malicious user to
act as the admin on a
project another user has the
admin role on, which can
effectively grant that user
global admin privileges.

https://se
curity.ope
nstack.or
A-OPE-KEYSg/ossa/O
180520/229
SSA2020004.html

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12689

Insufficient
Session
Expiration

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

6.5

1-2

An issue was discovered in
OpenStack Keystone before
15.0.1, and 16.0.0. The list
of roles provided for an
OAuth1 access token is
silently ignored. Thus, when
an access token is used to
request a keystone token,
2-3

3-4
102

4-5

5-6

https://se
curity.ope
nstack.or
A-OPE-KEYSg/ossa/O
180520/230
SSA2020005.html
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the keystone token contains
every role assignment the
creator had for the project.
This results in the provided
keystone token having
more role assignments than
the creator intended,
possibly giving unintended
escalated access.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12690

Missing
Encryption of
Sensitive
Data

07-05-2020

6.5

An issue was discovered in
OpenStack Keystone before
15.0.1, and 16.0.0. Any
authenticated user can
create an EC2 credential for
themselves for a project
that they have a specified
role on, and then perform
an update to the credential
user and project, allowing
them to masquerade as
another user. This
potentially allows a
malicious user to act as the
admin on a project another
user has the admin role on,
which can effectively grant
that user global admin
privileges.

https://se
curity.ope
nstack.or
A-OPE-KEYSg/ossa/O
180520/231
SSA2020004.html

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12691

Missing
Encryption of
Sensitive
Data

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

5.5

1-2

An issue was discovered in
OpenStack Keystone before
15.0.1, and 16.0.0. The EC2
API doesn't have a
signature TTL check for
AWS Signature V4. An
attacker can sniff the
Authorization header, and
then use it to reissue an
OpenStack token an
2-3

3-4
103

4-5

5-6

https://se
curity.ope
nstack.or
A-OPE-KEYSg/ossa/O
180520/232
SSA2020003.html
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unlimited number of times.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12692
Opensuse
open_build_service

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

13-05-2020

4.3

A Improper Neutralization
of Input During Web Page
Generation vulnerability in
open-build-service allows
remote attackers to store
arbitrary JS code to cause
XSS. This issue affects:
openSUSE open-buildservice versions prior to
7cc32c8e2ff7290698e101d
9a80a9dc29a5500fb.

https://b
ugzilla.su
se.com/sh A-OPE-OPENow_bug.cg 180520/233
i?id=1171
439

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8020
Openvpn
openvpn_access_server

Improper
Restriction of
Recursive
Entity
References in
DTDs ('XML
Entity
Expansion')

04-05-2020

4.3

An issue was discovered in
OpenVPN Access Server
before 2.7.0 and 2.8.x
before 2.8.3. With the full
featured RPC2 interface
enabled, it is possible to
achieve a temporary DoS
state of the management
interface when sending an
XML Entity Expansion
(XEE) payload to the
XMLRPC based RPC2
interface. The duration of
the DoS state depends on
available memory and CPU
speed. The default
restricted mode of the RPC2
interface is NOT vulnerable.

A-OPE-OPEN180520/234

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11462
Oracle
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2
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3-4
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iplanet_web_server

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
('Injection')

10-05-2020

4.9

** PRODUCT NOT
SUPPORTED WHEN
ASSIGNED ** Oracle iPlanet
Web Server 7.0.x allows
image injection in the
Administration console via
the productNameSrc
parameter to an admingui
N/A
URI. This issue exists
because of an incomplete fix
for CVE-2012-0516. NOTE:
a related support policy can
be found in the
www.oracle.com references
attached to this CVE.

A-ORA-IPLA180520/235

CVE ID : CVE-2020-9314

Inadequate
Encryption
Strength

10-05-2020

5

** PRODUCT NOT
SUPPORTED WHEN
ASSIGNED ** Oracle iPlanet
Web Server 7.0.x has
Incorrect Access Control for
admingui/version URIs in
the Administration console,
as demonstrated by
unauthenticated read
access to encryption keys.
NOTE: a related support
policy can be found in the
www.oracle.com references
attached to this CVE.

A-ORA-IPLA180520/236

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-9315
Paloaltonetworks
globalprotect
Information
Exposure
Through Log
Files

CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

1.7

1-2

Under certain
circumstances a user's
password may be logged in
cleartext in the PanGPS.log
diagnostic file when logs
2-3

3-4
105

4-5

5-6

https://se
curity.pal A-PAL-GLOBoaltonetw 180520/237
orks.com/
CVE6-7
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are collected for
2020troubleshooting on
2004
GlobalProtect app (also
known as GlobalProtect
Agent) for MacOS and
Windows. For this issue to
occur all of these conditions
must be true: (1) 'Save User
Credential' option should be
set to 'Yes' in the
GlobalProtect Portal's Agent
configuration, (2) the
GlobalProtect user
manually selects a gateway,
(3) and the logging level is
set to 'Dump' while
collecting troubleshooting
logs. This issue does not
affect GlobalProtect app on
other platforms (for
example
iOS/Android/Linux). This
issue affects GlobalProtect
app 5.0 versions earlier
than 5.0.9, GlobalProtect
app 5.1 versions earlier
than 5.1.2 on Windows or
MacOS. Since becoming
aware of the issue, Palo Alto
Networks has safely deleted
all the known
GlobalProtectLogs zip files
sent by customers with the
credentials. We now filter
and remove these
credentials from all files
sent to Customer Support.
The GlobalProtectLogs zip
files uploaded to Palo Alto
Networks systems were
only accessible by
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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authorized personnel with
valid Palo Alto Networks
credentials. We do not have
any evidence of malicious
access or use of these
credentials.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2004
Php-fusion
php-fusion
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

07-05-2020

3.5

Multiple Cross-site scripting
vulnerabilities in PHPFusion 9.03.50 allow
remote attackers to inject
arbitrary web script or
HTML via the go parameter N/A
to faq/faq_admin.php or
shoutbox_panel/shoutbox_a
dmin.php

A-PHP-PHP-180520/238

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12706

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

07-05-2020

4.3

Multiple cross-site scripting
vulnerabilities in PHPFusion 9.03.50 allow
remote attackers to inject
arbitrary web script or
HTML via the cat_id
parameter to
downloads/downloads.php
or article.php. NOTE: this
might overlap CVE-20126043.

N/A

A-PHP-PHP-180520/239

In
administration/comments.p
hp in PHP-Fusion 9.03.50,
an authenticated attacker
N/A
can take advantage of a
stored XSS vulnerability in
the Preview Comment
feature. The protection

A-PHP-PHP-180520/240

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12708
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

3.5

1-2

2-3

3-4
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mechanism can be bypassed
by using HTML event
handlers such as ontoggle.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12718

Phplist
phplist
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

04-05-2020

4.3

phpList before 3.5.3 allows
XSS, with resultant privilege
elevation, via
N/A
lists/admin/template.php.

A-PHP-PHPL180520/241

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12639

pi-hole
pi-hole

Unrestricted
Upload of File
with
Dangerous
Type

11-05-2020

9

The Gravity updater in Pihole through 4.4 allows an
authenticated adversary to
upload arbitrary files. This
can be abused for Remote
Code Execution by writing
to a PHP file in the web
directory. (Also, it can be
N/A
used in conjunction with
the sudo rule for the wwwdata user to escalate
privileges to root.) The code
error is in
gravity_DownloadBlocklistF
romUrl in gravity.sh.

A-PI--PI-H180520/242

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11108
Pingidentity
pingid_ssh_integration
Out-ofbounds Write

CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

Ping Identity PingID SSH
before 4.0.14 contains a
heap buffer overflow in
PingID-enrolled servers.
2-3

3-4
108

4-5

5-6

https://d
ocs.pingid A-PIN-PING180520/243
entity.co
m/bundle
6-7
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This condition can be
potentially exploited into a
Remote Code Execution
vector on the authenticating
endpoint.

/pingid/p
age/hmc1
5879985
27490.ht
ml

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10654
pivotal_software
concourse

URL
Redirection
to Untrusted
Site ('Open
Redirect')

14-05-2020

5.8

Pivotal Concourse, most
versions prior to 6.0.0,
allows redirects to
untrusted websites in its
login flow. A remote
unauthenticated attacker
could convince a user to
click on a link using the
OAuth redirect link with an
untrusted website and gain
access to that user's access
token in Concourse. (This
issue is similar to, but
distinct from, CVE-201815798.)

https://ta
nzu.vmwa
re.com/se A-PIV-CONCcurity/cv 180520/244
e-20205409

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5409
spring_security

Improper
Verification
of
Cryptographi
c Signature

CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

6.5

1-2

Spring Security versions
5.2.x prior to 5.2.4 and 5.3.x
prior to 5.3.2 contain a
signature wrapping
vulnerability during SAML
response validation. When
using the spring-securitysaml2-service-provider
component, a malicious
user can carefully modify an
otherwise valid SAML
response and append an
arbitrary assertion that
Spring Security will accept
2-3

3-4
109

4-5

5-6

https://ta
nzu.vmwa
re.com/se A-PIV-SPRIcurity/cv 180520/245
e-20205407
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as valid.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5407
Plex
plex_media_server

Deserializatio
n of
Untrusted
Data

08-05-2020

6.5

Deserialization of Untrusted
Data in Plex Media Server
on Windows allows a
remote, authenticated
N/A
attacker to execute
arbitrary Python code.

A-PLE-PLEX180520/246

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5741
Qemu
qemu

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

04-05-2020

2.1

A potential DoS flaw was
found in the virtio-fs shared
file system daemon
(virtiofsd) implementation
of the QEMU version >=
v5.0. Virtio-fs is meant to
share a host file system
directory with a guest via
virtio-fs device. If the guest
opens the maximum
number of file descriptors
under the shared directory,
a denial of service may
occur. This flaw allows a
guest user/process to cause
this denial of service on the
host.

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010717

A-QEM-QEMU180520/247

https://gi
thub.com
/qutebro
wser/qut

A-QUT-QUTE180520/248

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10717
qutebrowser
qutebrowser
N/A

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

4.3

1-2

In qutebrowser versions
less than 1.11.1, reloading a
page with certificate errors
shows a green URL. After a
2-3

3-4
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certificate error was
overridden by the user,
qutebrowser displays the
URL as yellow
(colors.statusbar.url.warn.f
g). However, when the
affected website was
subsequently loaded again,
the URL was mistakenly
displayed as green
(colors.statusbar.url.success
_https). While the user
already has seen a
certificate error prompt at
this point (or set
content.ssl_strict to false,
which is not
recommended), this could
still provide a false sense of
security. This has been fixed
in 1.11.1 and 1.12.0. All
versions of qutebrowser are
believed to be affected,
though versions before
v0.11.x couldn't be tested.
Backported patches for
older versions (greater than
or equal to 1.4.0 and less
than or equal to 1.10.2) are
available, but no further
releases are planned.

ebrowser
/security
/advisori
es/GHSA4rcq-jv2f898j

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11054
Redhat
openshift_application_runtimes
Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A flaw was found in
Hibernate Validator version
6.1.2.Final. A bug in the
message interpolation
processor enables invalid
EL expressions to be
2-3

3-4
111

4-5

5-6

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20206-7

7-8

A-RED-OPEN180520/249

8-9
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evaluated as if they were
valid. This flaw allows
attackers to bypass input
sanitation (escaping,
stripping) controls that
developers may have put in
place when handling usercontrolled data in error
messages.

Patch
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10693

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10693

Improper
Input
Validation

13-05-2020

6.5

A flaw was found in
Keycloak before version
11.0.0, where the code base
contains usages of
ObjectInputStream without
type checks. This flaw
allows an attacker to inject
arbitrarily serialized Java
Objects, which would then
get deserialized in a
privileged context and
potentially lead to remote
code execution.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1714

Improper
Authenticatio
n

12-05-2020

6.5

A flaw was found in the
reset credential flow in all
Keycloak versions before
8.0.0. This flaw allows an
attacker to gain
unauthorized access to the
application.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1718

Insufficient
Session
Expiration

CVSS Scoring Scale

11-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

A flaw was found in
Keycloak in versions before
9.0.2. This flaw allows a
malicious user that is
currently logged in, to see
the personal information of
a previously logged out user
2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201714,
https://gi
thub.com
/keycloak
/keycloak
/pull/705
3

A-RED-OPEN180520/250

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201718

A-RED-OPEN180520/251

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201724

A-RED-OPEN180520/252
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in the account manager
section.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1724

Improper
Input
Validation

04-05-2020

4.9

A flaw was found in Soteria
before 1.0.1, in a way that
multiple requests occurring
concurrently causing
security identity corruption
across concurrent threads
when using EE Security
with WildFly Elytron which
can lead to the possibility of
being handled using the
identity from another
request.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1732

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201732,
https://gi
thub.com A-RED-OPEN/wildfly180520/253
security/s
oteria/co
mmit/c24
79f8c39d
7d66134
1fdcaff7f5
e97c5eea
1a54

jboss_data_grid

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A flaw was found in
Hibernate Validator version
6.1.2.Final. A bug in the
message interpolation
processor enables invalid
EL expressions to be
evaluated as if they were
valid. This flaw allows
attackers to bypass input
sanitation (escaping,
stripping) controls that
developers may have put in
place when handling usercontrolled data in error
messages.

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010693

A-RED-JBOS180520/254

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10693
jboss_fuse
CVSS Scoring Scale
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https://gi
thub.com
/dom4j/d
dom4j before 2.1.3 allows
om4j/co
external DTDs and External mmit/a82
Entities by default, which
28522a99
might enable XXE attacks.
a0214610
However, there is popular
6672a34c
A-RED-JBOSexternal documentation
104adbda
180520/255
from OWASP showing how
5c658,
to enable the safe, nonhttps://gi
default behavior in any
thub.com
application that uses dom4j. /dom4j/d
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10683 om4j/rele
ases/tag/
version2.1.3
A flaw was found in
Hibernate Validator version
6.1.2.Final. A bug in the
message interpolation
processor enables invalid
EL expressions to be
evaluated as if they were
valid. This flaw allows
attackers to bypass input
sanitation (escaping,
stripping) controls that
developers may have put in
place when handling usercontrolled data in error
messages.

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010693

A-RED-JBOS180520/256

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201714,

A-RED-JBOS180520/257

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10693

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

6.5

1-2

A flaw was found in
Keycloak before version
11.0.0, where the code base
contains usages of
ObjectInputStream without
type checks. This flaw
allows an attacker to inject
2-3
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arbitrarily serialized Java
Objects, which would then
get deserialized in a
privileged context and
potentially lead to remote
code execution.
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https://gi
thub.com
/keycloak
/keycloak
/pull/705
3

CVE ID : CVE-2020-1714

Improper
Authenticatio
n

12-05-2020

6.5

A flaw was found in the
reset credential flow in all
Keycloak versions before
8.0.0. This flaw allows an
attacker to gain
unauthorized access to the
application.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1718

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201718

A-RED-JBOS180520/258

soteria

Improper
Input
Validation

04-05-2020

4.9

A flaw was found in Soteria
before 1.0.1, in a way that
multiple requests occurring
concurrently causing
security identity corruption
across concurrent threads
when using EE Security
with WildFly Elytron which
can lead to the possibility of
being handled using the
identity from another
request.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1732

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201732,
https://gi
thub.com A-RED-SOTE/wildfly180520/259
security/s
oteria/co
mmit/c24
79f8c39d
7d66134
1fdcaff7f5
e97c5eea
1a54

ansible_engine
Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A flaw was found in the
Ansible Engine affecting
Ansible Engine versions
2.7.x before 2.7.17 and 2.8.x
2-3

3-4
115

4-5

5-6

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
6-7

7-8

A-RED-ANSI180520/260

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

before 2.8.11 and 2.9.x
before 2.9.7 as well as
Ansible Tower before and
including versions 3.4.5 and
3.5.5 and 3.6.3 when the
ldap_attr and ldap_entry
community modules are
used. The issue discloses
the LDAP bind password to
stdout or a log file if a
playbook task is written
using the bind_pw in the
parameters field. The
highest threat from this
vulnerability is data
confidentiality.

g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201746,
https://gi
thub.com
/ansible/
ansible/p
ull/67866

CVE ID : CVE-2020-1746
decision_manager

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

01-05-2020

13-05-2020

0-1

7.5

https://gi
thub.com
/dom4j/d
dom4j before 2.1.3 allows
om4j/co
external DTDs and External mmit/a82
Entities by default, which
28522a99
might enable XXE attacks.
a0214610
However, there is popular
6672a34c
A-RED-DECIexternal documentation
104adbda
180520/261
from OWASP showing how
5c658,
to enable the safe, nonhttps://gi
default behavior in any
thub.com
application that uses dom4j. /dom4j/d
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10683 om4j/rele
ases/tag/
version2.1.3

6.5

A flaw was found in
Keycloak before version
11.0.0, where the code base
contains usages of
ObjectInputStream without

1-2

2-3

3-4
116

4-5

5-6

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
6-7

7-8

A-RED-DECI180520/262

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

type checks. This flaw
allows an attacker to inject
arbitrarily serialized Java
Objects, which would then
get deserialized in a
privileged context and
potentially lead to remote
code execution.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

VE-20201714,
https://gi
thub.com
/keycloak
/keycloak
/pull/705
3

CVE ID : CVE-2020-1714
software_collections

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

01-05-2020

7.5

https://gi
thub.com
/dom4j/d
dom4j before 2.1.3 allows
om4j/co
external DTDs and External mmit/a82
Entities by default, which
28522a99
might enable XXE attacks.
a0214610
However, there is popular
6672a34c
A-RED-SOFTexternal documentation
104adbda
180520/263
from OWASP showing how
5c658,
to enable the safe, nonhttps://gi
default behavior in any
thub.com
application that uses dom4j. /dom4j/d
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10683 om4j/rele
ases/tag/
version2.1.3

6.5

A flaw was found in
Keycloak version 8.0.2 and
9.0.0, and was fixed in
Keycloak version 9.0.1,
where a malicious user
registers as oneself. The
attacker could then use the
remove devices form to
post different credential IDs
and possibly remove MFA
devices for other users.

keycloak

Incorrect
Authorization

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
117

4-5

5-6

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010686

6-7

7-8

A-RED-KEYC180520/264

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10686

Information
Exposure

11-05-2020

2.1

A flaw was found in
keycloak in versions before
9.0.0. A logged exception in
the HttpMethod class may
leak the password given as
parameter. The highest
threat from this
vulnerability is to data
confidentiality.

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201698

A-RED-KEYC180520/265

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201714,
https://gi
thub.com
/keycloak
/keycloak
/pull/705
3

A-RED-KEYC180520/266

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201718

A-RED-KEYC180520/267

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-2020-

A-RED-KEYC180520/268

CVE ID : CVE-2020-1698

Improper
Input
Validation

13-05-2020

6.5

A flaw was found in
Keycloak before version
11.0.0, where the code base
contains usages of
ObjectInputStream without
type checks. This flaw
allows an attacker to inject
arbitrarily serialized Java
Objects, which would then
get deserialized in a
privileged context and
potentially lead to remote
code execution.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1714

Improper
Authenticatio
n

12-05-2020

6.5

A flaw was found in the
reset credential flow in all
Keycloak versions before
8.0.0. This flaw allows an
attacker to gain
unauthorized access to the
application.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1718

Insufficient
Session
Expiration

CVSS Scoring Scale

11-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

A flaw was found in
Keycloak in versions before
9.0.2. This flaw allows a
malicious user that is
currently logged in, to see
the personal information of
2-3

3-4
118

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

a previously logged out user 1724
in the account manager
section.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1724
jboss_enterprise_application_platform

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

Improper
Input
Validation

01-05-2020

06-05-2020

7.5

5

https://gi
thub.com
/dom4j/d
dom4j before 2.1.3 allows
om4j/co
external DTDs and External mmit/a82
Entities by default, which
28522a99
might enable XXE attacks.
a0214610
However, there is popular
6672a34c
A-RED-JBOSexternal documentation
104adbda
180520/269
from OWASP showing how
5c658,
to enable the safe, nonhttps://gi
default behavior in any
thub.com
application that uses dom4j. /dom4j/d
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10683 om4j/rele
ases/tag/
version2.1.3
A flaw was found in
Hibernate Validator version
6.1.2.Final. A bug in the
message interpolation
processor enables invalid
EL expressions to be
evaluated as if they were
valid. This flaw allows
attackers to bypass input
sanitation (escaping,
stripping) controls that
developers may have put in
place when handling usercontrolled data in error
messages.

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010693

A-RED-JBOS180520/270

https://b

A-RED-JBOS-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10693
Improper
CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020
0-1

4.9
1-2

A flaw was found in Soteria
2-3

3-4
119

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Input
Validation

Description & CVE ID

before 1.0.1, in a way that
multiple requests occurring
concurrently causing
security identity corruption
across concurrent threads
when using EE Security
with WildFly Elytron which
can lead to the possibility of
being handled using the
identity from another
request.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1732

Patch

NCIIPC ID

ugzilla.re 180520/271
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201732,
https://gi
thub.com
/wildflysecurity/s
oteria/co
mmit/c24
79f8c39d
7d66134
1fdcaff7f5
e97c5eea
1a54

single_sign-on

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

01-05-2020

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

https://gi
thub.com
/dom4j/d
dom4j before 2.1.3 allows
om4j/co
external DTDs and External mmit/a82
Entities by default, which
28522a99
might enable XXE attacks.
a0214610
However, there is popular
6672a34c
A-RED-SINGexternal documentation
104adbda
180520/272
from OWASP showing how
5c658,
to enable the safe, nonhttps://gi
default behavior in any
thub.com
application that uses dom4j. /dom4j/d
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10683 om4j/rele
ases/tag/
version2.1.3

5

A flaw was found in
Hibernate Validator version
6.1.2.Final. A bug in the
message interpolation
processor enables invalid

1-2

2-3

3-4
120

4-5

5-6

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
6-7

7-8

A-RED-SING180520/273

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

EL expressions to be
evaluated as if they were
valid. This flaw allows
attackers to bypass input
sanitation (escaping,
stripping) controls that
developers may have put in
place when handling usercontrolled data in error
messages.

VE-202010693

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10693

Improper
Input
Validation

13-05-2020

6.5

A flaw was found in
Keycloak before version
11.0.0, where the code base
contains usages of
ObjectInputStream without
type checks. This flaw
allows an attacker to inject
arbitrarily serialized Java
Objects, which would then
get deserialized in a
privileged context and
potentially lead to remote
code execution.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1714

Insufficient
Session
Expiration

11-05-2020

4

A flaw was found in
Keycloak in versions before
9.0.2. This flaw allows a
malicious user that is
currently logged in, to see
the personal information of
a previously logged out user
in the account manager
section.

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201714,
https://gi
thub.com
/keycloak
/keycloak
/pull/705
3

A-RED-SING180520/274

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201724

A-RED-SING180520/275

https://gi
thub.com
/dom4j/d

A-RED-JBOS180520/276

CVE ID : CVE-2020-1724
jboss_enterprise_application_platform_continuous_delivery
Improper
Restriction of
XML External
CVSS Scoring Scale

01-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

dom4j before 2.1.3 allows
external DTDs and External
Entities by default, which
2-3

3-4
121

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Entity
Reference
('XXE')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

might enable XXE attacks.
However, there is popular
external documentation
from OWASP showing how
to enable the safe, nondefault behavior in any
application that uses dom4j.

om4j/co
mmit/a82
28522a99
a0214610
6672a34c
104adbda
5c658,
https://gi
thub.com
/dom4j/d
om4j/rele
ases/tag/
version2.1.3

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10683

Improper
Input
Validation

04-05-2020

4.9

A flaw was found in Soteria
before 1.0.1, in a way that
multiple requests occurring
concurrently causing
security identity corruption
across concurrent threads
when using EE Security
with WildFly Elytron which
can lead to the possibility of
being handled using the
identity from another
request.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1732

NCIIPC ID

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201732,
https://gi
thub.com A-RED-JBOS/wildfly180520/277
security/s
oteria/co
mmit/c24
79f8c39d
7d66134
1fdcaff7f5
e97c5eea
1a54

process_automation
Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

CVSS Scoring Scale

01-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

dom4j before 2.1.3 allows
external DTDs and External
Entities by default, which
might enable XXE attacks.
However, there is popular
external documentation
from OWASP showing how
2-3

3-4
122

4-5

5-6

https://gi
thub.com
/dom4j/d A-RED-PROCom4j/co
180520/278
mmit/a82
28522a99
a0214610
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

to enable the safe, non6672a34c
default behavior in any
104adbda
application that uses dom4j. 5c658,
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10683 https://gi
thub.com
/dom4j/d
om4j/rele
ases/tag/
version2.1.3

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A flaw was found in
Hibernate Validator version
6.1.2.Final. A bug in the
message interpolation
processor enables invalid
EL expressions to be
evaluated as if they were
valid. This flaw allows
attackers to bypass input
sanitation (escaping,
stripping) controls that
developers may have put in
place when handling usercontrolled data in error
messages.

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010693

A-RED-PROC180520/279

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201714,
https://gi
thub.com
/keycloak
/keycloak
/pull/705
3

A-RED-PROC180520/280

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10693

Improper
Input
Validation

13-05-2020

6.5

A flaw was found in
Keycloak before version
11.0.0, where the code base
contains usages of
ObjectInputStream without
type checks. This flaw
allows an attacker to inject
arbitrarily serialized Java
Objects, which would then
get deserialized in a
privileged context and
potentially lead to remote
code execution.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1714

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
123

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

openshift_container_platform

Cleartext
Storage of
Sensitive
Information

12-05-2020

4.6

A flaw was found in
OpenShift Container
Platform where OAuth
tokens are not encrypted
when the encryption of data
at rest is enabled. This flaw
allows an attacker with
access to a backup to obtain
OAuth tokens and then use
them to log into the cluster
as any user who logged into
the cluster via the WebUI or
via the command line in the
last 24 hours. Once the
backup is older than 24
hours the OAuth tokens are
no longer valid.

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010706

A-RED-OPEN180520/281

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010693

A-RED-SATE180520/282

https://b
ugzilla.re

A-RED-ANSI180520/283

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10706
satellite

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A flaw was found in
Hibernate Validator version
6.1.2.Final. A bug in the
message interpolation
processor enables invalid
EL expressions to be
evaluated as if they were
valid. This flaw allows
attackers to bypass input
sanitation (escaping,
stripping) controls that
developers may have put in
place when handling usercontrolled data in error
messages.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10693

ansible_tower
Information
Exposure
CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A flaw was found in the
Ansible Engine affecting
2-3

3-4
124

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

Ansible Engine versions
2.7.x before 2.7.17 and 2.8.x
before 2.8.11 and 2.9.x
before 2.9.7 as well as
Ansible Tower before and
including versions 3.4.5 and
3.5.5 and 3.6.3 when the
ldap_attr and ldap_entry
community modules are
used. The issue discloses
the LDAP bind password to
stdout or a log file if a
playbook task is written
using the bind_pw in the
parameters field. The
highest threat from this
vulnerability is data
confidentiality.

dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-20201746,
https://gi
thub.com
/ansible/
ansible/p
ull/67866

CVE ID : CVE-2020-1746
enterprise_mrg

Integer
Overflow or
Wraparound

CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

6.9

1-2

A signal access-control
issue was discovered in the
Linux kernel before 5.6.5,
aka CID-7395ea4e65c2.
Because exec_id in
include/linux/sched.h is
only 32 bits, an integer
overflow can interfere with
a do_notify_parent
protection mechanism. A
child process can send an
arbitrary signal to a parent
process in a different
security domain.
Exploitation limitations
include the amount of
elapsed time before an
integer overflow occurs,
and the lack of scenarios
where signals to a parent
2-3

3-4
125

4-5

5-6

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=1
822077

6-7

7-8

A-RED-ENTE180520/284

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

process present a
substantial operational
threat.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12826
reportportal
service-api

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

04-05-2020

5

An issue was discovered in
service-api before 4.3.12
and 5.x before 5.1.1 for
Report Portal. It allows XXE,
with resultant secrets
disclosure and SSRF, via
JUnit XML launch import.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12642

https://gi
thub.com
/reportpo
rtal/repor
A-REP-SERVtportal/bl
180520/285
ob/maste
r/SECURI
TY_ADVIS
ORIES.md

requarks
wiki.js

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

3.5

1-2

In Wiki.js before 2.3.81,
there is a stored XSS in the
Markdown editor. An editor
with write access to a page,
using the Markdown editor,
could inject an XSS payload
into the content. If another
editor (with write access as
well) load the same page
into the Markdown editor,
the XSS payload will be
executed as part of the
preview panel. The
rendered result does not
contain the XSS payload as
it is stripped by the HTML
Sanitization security
module. This vulnerability
only impacts editors
loading the malicious page
in the Markdown editor.
This has been patched in
2-3

3-4
126

4-5

5-6

https://gi
thub.com
/Requark
s/wiki/se
curity/ad
visories/
GHSAvj72c9vq-qxrv

6-7

7-8

A-REQ-WIKI180520/286

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

2.3.81.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11051
Roundcube
webmail
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

04-05-2020

4.3

An issue was discovered in
Roundcube Webmail before
1.4.4. There is a cross-site
scripting (XSS) vulnerability
in rcube_washtml.php
N/A
because JavaScript code can
occur in the CDATA of an
HTML message.

A-ROU-WEBM180520/287

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12625

04-05-2020

4.3

An issue was discovered in
Roundcube Webmail before
1.4.4. A CSRF attack can
cause an authenticated user
to be logged out because
POST was not considered.

N/A

A-ROU-WEBM180520/288

N/A

A-ROU-WEBM180520/289

N/A

A-ROU-WEBM180520/290

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12626
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

Argument
Injection or
Modification

04-05-2020

7.5

Roundcube Webmail before
1.4.4 allows attackers to
include local files and
execute code via directory
traversal in a plugin name
to rcube_plugin_api.php.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12640

04-05-2020

7.5

rcube_image.php in
Roundcube Webmail before
1.4.4 allows attackers to
execute arbitrary code via
shell metacharacters in a
configuration setting for
im_convert_path or
im_identify_path.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12641

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
127

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

RSA
archer

Information
Exposure

04-05-2020

2.1

RSA Archer, versions prior
to 6.7 P3 (6.7.0.3), contain
an information exposure
vulnerability. Users’ session
information could
potentially be stored in
cache or log files. An
authenticated malicious
local user with access to the
log files may obtain the
exposed information to use
it in further attacks.

N/A

A-RSA-ARCH180520/291

N/A

A-RSA-ARCH180520/292

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5331

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

RSA Archer, versions prior
to 6.7 P3 (6.7.0.3), contain a
command injection
vulnerability. AN
authenticated malicious
user with administrator
privileges could potentially
exploit this vulnerability to
execute arbitrary
commands on the system
where the vulnerable
application is deployed.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5332

Information
Exposure

04-05-2020

4

RSA Archer, versions prior
to 6.7 P3 (6.7.0.3), contain
an authorization bypass
vulnerability in the REST
API. A remote authenticated
malicious Archer user could N/A
potentially exploit this
vulnerability to view
unauthorized information.

A-RSA-ARCH180520/293

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5333

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
128

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

Publish Date

04-05-2020

CVSS

4.3

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

RSA Archer, versions prior
to 6.7 P2 (6.7.0.2), contains
a Document Object Model
(DOM) based cross-site
scripting vulnerability. A
remote unauthenticated
attacker could potentially
exploit this vulnerability by
tricking a victim application
N/A
user to supply malicious
HTML or JavaScript code to
DOM environment in the
browser. The malicious
code is then executed by the
web browser in the context
of the vulnerable web
application.

A-RSA-ARCH180520/294

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5334

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

04-05-2020

6.8

RSA Archer, versions prior
to 6.7 P2 (6.7.0.2), contain a
cross-site request forgery
vulnerability. A remote
unauthenticated attacker
could potentially exploit
this vulnerability by
tricking a victim application
user to send arbitrary
requests to the vulnerable
application to perform
server operations with the
privileges of the
authenticated victim user.

N/A

A-RSA-ARCH180520/295

N/A

A-RSA-ARCH180520/296

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5335
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

5.8

1-2

RSA Archer, versions prior
to 6.7 P1 (6.7.0.1), contain a
URL injection vulnerability.
An unauthenticated
attacker could potentially
exploit this vulnerability by
tricking a victim application
2-3

3-4
129

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Component
('Injection')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

user to execute malicious
JavaScript code on the
affected system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5336

URL
Redirection
to Untrusted
Site ('Open
Redirect')

04-05-2020

5.8

RSA Archer, versions prior
to 6.7 P1 (6.7.0.1), contain a
URL redirection
vulnerability. A remote
unauthenticated attacker
could potentially exploit
this vulnerability to redirect
application users to
arbitrary web URLs by
N/A
tricking the victim users to
click on maliciously crafted
links. The vulnerability
could be used to conduct
phishing attacks that cause
users to unknowingly visit
malicious sites.

A-RSA-ARCH180520/297

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5337
Ruby-lang
Ruby

N/A

04-05-2020

5

An issue was discovered in
Ruby 2.5.x through 2.5.7,
2.6.x through 2.6.5, and
2.7.0. If a victim calls
BasicSocket#read_nonblock
(requested_size, buffer,
exception: false), the
method resizes the buffer to
fit the requested size, but no
data is copied. Thus, the
buffer string provides the
previous value of the heap.
This may expose possibly
sensitive data from the
interpreter.

https://w
ww.rubylang.org/
en/news/
2020/03/
31/heapexposurein-socketcve-202010933/

A-RUB-RUBY180520/298

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10933
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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Rubyonrails
active_resource

Information
Exposure

12-05-2020

5

There is a possible
information disclosure
issue in Active Resource
<v5.1.1 that could allow an
attacker to create specially
crafted requests to access
data in an unexpected way
and possibly leak
information.

N/A

A-RUB-ACTI180520/299

N/A

A-RUB-ACTI180520/300

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010700

A-SAM-SAMB180520/301

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8151
actionpack_page-caching
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

12-05-2020

7.5

There is a vulnerability in
actionpack_page-caching
gem < v1.2.1 that allows an
attacker to write arbitrary
files to a web server,
potentially resulting in
remote code execution if
the attacker can write
unescaped ERB to a view.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8159

Samba
samba

Use After
Free

04-05-2020

5

A use-after-free flaw was
found in the way samba AD
DC LDAP servers, handled
'Paged Results' control is
combined with the 'ASQ'
control. A malicious user in
a samba AD could use this
flaw to cause denial of
service. This issue affects all
samba versions before
4.10.15, before 4.11.8 and
before 4.12.2.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10700

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9
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Weakness

Buffer Copy
without
Checking Size
of Input
('Classic
Buffer
Overflow')

Publish Date

06-05-2020

CVSS

5

Description & CVE ID

A flaw was found when
using samba as an Active
Directory Domain
Controller. Due to the way
samba handles certain
requests as an Active
Directory Domain
Controller LDAP server, an
unauthorized user can
cause a stack overflow
leading to a denial of
service. The highest threat
from this vulnerability is to
system availability. This
issue affects all samba
versions before 4.10.15,
before 4.11.8 and before
4.12.2.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010704

A-SAM-SAMB180520/302

N/A

A-SAP-ADAP180520/303

N/A

A-SAP-MAST180520/304

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10704
SAP
adaptive_server_enterprise_backup_server

Improper
Input
Validation

12-05-2020

6.5

SAP Adaptive Server
Enterprise (Backup Server),
version 16.0, does not
perform the necessary
validation checks for an
authenticated user while
executing DUMP or LOAD
command allowing
arbitrary code execution or
Code Injection.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6248

master_data_governance_\(s4core\)
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an
SQL
CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

6.5

1-2

The use of an admin
backend report within SAP
Master Data Governance,
versions - S4CORE 101,
S4FND 102, 103, 104,
SAP_BS_FND 748; allows an
2-3

3-4
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Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Command
('SQL
Injection')

Patch

NCIIPC ID

attacker to execute crafted
database queries, exposing
the backend database,
leading to SQL Injection.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6249

master_data_governance_\(s4fnd\)
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an
SQL
Command
('SQL
Injection')

12-05-2020

The use of an admin
backend report within SAP
Master Data Governance,
versions - S4CORE 101,
S4FND 102, 103, 104,
SAP_BS_FND 748; allows an
attacker to execute crafted
database queries, exposing
the backend database,
leading to SQL Injection.

6.5

N/A

A-SAP-MAST180520/305

N/A

A-SAP-MAST180520/306

N/A

A-SAP-ADAP180520/307

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6249
master_data_governance_\(sap_bs_fnd\)
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an
SQL
Command
('SQL
Injection')

12-05-2020

The use of an admin
backend report within SAP
Master Data Governance,
versions - S4CORE 101,
S4FND 102, 103, 104,
SAP_BS_FND 748; allows an
attacker to execute crafted
database queries, exposing
the backend database,
leading to SQL Injection.

6.5

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6249
adaptive_server_enterprise_cockpit

Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

5.2

1-2

Under certain conditions
SAP Adaptive Server
Enterprise (Cockpit),
version 16.0, allows an
attacker with access to local
network, to get sensitive
and confidential
information, leading to
2-3

3-4
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7-8

8-9
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Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

Information Disclosure. It
can be used to get user
account credentials, tamper
with system data and
impact system availability.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6252
enterprise_threat_detection
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

12-05-2020

4.3

SAP Enterprise Threat
Detection, versions 1.0, 2.0,
does not sufficiently encode
error response pages in
case of errors, allowing XSS
payload reflecting in the
response, leading to
reflected Cross Site
Scripting.

N/A

A-SAP-ENTE180520/308

N/A

A-SAP-MAST180520/309

N/A

A-SAP-APPL180520/310

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6254
master_data_governance

Missing
Authorization

12-05-2020

4

SAP Master Data
Governance, versions - 748,
749, 750, 751, 752, 800,
801, 802, 803, 804, allows
users to display change
request details without
having required
authorizations, due to
Missing Authorization
Check.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6256

application_server
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

6.5

1-2

Service Data Download in
SAP Application Server
ABAP (ST-PI, before
versions 2008_1_46C,
2008_1_620, 2008_1_640,
2008_1_700, 2008_1_710,
740) allows an attacker to
inject code that can be
2-3

3-4
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CVSS

('Injection')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

executed by the application.
An attacker could thereby
control the behavior of the
application and the whole
ABAP system leading to
Code Injection.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6262

adaptive_server_enterprise
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an
SQL
Command
('SQL
Injection')

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
('Injection')

12-05-2020

6.5

SAP Adaptive Server
Enterprise, version 16.0,
allows an authenticated
user to execute crafted
database queries to elevate
privileges of users in the
system, leading to SQL
Injection.

A-SAP-ADAP180520/311

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6241

12-05-2020

6.5

Under certain conditions,
SAP Adaptive Server
Enterprise (XP Server on
Windows Platform),
versions 15.7, 16.0, does not
perform the necessary
checks for an authenticated
user while executing the
N/A
extended stored procedure,
allowing an attacker to
read, modify, delete
restricted data on
connected servers, leading
to Code Injection.

A-SAP-ADAP180520/312

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6243

Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

6.7

1-2

SAP Adaptive Server
Enterprise, version 16.0,
allows an authenticated
attacker to exploit certain
misconfigured endpoints
exposed over the adjacent
network, to read system
2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

A-SAP-ADAP180520/313

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Patch

NCIIPC ID

administrator password
leading to Information
Disclosure. This could help
the attacker to read/write
any data and even stop the
server like an
administrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6250

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an
SQL
Command
('SQL
Injection')

12-05-2020

6.5

Under certain conditions,
SAP Adaptive Server
Enterprise (Web Services),
versions 15.7, 16.0, allows
an authenticated user to
execute crafted database
queries to elevate their
privileges, modify database
objects, or execute
commands they are not
otherwise authorized to
execute, leading to SQL
Injection.

N/A

A-SAP-ADAP180520/314

N/A

A-SAP-ADAP180520/315

N/A

A-SAP-IDEN180520/316

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6253

Missing
Authorization

12-05-2020

4

Under certain conditions
SAP Adaptive Server
Enterprise, versions 15.7,
16.0, allows an attacker to
access information which
would otherwise be
restricted leading to
Missing Authorization
Check.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6259

identity_management

Missing
Authorization

CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

SAP Identity Management,
version 8.0, does not
perform necessary
authorization checks for an
authenticated user,
allowing the attacker to
2-3

3-4
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view certain sensitive
information of the victim,
leading to Missing
Authorization Check.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6258
netweaver_as_abap

Improper
Input
Validation

12-05-2020

5

SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP
(Web Dynpro ABAP),
versions (SAP_UI 750, 752,
753, 754 and SAP_BASIS
700, 710, 730, 731, 804)
allows an unauthenticated
attacker to prevent
legitimate users from
accessing a service, either
by crashing or flooding the
service leading to Denial of
Service

N/A

A-SAP-NETW180520/317

N/A

A-SAP-BUSI180520/318

N/A

A-SAP-BUSI180520/319

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6240
businessobjects_business_intelligence_platform

Missing
Authenticatio
n for Critical
Function

12-05-2020

7.5

SAP Business Objects
Business Intelligence
Platform (Live Data
Connect), versions 1.0, 2.0,
2.x, allows an attacker to
logon on the Central
Management Console
without password in case of
the BIPRWS application
server was not protected
with some specific
certificate, leading to
Missing Authentication
Check.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6242

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

4.6

1-2

SAP Business Objects
Business Intelligence
Platform, version 4.2,
allows an attacker with
2-3

3-4
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Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
('Injection')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

access to local instance, to
inject file or code that can
be executed by the
application due to Improper
Control of Resource
Identifiers.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6245

Improper
Input
Validation

12-05-2020

5

SAP Business Objects
Business Intelligence
Platform, version 4.2,
allows an unauthenticated
attacker to prevent
legitimate users from
accessing a service. Using a
specially crafted request,
the attacker can crash or
flood the Central
Management Server,
thereby impacting system
availability.

N/A

A-SAP-BUSI180520/320

N/A

A-SAP-BUSI180520/321

N/A

A-SAP-BUSI180520/322

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6247

Information
Exposure

12-05-2020

5

Under certain conditions or
error scenarios SAP
Business Objects Business
Intelligence Platform,
version 4.2, allows an
attacker to access
information which would
otherwise be restricted.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6251

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

3.5

SAP Business Objects
Business Intelligence
Platform (CMC and BI
Launchpad) 4.2 does not
sufficiently encode usercontrolled inputs, resulting
in Cross-Site Scripting
vulnerability.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6257

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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serpico_project
serpico

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

07-05-2020

4

An issue was discovered in
Serpico before 1.3.3. The
/admin/attacments_backup
endpoint can be requested
by non-admin authenticated
users. This means that an
attacker with a user account N/A
can retrieve all of the
attachments of all users
(including administrators)
from the database.

A-SER-SERP180520/323

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12687
Shopizer
shopizer

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

08-05-2020

3.5

In Shopizer before version
2.11.0, a script can be
injected in various forms
and saved in the database,
then executed when
information is fetched from
backend. This has been
patched in version 2.11.0.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11006

https://gi
thub.com
/shopizer
ecommer
ce/shopiz A-SHO-SHOPer/securit 180520/324
y/advisor
ies/GHSA
-8pc4gvfw634p

Silver-peak
unity_edgeconnect_for_amazon_web_services

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
2-3

3-4
139

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com A-SIL-UNIT/sites/def 180520/325
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ A-SIL-UNITsecurity_a 180520/326
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
A-SIL-UNITadvisory/
180520/327
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

unity_edgeconnect_for_azure
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

Publish Date

05-05-2020

CVSS

4

Description & CVE ID

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ A-SIL-UNITsecurity_a 180520/328
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
2-3

3-4
141

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ A-SIL-UNITsecurity_a 180520/329
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
A-SIL-UNITpeak.com 180520/330
/sites/def
ault/files/
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

unity_edgeconnect_for_google_cloud_platform

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ A-SIL-UNITsecurity_a 180520/331
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
142

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/ A-SIL-UNITadvisory/ 180520/332
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
trator6-7
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8-9
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cve_2020_
12143.pdf

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
A-SIL-UNITadvisory/
180520/333
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

unity_orchestrator

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ A-SIL-UNITsecurity_a 180520/334
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142
Improper
Certificate
Validation
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
2-3

3-4
143

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
6-7

7-8
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possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
A-SIL-UNITadvisory/
180520/336
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

simplefilelist
simple-file-list
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

13-05-2020

7.5

The simple-file-list plugin
before 4.2.8 for WordPress
mishandles a .. sequence
within a pathname in cases
where front-side file
management occurs on a
non-Linux platform.

N/A

A-SIM-SIMP180520/337

N/A

A-SIX-MOVA180520/338

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12832

Sixapart
movable_type
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

HTML attribute value
injection vulnerability in
Movable Type series
(Movable Type 7 r.4606
2-3

3-4
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Component
('Injection')

Description & CVE ID

Patch
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(7.2.1) and earlier (Movable
Type 7), Movable Type
Advanced 7 r.4606 (7.2.1)
and earlier (Movable Type
Advanced 7), Movable Type
for AWS 7 r.4606 (7.2.1)
and earlier (Movable Type
for AWS 7), Movable Type
6.5.3 and earlier (Movable
Type 6.5), Movable Type
Advanced 6.5.3 and earlier
(Movable Type Advanced
6.5), Movable Type 6.3.11
and earlier (Movable Type
6.3), Movable Type
Advanced 6.3.11 and earlier
(Movable Type 6.3),
Movable Type Premium
1.29 and earlier, and
Movable Type Premium
Advanced 1.29 and earlier)
allows remote attackers to
inject arbitrary HTML
attribute value via
unspecified vectors.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5574

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

4.3

1-2

Cross-site scripting
vulnerability in Movable
Type series (Movable Type
7 r.4606 (7.2.1) and earlier
(Movable Type 7), Movable
Type Advanced 7 r.4606
(7.2.1) and earlier (Movable
Type Advanced 7), Movable
Type for AWS 7 r.4606
(7.2.1) and earlier (Movable
Type for AWS 7), Movable
Type 6.5.3 and earlier
(Movable Type 6.5),
Movable Type Advanced
6.5.3 and earlier (Movable
2-3

3-4
145

4-5

5-6

A-SIX-MOVA180520/339

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

Type Advanced 6.5),
Movable Type 6.3.11 and
earlier (Movable Type 6.3),
Movable Type Advanced
6.3.11 and earlier (Movable
Type 6.3), Movable Type
Premium 1.29 and earlier,
and Movable Type Premium
Advanced 1.29 and earlier)
allows remote attackers to
inject arbitrary script or
HTML via unspecified
vectors.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5575

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

Cross-site request forgery
(CSRF) vulnerability in
Movable Type series
(Movable Type 7 r.4606
(7.2.1) and earlier (Movable
Type 7), Movable Type
Advanced 7 r.4606 (7.2.1)
and earlier (Movable Type
Advanced 7), Movable Type
for AWS 7 r.4606 (7.2.1)
and earlier (Movable Type
for AWS 7), Movable Type
6.5.3 and earlier (Movable
Type 6.5), Movable Type
Advanced 6.5.3 and earlier
(Movable Type Advanced
6.5), Movable Type 6.3.11
and earlier (Movable Type
6.3), Movable Type
Advanced 6.3.11 and earlier
(Movable Type 6.3),
Movable Type Premium
1.29 and earlier, and
Movable Type Premium
Advanced 1.29 and earlier)
allows remote attackers to
hijack the authentication of
2-3

3-4
146

4-5

5-6

A-SIX-MOVA180520/340

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

administrators via
unspecified vectors.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5576

Unrestricted
Upload of File
with
Dangerous
Type

14-05-2020

6.5

Movable Type series
(Movable Type 7 r.4606
(7.2.1) and earlier (Movable
Type 7), Movable Type
Advanced 7 r.4606 (7.2.1)
and earlier (Movable Type
Advanced 7), Movable Type
for AWS 7 r.4606 (7.2.1)
and earlier (Movable Type
for AWS 7), Movable Type
6.5.3 and earlier (Movable
Type 6.5), Movable Type
Advanced 6.5.3 and earlier
(Movable Type Advanced
6.5), Movable Type 6.3.11
and earlier (Movable Type
6.3), Movable Type
Advanced 6.3.11 and earlier
(Movable Type 6.3),
Movable Type Premium
1.29 and earlier, and
Movable Type Premium
Advanced 1.29 and earlier)
allow remote authenticated
attackers to upload
arbitrary files and execute a
php script via unspecified
vectors.

A-SIX-MOVA180520/341

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5577
Solarwinds
managed_service_provider_patch_management_engine
Incorrect
Default
Permissions

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

9.3

1-2

An issue was discovered in
SolarWinds MSP PME
(Patch Management Engine) N/A
Cache Service before 1.1.15
in the Advanced Monitoring
2-3

3-4
147

4-5

5-6

6-7

A-SOL-MANA180520/342

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

Agent. There are insecure
file permissions for
%PROGRAMDATA%\Solar
Winds
MSP\SolarWinds.MSP.Cach
eService\config\. This can
lead to code execution by
changing the
CacheService.xml
SISServerURL parameter.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12608
solis
gnuteca
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an
SQL
Command
('SQL
Injection')

09-05-2020

5

Gnuteca 3.8 allows
file.php?folder=/&file=
Directory Traversal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12764

09-05-2020

7.5

https://gi
thub.com
/BrunoBu
lle/GNUT
eca3.8/bl
ob/maste
r/READM
E.md

A-SOL-GNUT180520/343

https://gi
thub.com
Gnuteca 3.8 allows
action=main:search:simpleS /BrunoBu
lle/GNUT
earch SQL Injection via the
A-SOL-GNUTeca_3.8exemplaryStatusId
180520/344
SQL_Inj/b
parameter.
lob/maste
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12766 r/READM
E.md

miolo
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')
CVSS Scoring Scale

09-05-2020

5

Solis Miolo 2.0 allows
index.php?module=install&
action=view&item=
Directory Traversal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12765

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
148

4-5

5-6

https://gi
thub.com
/BrunoBu
lle/Miolo_
2.0/blob/
master/R
EADME.m
d
6-7

7-8

A-SOL-MIOL180520/345

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS
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Patch
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sorcery_project
sorcery

Improper
Restriction of
Excessive
Authenticatio
n Attempts

07-05-2020

5

In Sorcery before 0.15.0,
there is a brute force
vulnerability when using
password authentication
via Sorcery. The brute force
protection submodule will
prevent a brute force attack
for the defined lockout
period, but once expired,
protection will not be reenabled until a user or
malicious actor logs in
successfully. This does not
affect users that do not use
the built-in brute force
protection submodule, nor
users that use permanent
account lockout. This has
been patched in 0.15.0.

https://gi
thub.com
/Sorcery/
sorcery/s
A-SOR-SORCecurity/a
180520/346
dvisories/
GHSAjc8mcxhj-668x

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11052
Symantec
it_analytics
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

13-05-2020

3.5

Symantec IT Analytics, prior
to 2.9.1, may be susceptible
to a cross-site scripting
(XSS) exploit, which is a
type of issue that can
potentially enable attackers N/A
to inject client-side scripts
into web pages viewed by
other users.

A-SYM-IT_A180520/347

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5838
endpoint_protection
Improper
Privilege
Management
CVSS Scoring Scale

11-05-2020

0-1

4.4

1-2

Symantec Endpoint
Protection, prior to 14.3,
can potentially reset the
2-3

3-4
149

4-5

5-6

A-SYM-ENDP180520/348

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date
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Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

ACLs on a file as a limited
user while Symantec
Endpoint Protection's
Tamper Protection feature
is disabled.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5836

Improper
Link
Resolution
Before File
Access ('Link
Following')

11-05-2020

4.6

Symantec Endpoint
Protection, prior to 14.3,
may not respect file
permissions when writing
to log files that are replaced
by symbolic links, which
can lead to a potential
elevation of privilege.

N/A

A-SYM-ENDP180520/349

N/A

A-SYM-ENDP180520/350

N/A

A-SYM-ENDP180520/351

N/A

A-SYM-ENDP-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5837
endpoint_protection_manager

Out-ofbounds Read

11-05-2020

2.1

Symantec Endpoint
Protection Manager, prior
to 14.3, may be susceptible
to an out of bounds
vulnerability, which is a
type of issue that results in
an existing application
reading memory outside of
the bounds of the memory
that had been allocated to
the program.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5833

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

11-05-2020

Concurrent

11-05-2020

CVSS Scoring Scale

5

Symantec Endpoint
Protection Manager, prior
to 14.3, may be susceptible
to a directory traversal
attack that could allow a
remote actor to determine
the size of files in the
directory.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5834

0-1

4.4

1-2

Symantec Endpoint
2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Execution
using Shared
Resource
with
Improper
Synchronizati
on ('Race
Condition')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

Protection Manager, prior
to 14.3, has a race condition
in client remote deployment
which may result in an
elevation of privilege on the
remote machine.

180520/352

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5835

Teampass
teampass

Improper
Privilege
Management

04-05-2020

5.8

Lack of authorization
controls in REST API
functions in TeamPass
through 2.1.27.36 allows
any TeamPass user with a
valid API token to become a
TeamPass administrator
and read/modify all
passwords via
authenticated
api/index.php REST API
calls. NOTE: the API is not
available by default.

A-TEA-TEAM180520/353

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11671
Techsmith
snagit

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

2.1

1-2

https://s
upport.te
In TechSmith SnagIt 11.2.1
chsmith.c
through 20.0.3, an XML
om/hc/en
External Entity (XXE)
injection issue exists that
us/article A-TEC-SNAGwould allow a local attacker s/115006 180520/354
to exfiltrate data under the
435067local Administrator account. SnagitCVE ID : CVE-2020-11541 WindowsVersionHistory

2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Tecnick
tcexam

Information
Exposure

07-05-2020

4

Improper Control of
Resource Identifiers in
TCExam 14.2.2 allows a
remote, authenticated
attacker to access test
metadata for which they
don't have permission.

N/A

A-TEC-TCEX180520/355

N/A

A-TEC-TCEX180520/356

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5743
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

4

Relative Path Traversal in
TCExam 14.2.2 allows a
remote, authenticated
attacker to read the
contents of arbitrary files
on disk.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5744

07-05-2020

4.3

Cross-site request forgery
in TCExam 14.2.2 allows a
remote attacker to perform
sensitive application actions N/A
by tricking legitimate users
into clicking a crafted link.

A-TEC-TCEX180520/357

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5745

07-05-2020

3.5

Insufficient output
sanitization in TCExam
14.2.2 allows a remote,
authenticated attacker to
conduct persistent crosssite scripting (XSS) attacks
by creating a crafted test.

N/A

A-TEC-TCEX180520/358

N/A

A-TEC-TCEX180520/359

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5746

07-05-2020

0-1

3.5

1-2

Insufficient output
sanitization in TCExam
14.2.2 allows a remote,
authenticated attacker to
conduct persistent cross2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness
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CVSS

Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

CVSS Scoring Scale

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

site scripting (XSS) attacks
by creating a crafted test.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5747

07-05-2020

4.3

Insufficient output
sanitization in TCExam
14.2.2 allows a remote,
unauthenticated attacker to
conduct persistent crosssite scripting (XSS) attacks
via the self-registration
feature.

N/A

A-TEC-TCEX180520/360

N/A

A-TEC-TCEX180520/361

N/A

A-TEC-TCEX180520/362

N/A

A-TEC-TCEX180520/363

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5748

07-05-2020

3.5

Insufficient output
sanitization in TCExam
14.2.2 allows a remote,
authenticated attacker to
conduct persistent crosssite scripting (XSS) attacks
by creating a crafted group.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5749

07-05-2020

4.3

Insufficient output
sanitization in TCExam
14.2.2 allows a remote,
unauthenticated attacker to
conduct persistent crosssite scripting (XSS) attacks
via the self-registration
feature.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5750

07-05-2020

3.5

Insufficient output
sanitization in TCExam
14.2.2 allows a remote,
authenticated attacker to
conduct persistent crosssite scripting (XSS) attacks
by creating a crafted
operator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5751

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Telegram
telegram

Improper
Input
Validation

01-05-2020

4.3

Telegram Desktop through
2.0.1, Telegram through
6.0.1 for Android, and
Telegram through 6.0.1 for
iOS allow an IDN
N/A
Homograph attack via
Punycode in a public URL or
a group chat invitation URL.

A-TEL-TELE180520/364

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12474
telegram_desktop

Improper
Input
Validation

01-05-2020

4.3

Telegram Desktop through
2.0.1, Telegram through
6.0.1 for Android, and
Telegram through 6.0.1 for
iOS allow an IDN
N/A
Homograph attack via
Punycode in a public URL or
a group chat invitation URL.

A-TEL-TELE180520/365

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12474
theleague
the_league

Information
Exposure

03-05-2020

4.3

The League application
before 2020-05-02 on
Android sends a bearer
token in an HTTP
Authorization header to an
arbitrary web site that
hosts an external image
because an OkHttp object is
reused, which allows
remote attackers to hijack
sessions.

A-THE-THE_180520/366

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12624
tobesoft
xplatform
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Download of
Code Without
Integrity
Check

Publish Date

06-05-2020

CVSS

7.5

Description & CVE ID

Tobesoft Xplatform
9.2.2.250 and earlier
version have an arbitrary
code execution
vulnerability by using
method supported by
Xplatform ActiveX Control.
It allows attacker to cause
remote code execution.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

A-TOB-XPLA180520/367

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7806
Tp-link
omada_controller
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

04-05-2020

2.1

TP-Link Omada Controller
Software 3.2.6 allows
Directory Traversal for
reading arbitrary files via
com.tp_link.eap.web.portal.
PortalController.getAdverti N/A
seFile in
/opt/tplink/EAPController/
lib/eap-web-3.2.6.jar.

A-TP--OMAD180520/368

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12475
tracetogether
tracetogether

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

3.3

1-2

The COVIDSafe (Australia)
app 1.0 and 1.1 for iOS
allows a remote attacker to
crash the app, and
consequently interfere with
COVID-19 contact tracing,
via a Bluetooth
advertisement containing
manufacturer data that is
too short. This occurs
because of an erroneous
OpenTrace
manuData.subdata call. The
ABTraceTogether (Alberta),
ProteGO (Poland), and
2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

A-TRA-TRAC180520/369

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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TraceTogether (Singapore)
apps were also affected.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12717
Typo3
typo3

Information
Exposure
Through
Discrepancy

13-05-2020

4.3

In TYPO3 CMS versions
10.4.0 and 10.4.1, it has
been discovered that timebased attacks can be used
with the password reset
functionality for backend
users. This allows an
attacker to mount user
enumeration based on
email addresses assigned to
backend user accounts. This
has been fixed in 10.4.2.

https://gi
thub.com
/TYPO3/
TYPO3.C
MS/securi A-TYP-TYPOty/adviso 180520/370
ries/GHS
A-347x877phcwx

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11063

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

13-05-2020

3.5

In TYPO3 CMS greater than
or equal to 9.0.0 and less
than 9.5.17 and greater
than or equal to 10.0.0 and
less than 10.4.2, it has been
discovered that HTML
placeholder attributes
containing data of other
database records are
vulnerable to cross-site
scripting. A valid backend
user account is needed to
exploit this vulnerability.
This has been fixed in 9.5.17
and 10.4.2.

https://gi
thub.com
/TYPO3/
TYPO3.C
MS/securi A-TYP-TYPOty/adviso 180520/371
ries/GHS
A-43gjmj2wwh46

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11064
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

3.5

1-2

In TYPO3 CMS greater than
or equal to 9.5.12 and less
than 9.5.17, and greater
than or equal to 10.2.0 and
less than 10.4.2, it has been
2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

https://gi
thub.com A-TYP-TYPO/TYPO3/ 180520/372
TYPO3.C
MS/securi
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

Description & CVE ID
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discovered that link tags
generated by typolink
functionality are vulnerable
to cross-site scripting;
properties being assigned
as HTML attributes have
not been parsed correctly.
This has been fixed in 9.5.17
and 10.4.2.

ty/adviso
ries/GHS
A-4j77gg369864

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11065

Improperly
Controlled
Modification
of
DynamicallyDetermined
Object
Attributes

14-05-2020

6.4

In TYPO3 CMS greater than
or equal to 9.0.0 and less
than 9.5.17 and greater
than or equal to 10.0.0 and
less than 10.4.2, calling
unserialize() on malicious
user-submitted content can
lead to modification of
dynamically-determined
object attributes and result
in triggering deletion of an
arbitrary directory in the
file system, if it is writable
for the web server. It can
also trigger message
submission via email using
the identity of the web site
(mail relay). Another
insecure deserialization
vulnerability is required to
actually exploit mentioned
aspects. This has been fixed
in 9.5.17 and 10.4.2.

https://gi
thub.com
/TYPO3/
TYPO3.C
MS/securi A-TYP-TYPOty/adviso 180520/373
ries/GHS
A-2rxhh6h9qrqc

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11066
Deserializatio
n of
Untrusted
Data

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

6

1-2

In TYPO3 CMS 9.0.0 through
9.5.16 and 10.0.0 through
10.4.1, it has been
discovered that backend
user settings (in $BE_USER>uc) are vulnerable to
2-3

3-4
157

4-5

5-6

https://gi
thub.com
/TYPO3/ A-TYP-TYPO180520/374
TYPO3.C
MS/securi
ty/adviso
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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insecure deserialization. In
combination with
vulnerabilities of third
party components, this can
lead to remote code
execution. A valid backend
user account is needed to
exploit this vulnerability.
This has been fixed in 9.5.17
and 10.4.2.

ries/GHS
A-2wj9434x9hvp

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11067

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

In TYPO3 CMS 9.0.0 through
9.5.16 and 10.0.0 through
10.4.1, it has been
discovered that the backend
user interface and install
tool are vulnerable to a
same-site request forgery. A
backend user can be tricked
into interacting with a
malicious resource an
attacker previously
managed to upload to the
web server. Scripts are then
executed with the privileges
of the victims' user session.
In a worst-case scenario,
new admin users can be
created which can directly
be used by an attacker. The
vulnerability is basically a
cross-site request forgery
(CSRF) triggered by a crosssite scripting vulnerability
(XSS) - but happens on the
same target host - thus, it's
actually a same-site request
forgery. Malicious payload
such as HTML containing
JavaScript might be
provided by either an
2-3

3-4
158

4-5

5-6

https://gi
thub.com
/TYPO3/
TYPO3.C
MS/securi A-TYP-TYPOty/adviso 180520/375
ries/GHS
A-pqg8crx9g8m4

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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authenticated backend user
or by a non-authenticated
user using a third party
extension, e.g. file upload in
a contact form with
knowing the target location.
To be successful, the
attacked victim requires an
active and valid backend or
install tool user session at
the time of the attack. This
has been fixed in 9.5.17 and
10.4.2. The deployment of
additional mitigation
techniques is suggested as
described below. - Sudo
Mode Extension This TYPO3
extension intercepts
modifications to security
relevant database tables,
e.g. those storing user
accounts or storages of the
file abstraction layer.
Modifications need to
confirmed again by the
acting user providing their
password again. This
technique is known as sudo
mode. This way, unintended
actions happening in the
background can be
mitigated. https://github.com/Friends
OfTYPO3/sudo-mode https://extensions.typo3.or
g/extension/sudo_mode Content Security Policy
Content Security Policies
tell (modern) browsers how
resources served a
particular site are handled.
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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It is also possible to
disallow script executions
for specific locations. In a
TYPO3 context, it is
suggested to disallow direct
script execution at least for
locations /fileadmin/ and
/uploads/.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11069
svg_sanitizer

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

13-05-2020

3.5

The SVG Sanitizer extension
for TYPO3 has a cross-site
scripting vulnerability in
versions before 1.0.3.
Slightly invalid or
incomplete SVG markup is
not correctly processed and
thus not sanitized at all.
Albeit the markup is not
valid it still is evaluated in
browsers and leads to
cross-site scripting. This is
fixed in version 1.0.3.

https://gi
thub.com
/TYPO3G
mbH/svg_
sanitizer/
A-TYP-SVG_security/
180520/376
advisories
/GHSA59cfm7v5wh5w

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11070
ulicms
ulicms
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

4.3

UliCMS before 2020.2 has
XSS during
PackageController uninstall. N/A

A-ULI-ULIC180520/377

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12703

07-05-2020

4.3

UliCMS before 2020.2 has
PageController stored XSS.

A-ULI-ULIC180520/378

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12704

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')
Vbulletin
vbulletin

Incorrect
Authorization

08-05-2020

7.5

vBulletin before 5.5.6pl1,
5.6.0 before 5.6.0pl1, and
5.6.1 before 5.6.1pl1 has
incorrect access control.

N/A

A-VBU-VBUL180520/379

N/A

A-VER-APTA180520/380

N/A

A-VER-APTA180520/381

N/A

A-VER-APTA180520/382

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12720
Veritas
aptare

Incorrect
Authorization

14-05-2020

7.5

Veritas APTARE versions
prior to 10.4 included code
that bypassed the normal
login process when specific
authentication credentials
were provided to the
server.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12874

Incorrect
Authorization

14-05-2020

6.5

Veritas APTARE versions
prior to 10.4 did not
perform adequate
authorization checks. An
authenticated user could
gain unauthorized access to
sensitive information or
functionality by
manipulating specific
parameters within the
application.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12875

Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Veritas APTARE versions
prior to 10.4 allowed
remote users to access
several unintended files on
the server. This
vulnerability only impacts
2-3

3-4
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Windows server
deployments.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12876

Information
Exposure

14-05-2020

5

Veritas APTARE versions
prior to 10.4 allowed
sensitive information to be
accessible without
authentication.

N/A

A-VER-APTA180520/383

https://w
pvulndb.c
om/vulne
rabilities/
10210

A-WEB-WTI_180520/384

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12877
webtechideas
wti_like_post

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

05-05-2020

3.5

A Stored XSS vulnerability
has been found in the
administration page of the
WTI Like Post plugin
through 1.4.5 for
WordPress. Once the
administrator has
submitted the data, the
script stored is executed for
all the users visiting the
website.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8799

westerndigital
wd_discovery

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

13-05-2020

6.8

The Western Digital WD
Discovery application
before 3.8.229 for MyCloud
Home on Windows and
macOS is vulnerable to
CSRF, with impacts such as
stealing data, modifying
disk contents, or exhausting
disk space.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12427

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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5-6

https://w
ww.weste
rndigital.c
om/supp
ort/produ
ctsecurity A-WES-WD_D/wdc180520/385
20004wddiscovery
-crosssiterequest6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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forgerycsrf
wp-advanced-search_project
wp-advanced-search
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an
SQL
Command
('SQL
Injection')

05-05-2020

6.5

The Import feature in the
wp-advanced-search plugin
3.3.6 for WordPress is
vulnerable to authenticated
SQL injection via an
uploaded .sql file. An
attacker can use this to
execute SQL commands
without any validation.

N/A

A-WP--WP-A180520/386

N/A

A-WSO-API_180520/387

N/A

A-WSO-API_180520/388

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12104

Wso2
api_manager_analytics

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

08-05-2020

6.5

XXE during an
EventPublisher update can
occur in Management
Console in WSO2 API
Manager 3.0.0 and earlier,
API Manager Analytics 2.5.0
and earlier, API
Microgateway 2.2.0,
Enterprise Integrator 6.4.0
and earlier, IS as Key
Manager 5.9.0 and earlier,
Identity Server 5.9.0 and
earlier, and Identity Server
Analytics 5.6.0 and earlier.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12719

api_microgateway
Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')
CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

6.5

1-2

XXE during an
EventPublisher update can
occur in Management
Console in WSO2 API
Manager 3.0.0 and earlier,
API Manager Analytics 2.5.0
2-3

3-4
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and earlier, API
Microgateway 2.2.0,
Enterprise Integrator 6.4.0
and earlier, IS as Key
Manager 5.9.0 and earlier,
Identity Server 5.9.0 and
earlier, and Identity Server
Analytics 5.6.0 and earlier.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12719
identity_server_analytics

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

08-05-2020

6.5

XXE during an
EventPublisher update can
occur in Management
Console in WSO2 API
Manager 3.0.0 and earlier,
API Manager Analytics 2.5.0
and earlier, API
Microgateway 2.2.0,
Enterprise Integrator 6.4.0
and earlier, IS as Key
Manager 5.9.0 and earlier,
Identity Server 5.9.0 and
earlier, and Identity Server
Analytics 5.6.0 and earlier.

N/A

A-WSO-IDEN180520/389

N/A

A-WSO-IDEN180520/390

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12719
identity_server_as_key_manager

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

6.5

1-2

XXE during an
EventPublisher update can
occur in Management
Console in WSO2 API
Manager 3.0.0 and earlier,
API Manager Analytics 2.5.0
and earlier, API
Microgateway 2.2.0,
Enterprise Integrator 6.4.0
and earlier, IS as Key
Manager 5.9.0 and earlier,
Identity Server 5.9.0 and
earlier, and Identity Server
2-3

3-4
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Analytics 5.6.0 and earlier.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12719
identity_server

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

08-05-2020

6.5

XXE during an
EventPublisher update can
occur in Management
Console in WSO2 API
Manager 3.0.0 and earlier,
API Manager Analytics 2.5.0
and earlier, API
Microgateway 2.2.0,
Enterprise Integrator 6.4.0
and earlier, IS as Key
Manager 5.9.0 and earlier,
Identity Server 5.9.0 and
earlier, and Identity Server
Analytics 5.6.0 and earlier.

N/A

A-WSO-IDEN180520/391

N/A

A-WSO-ENTE180520/392

N/A

A-WSO-API_180520/393

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12719
enterprise_integrator

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

08-05-2020

6.5

XXE during an
EventPublisher update can
occur in Management
Console in WSO2 API
Manager 3.0.0 and earlier,
API Manager Analytics 2.5.0
and earlier, API
Microgateway 2.2.0,
Enterprise Integrator 6.4.0
and earlier, IS as Key
Manager 5.9.0 and earlier,
Identity Server 5.9.0 and
earlier, and Identity Server
Analytics 5.6.0 and earlier.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12719

api_manager
Improper
Restriction of
XML External
CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

6.5

1-2

XXE during an
EventPublisher update can
occur in Management
2-3

3-4
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('XXE')
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Console in WSO2 API
Manager 3.0.0 and earlier,
API Manager Analytics 2.5.0
and earlier, API
Microgateway 2.2.0,
Enterprise Integrator 6.4.0
and earlier, IS as Key
Manager 5.9.0 and earlier,
Identity Server 5.9.0 and
earlier, and Identity Server
Analytics 5.6.0 and earlier.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12719

Zimbra
Zimbra

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

05-05-2020

4.3

A cross-site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in Web Client
in Zimbra 9.0 allows a
remote attacker to craft
links in an E-Mail message
or calendar invite to
execute arbitrary
JavaScript. The attack
requires an A element
containing an href attribute
with a "www" substring
(including the quotes)
followed immediately by a
DOM event listener such as
onmouseover. This is fixed
in 9.0.0 Patch 2.

https://bl
og.zimbra
.com/202
0/05/ne
wzimbra-9keplerpatch-2/

A-ZIM-ZIMB180520/394

N/A

A-ZOH-MANA180520/395

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11737
Zohocorp
manageengine_datasecurity_plus
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

6.5

1-2

The DataEngine Xnode
Server application in Zoho
ManageEngine DataSecurity
Plus prior to 6.0.1 does not
validate the database
schema name when
2-3

3-4
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('Path
Traversal')
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Patch

NCIIPC ID

handling a DR-SCHEMASYNC request. This allows
an authenticated attacker to
execute code in the context
of the product by writing a
JSP file to the webroot
directory via directory
traversal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-11531

Improper
Authenticatio
n

08-05-2020

10

Zoho ManageEngine
DataSecurity Plus prior to
6.0.1 uses default admin
credentials to communicate
with a DataEngine Xnode
server. This allows an
attacker to bypass
authentication for this
server and execute all
operations in the context of
admin user.

A-ZOH-MANA180520/396

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11532
manageengine_desktop_central

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

05-05-2020

4

Zoho ManageEngine
Desktop Central before
10.0.484 allows
authenticated arbitrary file
writes during ZIP archive
extraction via Directory
Traversal in a crafted
AppDependency API
request.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10859

https://w
ww.mana
geengine.
com/prod
ucts/desk
topA-ZOH-MANAcentral/ar 180520/397
bitraryfileuploadvulnerabil
ity.html

manageengine_opmanager
Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Zoho ManageEngine
OpManager Stable build
before 124196 and
Released build before
2-3

3-4
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125125 allows an
unauthenticated attacker to
read arbitrary files on the
server by sending a crafted
request.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12116
manageengine_adaudit_plus

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

08-05-2020

6.5

The DataEngine Xnode
Server application in Zoho
ManageEngine DataSecurity
Plus prior to 6.0.1 does not
validate the database
schema name when
handling a DR-SCHEMASYNC request. This allows
N/A
an authenticated attacker to
execute code in the context
of the product by writing a
JSP file to the webroot
directory via directory
traversal.

A-ZOH-MANA180520/399

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11531

Improper
Authenticatio
n

08-05-2020

10

Zoho ManageEngine
DataSecurity Plus prior to
6.0.1 uses default admin
credentials to communicate
with a DataEngine Xnode
server. This allows an
attacker to bypass
authentication for this
server and execute all
operations in the context of
admin user.

N/A

A-ZOH-MANA180520/400

https://s
upport.zo

A-ZOO-IT_I180520/401

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11532
Zoom
it_installer
Incorrect
Permission
CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

8.5

1-2

The Zoom IT installer for
Windows
2-3

3-4
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Assignment
for Critical
Resource

Description & CVE ID

Patch

(ZoomInstallerFull.msi)
prior to version 4.6.10
deletes files located in
%APPDATA%\Zoom before
installing an updated
version of the client.
Standard users are able to
write to this directory, and
can write links to other
directories on the machine.
As the installer runs with
SYSTEM privileges and
follows these links, a user
can cause the installer to
delete files that otherwise
cannot be deleted by the
user.

om.us/hc
/enus/article
s/201361
953-NewUpdatesforWindows,
https://s
upport.zo
om.us/hc
/enus/article
s/360043
036451,
https://s
upport.zo
om.us/hc
/enus/article
s/360043
036451SecurityCVE202011443

CVE ID : CVE-2020-11443

NCIIPC ID

zulipchat
zulip_desktop

Improper
Certificate
Validation

09-05-2020

7.5

Zulip Desktop before 5.2.0
has Missing SSL Certificate
Validation because all
validation was
inadvertently disabled
during an attempt to
recognize the ignoreCerts
option.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12637

https://bl
og.zulip.o
rg/2020/
05/06/zu
lipdesktop5-2-0securityrelease/

A-ZUL-ZULI180520/402

Operating System
Apple
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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mac_os

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

13-05-2020

6.8

The Western Digital WD
Discovery application
before 3.8.229 for MyCloud
Home on Windows and
macOS is vulnerable to
CSRF, with impacts such as
stealing data, modifying
disk contents, or exhausting
disk space.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12427

Improper
Privilege
Management

08-05-2020

4.6

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Exploit Detection and
Response (EDR) for Mac
prior to 3.1.0 Hotfix 1
allows a malicious script or
program to perform
functions that the local
executing user has not been
granted access to.

https://w
ww.weste
rndigital.c
om/supp
ort/produ
ctsecurity
/wdcO-APP-MAC_20004180520/403
wddiscovery
-crosssiterequestforgerycsrf

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde O-APP-MAC_x?page=c 180520/404
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7288

Improper
Privilege
Management

08-05-2020

4.6

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Active Response (MAR) for
Mac prior to 2.4.3 Hotfix 1
allows a malicious script or
program to perform
functions that the local
executing user has not been
granted access to.

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde O-APP-MAC_x?page=c 180520/405
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7291
assaabloy
yale_wipc-301w_firmware
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

Publish Date

07-05-2020

CVSS

10

Description & CVE ID

ASSA ABLOY Yale WIPC301W 2.x.2.29 through
2.x.2.43_p1 devices allow
Eval Injection of commands.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

N/A

O-ASS-YALE180520/406

N/A

O-BLU-5209180520/407

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/408

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10176

blueonyx
5209r_firmware
Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

05-05-2020

4.3

CSRF in the /login URI in
BlueOnyx 5209R allows an
attacker to access the
dashboard and perform
scraping or other analysis.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5517

Cisco
asa_5585-x_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
2-3

3-4
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exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/409

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/410

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179
Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
2-3

3-4
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(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
N/A
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
2-3

3-4
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vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
2-3

3-4
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condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow N/A
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
2-3

3-4
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system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
N/A
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
2-3

3-4
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of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/416

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
2-3
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N/A
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feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
N/A
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
2-3
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block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
N/A
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
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device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
asa_5505_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

06-05-2020

6.8

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/420

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/421

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
2-3
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unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
2-3

3-4
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allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
N/A
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
2-3
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WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
N/A
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
2-3
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Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for N/A
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
2-3
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can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
N/A
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/426

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
2-3
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Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
N/A
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
2-3
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SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
2-3
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restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
N/A
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/430

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255
Improper
Restriction of
Operations
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
N/A
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
2-3
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Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

asa_5510_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
2-3
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insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
N/A
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/434

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
N/A
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
2-3
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access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187
Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
2-3
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unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
2-3
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(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
2-3
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attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
N/A
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
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memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
N/A
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
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recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/441

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
N/A
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
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could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
N/A
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
2-3
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device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
asa_5512-x_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

06-05-2020

6.8

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/444

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125
Double Free
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
0-1

7.8
1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
2-3
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encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

180520/445

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
2-3
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sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
N/A
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
2-3
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and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability N/A
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
2-3
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connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is N/A
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
2-3
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system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
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only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
N/A
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/451

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
N/A
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
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resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
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vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
N/A
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
2-3
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to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
N/A
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/455

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
asa_5515-x_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
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affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
2-3
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exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
N/A
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/458

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance N/A
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
2-3
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an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
0-1

5
1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
2-3
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(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.

180520/460

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2
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A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by N/A
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/461

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189
Improper
Input
Validation
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
2-3
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and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory N/A
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
2-3
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an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
2-3
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on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/465

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
N/A
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
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vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
N/A
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
2-3
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this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
asa_5520_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
2-3
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/469

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/470

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
2-3
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with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack N/A
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
2-3
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exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
N/A
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
2-3
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remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
N/A
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
2-3
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repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The N/A
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
2-3
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resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
N/A
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/475

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
N/A
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
2-3
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could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
2-3
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inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
N/A
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
2-3
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management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
N/A
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/479

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
asa_5525-x_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
2-3
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Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
2-3
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packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
N/A
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/482

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
N/A
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
2-3
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(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
0-1
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
N/A
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
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to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by N/A
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/485

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2
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A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
N/A
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/486

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow N/A
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
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attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The N/A
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
2-3
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device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/489

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
N/A
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
2-3
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unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
N/A
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
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vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
asa_5540_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
2-3
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N/A
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authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/493

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/494

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
2-3

3-4
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affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a N/A
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
2-3
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allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
2-3
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N/A
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too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system N/A
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
2-3
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generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
N/A
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
2-3
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traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
N/A
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/499

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
N/A
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
2-3
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Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
2-3
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attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
N/A
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
2-3
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in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
N/A
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/503

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
asa_5545-x_firmware
Improper
Authenticatio
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
2-3
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Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
2-3
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is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
N/A
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
N/A
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
2-3
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Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
N/A
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
2-3
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that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
N/A
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
2-3
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on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
N/A
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/510

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
N/A
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
2-3
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leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
N/A
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
2-3
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affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/513

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254
Uncontrolled
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
0-1

5
1-2

A vulnerability in the packet N/A
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processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.

180520/514

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255
Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
N/A
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
2-3
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unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
asa_5550_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
2-3
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spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/517

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/518

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179
Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
2-3

3-4
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an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
N/A
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
2-3

3-4
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crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
2-3

3-4
260

4-5

5-6
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N/A
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exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote N/A
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
2-3

3-4
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crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
N/A
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
2-3

3-4
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packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
N/A
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/523

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/524

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
2-3

3-4
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N/A
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Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
2-3

3-4
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could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
N/A
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/527

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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asa_5555-x_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

06-05-2020

6.8

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/528

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/529

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
2-3

3-4
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service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
N/A
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
2-3

3-4
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access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
N/A
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
2-3
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can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
N/A
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
2-3
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and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event N/A
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
2-3
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condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
N/A
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/534

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
N/A
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
2-3
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Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
N/A
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
2-3
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vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
N/A
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
2-3
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traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
N/A
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/538

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255
Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
N/A
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
2-3
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Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

asa_5580_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
2-3
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when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_180520/541

N/A

O-CIS-ASA_-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179
Improper
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
0-1

5
1-2

A vulnerability in the
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management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.

180520/542

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote N/A
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
2-3

3-4
278

4-5

5-6

6-7

O-CIS-ASA_180520/543

7-8

8-9

9-10
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of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
2-3

3-4
279

4-5

5-6

O-CIS-ASA_180520/544

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
2-3

3-4
280

4-5

5-6

O-CIS-ASA_180520/545

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
2-3

3-4
281

4-5

5-6

O-CIS-ASA_180520/546

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
N/A
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
2-3

3-4
282

4-5

5-6

6-7

O-CIS-ASA_180520/547

7-8

8-9

9-10
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denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.

O-CIS-ASA_180520/548

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196
Uncontrolled
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
0-1

7.8
1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
2-3

3-4
283

4-5

5-6

N/A
6-7

O-CIS-ASA_7-8

8-9

9-10
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the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

180520/549

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
N/A
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
2-3

3-4
284

4-5

5-6

6-7

O-CIS-ASA_180520/550

7-8

8-9

9-10
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device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
N/A
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
2-3

3-4
285

4-5

5-6

6-7

O-CIS-ASA_180520/551

7-8

8-9

9-10
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crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
commscope
ruckus_zoneflex_r500_firmware

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

05-05-2020

5.8

A CSRF issue in login.asp on
Ruckus R500 3.4.2.0.384
devices allows remote
attackers to access the
panel or conduct SSRF
attacks.

N/A

O-COM-RUCK180520/552

N/A

O-COM-RUCK180520/553

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7983
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

05-05-2020

4.3

Ruckus R500 3.4.2.0.384
devices allow XSS via the
index.asp Device Name
field.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8033

05-05-2020

6.8

CSRF in login.asp on Ruckus
devices allows an attacker
to access the panel, and use
SSRF to perform scraping or
N/A
other analysis via the
SUBCA-1 field on the
Wireless Admin screen.

O-COM-RUCK180520/554

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8830
Debian
debian_linux
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

4.3

1-2

An issue was discovered in
Roundcube Webmail before
1.4.4. There is a cross-site
scripting (XSS) vulnerability N/A
in rcube_washtml.php
because JavaScript code can
occur in the CDATA of an

2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

6-7

O-DEB-DEBI180520/555

7-8

8-9

9-10
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HTML message.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12625

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

04-05-2020

4.3

An issue was discovered in
Roundcube Webmail before
1.4.4. A CSRF attack can
cause an authenticated user
to be logged out because
POST was not considered.

N/A

O-DEB-DEBI180520/556

N/A

O-DEL-OS_R180520/557

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010693

O-FED-FEDO180520/558

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12626
Dell
os_recovery_image_for_microsoft_windows_10

Incorrect
Authorization

04-05-2020

7.2

Dell Client platforms
restored using a Dell OS
recovery image
downloaded before
December 20, 2019, may
contain an insecure
inherited permissions
vulnerability. A local
authenticated malicious
user with low privileges
could exploit this
vulnerability to gain
unauthorized access on the
root folder.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-5343

Fedoraproject
fedora

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A flaw was found in
Hibernate Validator version
6.1.2.Final. A bug in the
message interpolation
processor enables invalid
EL expressions to be
evaluated as if they were
valid. This flaw allows
attackers to bypass input
sanitation (escaping,
2-3

3-4
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stripping) controls that
developers may have put in
place when handling usercontrolled data in error
messages.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10693

Use After
Free

04-05-2020

5

A use-after-free flaw was
found in the way samba AD
DC LDAP servers, handled
'Paged Results' control is
combined with the 'ASQ'
control. A malicious user in
a samba AD could use this
flaw to cause denial of
service. This issue affects all
samba versions before
4.10.15, before 4.11.8 and
before 4.12.2.

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010700

O-FED-FEDO180520/559

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010704

O-FED-FEDO180520/560

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10700

Buffer Copy
without
Checking Size
of Input
('Classic
Buffer
Overflow')

06-05-2020

5

A flaw was found when
using samba as an Active
Directory Domain
Controller. Due to the way
samba handles certain
requests as an Active
Directory Domain
Controller LDAP server, an
unauthorized user can
cause a stack overflow
leading to a denial of
service. The highest threat
from this vulnerability is to
system availability. This
issue affects all samba
versions before 4.10.15,
before 4.11.8 and before
4.12.2.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10704

Freebsd

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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freebsd

Improper
Input
Validation

13-05-2020

7.5

In FreeBSD 12.1-STABLE
before r360971, 12.1RELEASE before p5, 11.4STABLE before r360971,
11.4-BETA1 before p1 and
11.3-RELEASE before p9,
libalias does not properly
validate packet length
resulting in modules
causing an out of bounds
read/write condition if no
checking was built into the
module.

N/A

O-FRE-FREE180520/561

N/A

O-FRE-FREE180520/562

Gira TKS-IP-Gateway 4.0.7.7
is vulnerable to
unauthenticated path
N/A
traversal that allows an
attacker to download the
application database. This
can be combined with CVE-

O-GIR-TKS-180520/563

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7454

Missing
Release of
Resource
13-05-2020
after Effective
Lifetime

5

In FreeBSD 12.1-STABLE
before r360973, 12.1RELEASE before p5, 11.4STABLE before r360973,
11.4-BETA1 before p1 and
11.3-RELEASE before p9,
the FTP packet handler in
libalias incorrectly
calculates some packet
length allowing disclosure
of small amounts of kernel
(for kernel NAT) or natd
process space (for
userspace natd).
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7455

gira
tks-ip-gateway_firmware
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

2-3

3-4
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2020-10795 for remote
root access.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10794

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

07-05-2020

9

Gira TKS-IP-Gateway 4.0.7.7
is vulnerable to
authenticated remote code
execution via the backup
functionality of the web
N/A
frontend. This can be
combined with CVE-202010794 for remote root
access.

O-GIR-TKS-180520/564

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10795

Google
android

Improper
Privilege
Management

14-05-2020

4.6

In navigateUpToLocked of
ActivityStack.java, there is a
possible permission bypass
due to a confused deputy.
This could lead to local
escalation of privilege with
no additional execution
privileges needed. User
interaction is not needed
for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android10 Android-8.0 Android-8.1
Android-9Android ID: A144285917

N/A

O-GOO-ANDR180520/565

N/A

O-GOO-ANDR180520/566

CVE ID : CVE-2020-0098

Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

2.1

1-2

In BnCrypto::onTransact of
ICrypto.cpp, there is a
possible information
disclosure due to
uninitialized data. This
could lead to local
information disclosure with
System execution privileges
needed. User interaction is
2-3

3-4
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not needed for
exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android8.0 Android-8.1 Android-9
Android-10Android ID: A144767096
CVE ID : CVE-2020-0101

Out-ofbounds Write

14-05-2020

4.6

In
GattServer::SendResponse
of gatt_server.cc, there is a
possible out of bounds
write due to an incorrect
bounds check. This could
lead to local escalation of
privilege with User
execution privileges
needed. User interaction is
not needed for
exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android8.0 Android-8.1 Android-9
Android-10Android ID: A143231677

N/A

O-GOO-ANDR180520/567

N/A

O-GOO-ANDR180520/568

CVE ID : CVE-2020-0102

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

10

1-2

In
a2dp_aac_decoder_cleanup
of a2dp_aac_decoder.cc,
there is a possible invalid
free due to memory
corruption. This could lead
to remote code execution
with no additional
execution privileges
needed. User interaction is
not needed for
exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android10 Android-9Android ID: A148107188

2-3

3-4
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-0103

Information
Exposure

14-05-2020

2.1

In onShowingStateChanged
of
KeyguardStateMonitor.java,
there is a possible
inappropriate read due to a
logic error. This could lead
to local information
disclosure of keyguardprotected data with no
additional execution
privileges needed. User
interaction is not needed
for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android9 Android-10Android ID: A144430870

O-GOO-ANDR180520/569

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-0104

Improper
Privilege
Management

14-05-2020

4.6

In
onKeyguardVisibilityChang
ed of key_store_service.cpp,
there is a missing
permission check. This
could lead to local
escalation of privilege,
allowing apps to use
keyguard-bound keys when
the screen is locked, with no N/A
additional execution
privileges needed. User
interaction is not needed
for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android9 Android-10Android ID: A144285084

O-GOO-ANDR180520/570

CVE ID : CVE-2020-0105
Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

2.1

1-2

In getCellLocation of
PhoneInterfaceManager.jav
a, there is a possible
permission bypass due to a
2-3

3-4
292

4-5

5-6

O-GOO-ANDR180520/571

N/A
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missing SDK version check.
This could lead to local
information disclosure with
no additional execution
privileges needed. User
interaction is not needed
for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android10Android ID: A148414207
CVE ID : CVE-2020-0106

Improper
Privilege
Management

14-05-2020

4.6

In
simulatePackageSuspendBr
oadcast of
NotificationManagerService
.java, there is a missing
permission check. This
could lead to local
escalation of privilege by
creating fake system
notifications with no
additional execution
privileges needed. User
interaction is not needed
for exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android9 Android-10Android ID: A148059175

N/A

O-GOO-ANDR180520/572

N/A

O-GOO-ANDR180520/573

CVE ID : CVE-2020-0109

Out-ofbounds Write

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

4.6

1-2

In psi_write of psi.c, there is
a possible out of bounds
write due to a missing
bounds check. This could
lead to local escalation of
privilege with no additional
execution privileges
needed. User interaction is
not needed for
exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android
2-3

3-4
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kernelAndroid ID: A148159562References:
Upstream kernel
CVE ID : CVE-2020-0110

Out-ofbounds Write

14-05-2020

4.6

In crus_afe_callback of
msm-cirrus-playback.c,
there is a possible out of
bounds write due to a
missing bounds check. This
could lead to local
escalation of privilege with
System execution privileges
needed. User interaction is
not needed for
exploitation.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android
kernelAndroid ID: A139739561

N/A

O-GOO-ANDR180520/574

N/A

O-GOO-ANDR180520/575

CVE ID : CVE-2020-0220

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

7.5

Airbrush FW's scratch
memory allocator is
susceptible to numeric
overflow. When the
overflow occurs, the next
allocation could potentially
return a pointer within the
previous allocation's
memory, which could lead
to improper memory
access.Product:
AndroidVersions: Android
kernelAndroid ID: A135772851
CVE ID : CVE-2020-0221

Incorrect
Authorization

CVSS Scoring Scale

11-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

An issue was discovered on
Samsung mobile devices
with Q(10.0) software.
Attackers can bypass the
locked-state protection

2-3

3-4
294

4-5

5-6

https://se
curity.sa
O-GOO-ANDRmsungmo 180520/576
bile.com/
securityU
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mechanism and access
clipboard content via USSD.
The Samsung ID is SVE2019-16556 (May 2020).

pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12745

Out-ofbounds Write

11-05-2020

10

An issue was discovered on
Samsung mobile devices
with O(8.X), P(9.0), and
Q(10.0) (Exynos chipsets)
software. Attackers can
bypass the Secure
Bootloader protection
mechanism via a heapbased buffer overflow to
execute arbitrary code. The
Samsung ID is SVE-202016712 (May 2020).

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
O-GOO-ANDRbile.com/
180520/577
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12746

Out-ofbounds Write

11-05-2020

7.5

An issue was discovered on
Samsung mobile devices
with Q(10.0) (Exynos980
9630 and Exynos990 9830
chipsets) software. The
Bootloader has a heapbased buffer overflow
because of the mishandling
of specific commands. The
Samsung IDs are SVE-202016981, SVE-2020-16991
(May 2020).

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
O-GOO-ANDRbile.com/
180520/578
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12747

N/A

CVSS Scoring Scale

11-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

An issue was discovered on
Samsung mobile devices
with Q(10.0) software.
Attackers can bypass the
locked-state protection
mechanism and designate a
different preferred SIM
card. The Samsung ID is

2-3

3-4
295

4-5

5-6

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
O-GOO-ANDRbile.com/
180520/579
securityU
pdate.sms
b
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SVE-2020-16594 (May
2020).
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12748
Buffer Copy
without
Checking Size
of Input
('Classic
Buffer
Overflow')

11-05-2020

4.6

An issue was discovered on
Samsung mobile devices
with P(9.0) (Exynos
chipsets) software. The
S.LSI Wi-Fi drivers have a
buffer overflow. The
Samsung ID is SVE-202016906 (May 2020).

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
O-GOO-ANDRbile.com/
180520/580
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12749

N/A

11-05-2020

5

An issue was discovered on
Samsung mobile devices
with Q(10.0) software.
Attackers can bypass
Factory Reset Protection
(FRP) via SPEN. The
Samsung ID is SVE-202017019 (May 2020).

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
O-GOO-ANDRbile.com/
180520/581
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12750

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

11-05-2020

6.8

An issue was discovered on
Samsung mobile devices
with O(8.X), P(9.0), and
Q(10.0) software. The
Quram image codec library
allows attackers to
overwrite memory and
execute arbitrary code via
crafted JPEG data that is
mishandled during
decoding. The Samsung ID
is SVE-2020-16943 (May
2020).

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
O-GOO-ANDRbile.com/
180520/582
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12751
Insufficiently
Protected
Credentials

CVSS Scoring Scale

11-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

An issue was discovered on
Samsung mobile devices
with P(9.0) and Q(10.0)
(with TEEGRIS) software.
2-3

3-4
296

4-5

5-6

https://se
O-GOO-ANDRcurity.sa
msungmo 180520/583
bile.com/
6-7
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Attackers can determine
user credentials via a bruteforce attack against the
Gatekeeper trustlet. The
Samsung ID is SVE-202016908 (May 2020).

securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12752
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements in
Output Used
by a
Downstream
Component
('Injection')

N/A

11-05-2020

7.5

An issue was discovered on
LG mobile devices with
Android OS 7.2, 8.0, 8.1, 9,
and 10 software. Arbitrary
code execution can occur
via the bootloader. The LG
ID is LVE-SMP-200006
(May 2020).

https://lg
O-GOO-ANDRsecurity.lg
180520/584
e.com/

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12753

11-05-2020

6.8

An issue was discovered on
LG mobile devices with
Android OS 7.2, 8.0, 8.1, 9,
and 10 software. A crafted
application can obtain
control of device input via
the window system service.
The LG ID is LVE-SMP170011 (May 2020).

https://lg
O-GOO-ANDRsecurity.lg
180520/585
e.com/

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12754

Use of
Cryptographi
cally Weak
PseudoRandom
Number
Generator
(PRNG)

CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

3.3

1-2

Some Broadcom chips
mishandle Bluetooth
random-number generation
because a low-entropy
Pseudo Random Number
Generator (PRNG) is used in
situations where a
Hardware Random Number
Generator (HRNG) should
have been used to prevent
spoofing. This affects, for
example, Samsung Galaxy
S8, S8+, and Note8 devices

2-3

3-4
297

4-5

5-6

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
O-GOO-ANDRbile.com/
180520/586
securityU
pdate.sms
b
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with the BCM4361 chipset.
The Samsung ID is SVE2020-16882 (May 2020).
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6616

Out-ofbounds Write

06-05-2020

10

There is a buffer overwrite
vulnerability in the Quram
qmg library of Samsung's
Android OS versions O(8.x),
P(9.0) and Q(10.0). An
unauthenticated,
unauthorized attacker
sending a specially crafted
MMS to a vulnerable phone
can trigger a heap-based
buffer overflow in the
Quram image codec leading
to an arbitrary remote code
execution (RCE) without
any user interaction. The
Samsung ID is SVE-202016747.

https://b
ugs.chro
mium.org
/p/projec
tzero/issu
es/detail?
O-GOO-ANDRid=2002,
180520/587
https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
bile.com/
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8899
HP
hp-ux

Server-Side
Request
Forgery
(SSRF)

14-05-2020

4

IBM WebSphere Application
Server 8.5 is vulnerable to
server-side request forgery.
By sending a specially
crafted request, a remote
authenticated attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability to obtain
sensitive data. IBM X-Force
ID: 178964.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09099

O-HP-HP-U180520/588

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages

O-HP-HP-U180520/589

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4365
Incorrect
Default
Permissions
CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

IBM Sterling File Gateway
2.2.0.0 through 6.0.3.1
could allow an
authenticated user could
2-3

3-4
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manipulate cookie
information and remove or
add modules from the
cookie to access
functionality not authorized
to. IBM X-Force ID: 175638.

/node/62
08038

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4259

Information
Exposure

14-05-2020

4

IBM Sterling B2B Integrator
Standard Edition 5.2.0.0
through 6.0.3.1 could
expose sensitive
information to a user
through a specially crafted
HTTP request. IBM X-Force
ID: 176606.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08041

O-HP-HP-U180520/590

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09099

O-IBM-AIX180520/591

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08038

O-IBM-AIX180520/592

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4299
IBM
AIX

Server-Side
Request
Forgery
(SSRF)

14-05-2020

4

IBM WebSphere Application
Server 8.5 is vulnerable to
server-side request forgery.
By sending a specially
crafted request, a remote
authenticated attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability to obtain
sensitive data. IBM X-Force
ID: 178964.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4365

Incorrect
Default
Permissions

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

IBM Sterling File Gateway
2.2.0.0 through 6.0.3.1
could allow an
authenticated user could
manipulate cookie
information and remove or
add modules from the
cookie to access
functionality not authorized

2-3

3-4
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to. IBM X-Force ID: 175638.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4259

Information
Exposure

14-05-2020

4

IBM Sterling B2B Integrator
Standard Edition 5.2.0.0
through 6.0.3.1 could
expose sensitive
information to a user
through a specially crafted
HTTP request. IBM X-Force
ID: 176606.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08041

O-IBM-AIX180520/593

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09099

O-IBM-I180520/594

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08038

O-IBM-I180520/595

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages

O-IBM-I180520/596

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4299
i

Server-Side
Request
Forgery
(SSRF)

14-05-2020

4

IBM WebSphere Application
Server 8.5 is vulnerable to
server-side request forgery.
By sending a specially
crafted request, a remote
authenticated attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability to obtain
sensitive data. IBM X-Force
ID: 178964.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4365

Incorrect
Default
Permissions

14-05-2020

4

IBM Sterling File Gateway
2.2.0.0 through 6.0.3.1
could allow an
authenticated user could
manipulate cookie
information and remove or
add modules from the
cookie to access
functionality not authorized
to. IBM X-Force ID: 175638.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4259

Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

IBM Sterling B2B Integrator
Standard Edition 5.2.0.0
through 6.0.3.1 could
expose sensitive

2-3

3-4
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information to a user
through a specially crafted
HTTP request. IBM X-Force
ID: 176606.

/node/62
08041

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4299
z\/os

Server-Side
Request
Forgery
(SSRF)

14-05-2020

4

IBM WebSphere Application
Server 8.5 is vulnerable to
server-side request forgery.
By sending a specially
crafted request, a remote
authenticated attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability to obtain
sensitive data. IBM X-Force
ID: 178964.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09099

O-IBM-Z\/O180520/597

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4365
infomark
iml500_firmware

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

10

An issue was discovered on
KT Slim egg IML500
(R7283, R8112, R8424) and
IML520 (R8112, R8368,
R8411) wifi device. This
issue is a command
injection allowing attackers
to execute arbitrary OS
commands.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7805

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
301

4-5

5-6

http://w
ww.infom
ark.co.kr/
bbs/boar
d.php?bo_
table=do
wnload&
wr_id=57
&sfl=wr_s
ubject&st O-INF-IML5x=520&so 180520/598
p=and,
https://w
ww.krcert
.or.kr/krc
ert/secNo
ticeView.
do?bulleti
n_writing
_sequence
6-7
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=35362
iml520_firmware

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

07-05-2020

10

An issue was discovered on
KT Slim egg IML500
(R7283, R8112, R8424) and
IML520 (R8112, R8368,
R8411) wifi device. This
issue is a command
injection allowing attackers
to execute arbitrary OS
commands.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7805

http://w
ww.infom
ark.co.kr/
bbs/boar
d.php?bo_
table=do
wnload&
wr_id=57
&sfl=wr_s
ubject&st
O-INF-IML5x=520&so
180520/599
p=and,
https://w
ww.krcert
.or.kr/krc
ert/secNo
ticeView.
do?bulleti
n_writing
_sequence
=35362

intelbras
cip_92200_firmware
Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

05-05-2020

6.8

CSRF on Intelbras CIP
92200 devices allows an
attacker to access the panel
and perform scraping or
other analysis.

O-INT-CIP_180520/600

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8829
Juniper
junos
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
HTTP/HTTPS service used
by J-Web, Web
Authentication, DynamicVPN (DVPN), Firewall
2-3

3-4
302

4-5

5-6

https://k
b.juniper. O-JUN-JUNOnet/JSA11 180520/601
021
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Authentication PassThrough with WebRedirect, and Zero Touch
Provisioning (ZTP) allows
an unauthenticated attacker
to perform local file
inclusion (LFI) or path
traversal. Using this
vulnerability, an attacker
may be able to inject
commands into the
httpd.log, read files with
'world' readable permission
file or obtain J-Web session
tokens. In the case of
command injection, as the
HTTP service runs as user
'nobody', the impact of this
command injection is
limited. (CVSS score 5.3,
vector
CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/
UI:N/S:U/C:L/I:N/A:N) In
the case of reading files
with 'world' readable
permission, in Junos OS
19.3R1 and above, the
unauthenticated attacker
would be able to read the
configuration file. (CVSS
score 5.9, vector CVSS:3.1/
AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/S:U
/C:H/I:N/A:N) If J-Web is
enabled, the attacker could
gain the same level of
access of anyone actively
logged into J-Web. If an
administrator is logged in,
the attacker could gain
administrator access to JWeb. (CVSS score 8.8,
0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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vector
CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/
UI:R/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H) This
issue only affects Juniper
Networks Junos OS devices
with HTTP/HTTPS services
enabled. Junos OS devices
with HTTP/HTTPS services
disabled are not affected. If
HTTP/HTTPS services are
enabled, the following
command will show the
httpd processes:
user@device> show system
processes | match http 5260
- S 0:00.13 /usr/sbin/httpdgk -N 5797 - I 0:00.10
/usr/sbin/httpd --config
/jail/var/etc/httpd.conf To
summarize: If HTTP/HTTPS
services are disabled, there
is no impact from this
vulnerability. If
HTTP/HTTPS services are
enabled and J-Web is not in
use, this vulnerability has a
CVSS score of 5.9
(CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:H/PR:N
/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:N/A:N). If
J-Web is enabled, this
vulnerability has a CVSS
score of 8.8
(CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N
/UI:R/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H).
Juniper SIRT has received a
single report of this
vulnerability being
exploited in the wild. Out of
an abundance of caution, we
are notifying customers so
they can take appropriate
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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actions. Indicators of
Compromise: The
/var/log/httpd.log may
have indicators that
commands have injected or
files being accessed. The
device administrator can
look for these indicators by
searching for the string
patterns "=*;*&" or
"*%3b*&" in
/var/log/httpd.log, using
the following command:
user@device> show log
httpd.log | match
"=*;*&|=*%3b*&" If this
command returns any
output, it might be an
indication of malicious
attempts or simply scanning
activities. Rotated logs
should also be reviewed,
using the following
command: user@device>
show log httpd.log.0.gz |
match "=*;*&|=*%3b*&"
user@device> show log
httpd.log.1.gz | match
"=*;*&|=*%3b*&" Note that
a skilled attacker would
likely remove these entries
from the local log file, thus
effectively eliminating any
reliable signature that the
device had been attacked.
This issue affects Juniper
Networks Junos OS 12.3
versions prior to 12.3R12S16; 12.3X48 versions prior
to 12.3X48-D101, 12.3X48D105; 14.1X53 versions
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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prior to 14.1X53-D54; 15.1
versions prior to 15.1R7-S7;
15.1X49 versions prior to
15.1X49-D211, 15.1X49D220; 16.1 versions prior to
16.1R7-S8; 17.2 versions
prior to 17.2R3-S4; 17.3
versions prior to 17.3R3-S8;
17.4 versions prior to
17.4R2-S11, 17.4R3-S2;
18.1 versions prior to
18.1R3-S10; 18.2 versions
prior to 18.2R2-S7, 18.2R3S4; 18.3 versions prior to
18.3R2-S4, 18.3R3-S2; 18.4
versions prior to 18.4R1-S7,
18.4R3-S2 ; 18.4 version
18.4R2 and later versions;
19.1 versions prior to
19.1R1-S5, 19.1R3-S1; 19.1
version 19.1R2 and later
versions; 19.2 versions
prior to 19.2R2; 19.3
versions prior to 19.3R2-S3,
19.3R3; 19.4 versions prior
to 19.4R1-S2, 19.4R2; 20.1
versions prior to 20.1R1-S1,
20.1R2.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-1631
Linux
linux_kernel

N/A

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

An issue was discovered in
Ruby 2.5.x through 2.5.7,
2.6.x through 2.6.5, and
2.7.0. If a victim calls
BasicSocket#read_nonblock
(requested_size, buffer,
exception: false), the
method resizes the buffer to
fit the requested size, but no
2-3

3-4
306

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.rubylang.org/
en/news/
2020/03/
31/heapexposurein-socketcve-20206-7

7-8
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data is copied. Thus, the
buffer string provides the
previous value of the heap.
This may expose possibly
sensitive data from the
interpreter.
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10933/

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10933

Server-Side
Request
Forgery
(SSRF)

14-05-2020

4

IBM WebSphere Application
Server 8.5 is vulnerable to
server-side request forgery.
By sending a specially
crafted request, a remote
authenticated attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability to obtain
sensitive data. IBM X-Force
ID: 178964.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09099

O-LIN-LINU180520/603

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010690

O-LIN-LINU180520/604

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4365

Use After
Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

4.4

1-2

There is a use-after-free in
kernel versions before 5.5
due to a race condition
between the release of
ptp_clock and cdev while
resource deallocation.
When a (high privileged)
process allocates a ptp
device file (like /dev/ptpX)
and voluntarily goes to
sleep. During this time if the
underlying device is
removed, it can cause an
exploitable condition as the
process wakes up to
terminate and clean all
attached files. The system
crashes due to the cdev
structure being invalid (as
already freed) which is
pointed to by the inode.
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-10690

Concurrent
Execution
using Shared
Resource
with
Improper
Synchronizati
on ('Race
Condition')

04-05-2020

1.9

A pivot_root race condition
in fs/namespace.c in the
Linux kernel 4.4.x before
4.4.221, 4.9.x before
4.9.221, 4.14.x before
4.14.178, 4.19.x before
4.19.119, and 5.x before 5.3
allows local users to cause a
denial of service (panic) by
corrupting a mountpoint
reference counter.

O-LIN-LINU180520/605

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12114

Concurrent
Execution
using Shared
Resource
with
Improper
Synchronizati
on ('Race
Condition')

05-05-2020

6.9

The __mptctl_ioctl function
in
drivers/message/fusion/m
ptctl.c in the Linux kernel
before 5.4.14 allows local
users to hold an incorrect
lock during the ioctl
operation and trigger a race
condition, i.e., a "double
fetch" vulnerability, aka
N/A
CID-28d76df18f0a. NOTE:
the vendor states "The
security impact of this bug
is not as bad as it could
have been because these
operations are all privileged
and root already has
enormous destructive
power."

O-LIN-LINU180520/606

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12652

Improper
Privilege
Management

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4.6

1-2

An issue was found in Linux
kernel before 5.5.4. The
mwifiex_cmd_append_vsie_t
N/A
lv() function in
drivers/net/wireless/marv
ell/mwifiex/scan.c allows
local users to gain privileges
2-3

3-4
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or cause a denial of service
because of an incorrect
memcpy and buffer
overflow, aka CIDb70261a288ea.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12653

Out-ofbounds Write

05-05-2020

7.5

An issue was found in Linux
kernel before 5.5.4.
mwifiex_ret_wmm_get_statu
s() in
drivers/net/wireless/marv
ell/mwifiex/wmm.c allows
N/A
a remote AP to trigger a
heap-based buffer overflow
because of an incorrect
memcpy, aka CID3a9b153c5591.

O-LIN-LINU180520/608

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12654

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

05-05-2020

2.1

An issue was discovered in
xfs_agf_verify in
fs/xfs/libxfs/xfs_alloc.c in
the Linux kernel through
5.6.10. Attackers may
trigger a sync of excessive
duration via an XFS v5
image with crafted
metadata, aka CIDd0c7feaf8767.

N/A

O-LIN-LINU180520/609

** DISPUTED **
gss_mech_free in
net/sunrpc/auth_gss/gss_m
ech_switch.c in the
rpcsec_gss_krb5
N/A
implementation in the
Linux kernel through 5.6.10
lacks certain
domain_release calls,
leading to a memory leak.

O-LIN-LINU180520/610

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12655

Missing
Release of
Resource
05-05-2020
after Effective
Lifetime

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

2.1

1-2
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Note: This was disputed
with the assertion that the
issue does not grant any
access not already available.
It is a problem that on
unloading a specific kernel
module some memory is
leaked, but loading kernel
modules is a privileged
operation. A user could also
write a kernel module to
consume any amount of
memory they like and load
that replicating the effect of
this bug.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12656

Use After
Free

05-05-2020

4.6

An issue was discovered in
the Linux kernel before
5.6.5. There is a use-afterfree in block/bfq-iosched.c
related to
bfq_idle_slice_timer_body.

N/A

O-LIN-LINU180520/611

N/A

O-LIN-LINU180520/612

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12657

Out-ofbounds Write

05-05-2020

7.2

An issue was discovered in
the Linux kernel before
5.6.7. xdp_umem_reg in
net/xdp/xdp_umem.c has
an out-of-bounds write (by
a user with the
CAP_NET_ADMIN
capability) because of a lack
of headroom validation.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12659

Missing
Release of
Resource
09-05-2020
after Effective
Lifetime

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

2.1

1-2

An issue was discovered in
the Linux kernel before 5.6.
svm_cpu_uninit in
arch/x86/kvm/svm.c has a
memory leak, aka CIDd80b64ff297e.

2-3

3-4
310

4-5

5-6

https://c
dn.kernel.
org/pub/l O-LIN-LINUinux/kern 180520/613
el/v5.x/C
hangeLog
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Improper
Input
Validation

Publish Date

09-05-2020

CVSS

4.9

Description & CVE ID

Patch

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12768

-5.6,
https://gi
t.kernel.o
rg/pub/sc
m/linux/
kernel/git
/torvalds
/linux.git
/commit/
?id=d80b
64ff297e4
0c2b6f7d
7abc1b3e
ba70d22a
068

An issue was discovered in
the Linux kernel before
5.4.17. drivers/spi/spi-dw.c
allows attackers to cause a
panic via concurrent calls to
dw_spi_irq and
dw_spi_transfer_one, aka
CID-19b61392c5a8.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12769

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6

NCIIPC ID

https://c
dn.kernel.
org/pub/l
inux/kern
el/v5.x/C
hangeLog
-5.4.17,
https://gi
t.kernel.o
rg/pub/sc
m/linux/
kernel/git
O-LIN-LINU/torvalds
180520/614
/linux.git
/commit/
?id=19b6
1392c5a8
52b4e8a0
bf35aecb
969983c5
932d,
https://lk
ml.org/lk
ml/2020/
2/3/559

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

N/A

Publish Date

09-05-2020

CVSS

4.6

Description & CVE ID

An issue was discovered in
the Linux kernel through
5.6.11. sg_write lacks an
sg_remove_request call in a
certain failure case, aka
CID-83c6f2390040.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12770

Improper
Input
Validation

09-05-2020

4.9

An issue was discovered in
the Linux kernel through
5.6.11. btree_gc_coalesce in
drivers/md/bcache/btree.c
has a deadlock if a
coalescing operation fails.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://gi
t.kernel.o
rg/pub/sc
m/linux/
kernel/git
/torvalds
/linux.git
/commit/
?id=83c6f O-LIN-LINU2390040f 180520/615
188cc25b
270b4bef
eb5628c1
aee,
https://lk
ml.org/lk
ml/2020/
4/13/870

https://lk
ml.org/lk
ml/2020/
4/26/87

O-LIN-LINU180520/616

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=1
822077

O-LIN-LINU180520/617

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12771

Integer
Overflow or
Wraparound

CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

6.9

1-2

A signal access-control
issue was discovered in the
Linux kernel before 5.6.5,
aka CID-7395ea4e65c2.
Because exec_id in
include/linux/sched.h is
only 32 bits, an integer
overflow can interfere with
a do_notify_parent
protection mechanism. A
child process can send an
arbitrary signal to a parent
process in a different
security domain.
Exploitation limitations
2-3

3-4
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include the amount of
elapsed time before an
integer overflow occurs,
and the lack of scenarios
where signals to a parent
process present a
substantial operational
threat.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12826

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

04-05-2020

5.5

IBM Spectrum Protect Plus
10.1.0 through 10.1.5 could
allow a remote attacker to
traverse directories on the
system. An attacker could
send a specially-crafted URL
request containing "dot dot"
sequences (/../) to create
arbitrary files on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175019.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/61
16488

O-LIN-LINU180520/618

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08038

O-LIN-LINU180520/619

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08041

O-LIN-LINU180520/620

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4209

Incorrect
Default
Permissions

14-05-2020

4

IBM Sterling File Gateway
2.2.0.0 through 6.0.3.1
could allow an
authenticated user could
manipulate cookie
information and remove or
add modules from the
cookie to access
functionality not authorized
to. IBM X-Force ID: 175638.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4259

Information
Exposure

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

IBM Sterling B2B Integrator
Standard Edition 5.2.0.0
through 6.0.3.1 could
expose sensitive
information to a user
through a specially crafted
HTTP request. IBM X-Force

2-3

3-4
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ID: 176606.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4299

Improper
Privilege
Management

08-05-2020

4.6

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Exploit Detection and
Response (EDR) for Linux
prior to 3.1.0 Hotfix 1
allows a malicious script or
program to perform
functions that the local
executing user has not been
granted access to.

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde O-LIN-LINUx?page=c 180520/621
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7287

Improper
Privilege
Management

08-05-2020

4.6

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Active Response (MAR) for
Linux prior to 2.4.3 Hotfix 1
allows a malicious script or
program to perform
functions that the local
executing user has not been
granted access to.

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde O-LIN-LINUx?page=c 180520/622
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7290
Microsoft
windows

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

9.3

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially crafted file, a
remote attacker could
exploit this vulnerability to
execute arbitrary code on
the system or cause the
application to crash. IBM X-

2-3

3-4
314

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

6-7

7-8

O-MIC-WIND180520/623

8-9

9-10
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Force ID: 178244.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4343

Server-Side
Request
Forgery
(SSRF)

14-05-2020

4

IBM WebSphere Application
Server 8.5 is vulnerable to
server-side request forgery.
By sending a specially
crafted request, a remote
authenticated attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability to obtain
sensitive data. IBM X-Force
ID: 178964.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09099

O-MIC-WIND180520/624

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4365

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

13-05-2020

6.8

The Western Digital WD
Discovery application
before 3.8.229 for MyCloud
Home on Windows and
macOS is vulnerable to
CSRF, with impacts such as
stealing data, modifying
disk contents, or exhausting
disk space.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12427

Information
Exposure

14-05-2020

5

Veritas APTARE versions
prior to 10.4 allowed
remote users to access
several unintended files on
the server. This
vulnerability only impacts
Windows server
deployments.

https://w
ww.weste
rndigital.c
om/supp
ort/produ
ctsecurity
/wdcO-MIC-WIND20004180520/625
wddiscovery
-crosssiterequestforgerycsrf

N/A

O-MIC-WIND180520/626

https://w
ww.ibm.c

O-MIC-WIND180520/627

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12876
Improper
Restriction of
CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

6.9

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
2-3

3-4
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local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175635.

om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4257

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

6.9

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175637.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/628

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08038

O-MIC-WIND180520/629

https://w
ww.ibm.c

O-MIC-WIND180520/630

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4258

Incorrect
Default
Permissions

14-05-2020

4

IBM Sterling File Gateway
2.2.0.0 through 6.0.3.1
could allow an
authenticated user could
manipulate cookie
information and remove or
add modules from the
cookie to access
functionality not authorized
to. IBM X-Force ID: 175638.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4259

Improper
Restriction of
CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

6.9

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
2-3

3-4
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local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175644.

om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4261

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

6.9

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175645.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/631

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/632

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4262

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

6.9

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175646.
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-4263

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

6.9

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175647.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/633

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/634

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/635

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4264

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

6.9

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system. IBM X-Force ID:
175648.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4265

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

6.9

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
local attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially-crafted file, an
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
2-3

3-4
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system. IBM X-Force ID:
175649.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4266

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

9.3

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption error.
By persuading a victim to
open a specially-crafted
document, a remote
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system with the privileges
of the victim or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 176266

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/636

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/637

https://w
ww.ibm.c

O-MIC-WIND180520/638

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4285

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

9.3

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption error.
By persuading a victim to
open a specially-crafted
document, a remote
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system with the privileges
of the victim or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 176269.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4287

Improper
Restriction of
CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

9.3

1-2

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
2-3

3-4
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remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption error.
By persuading a victim to
open a specially-crafted
document, a remote
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system with the privileges
of the victim or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 176270.

om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4288

Information
Exposure

14-05-2020

4

IBM Sterling B2B Integrator
Standard Edition 5.2.0.0
through 6.0.3.1 could
expose sensitive
information to a user
through a specially crafted
HTTP request. IBM X-Force
ID: 176606.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08041

O-MIC-WIND180520/639

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/640

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4299

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

9.3

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by a
memory corruption. By
persuading a victim to open
a specially crafted file, a
remote attacker could
exploit this vulnerability to
execute arbitrary code on
the system or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 180167.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4422

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by memory
corruption. By persuading a
victim to open a speciallycrafted document, a remote
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system with the privileges
of the victim or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 181721.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/641

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09081

O-MIC-WIND180520/642

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4467

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

14-05-2020

9.3

IBM i2 Intelligent Analyis
Platform 9.2.1 could allow a
remote attacker to execute
arbitrary code on the
system, caused by memory
corruption. By persuading a
victim to open a speciallycrafted document, a remote
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability to execute
arbitrary code on the
system with the privileges
of the victim or cause the
application to crash. IBM XForce ID: 181723.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-4468

Deserializatio
n of
Untrusted
Data

08-05-2020

6.5

Deserialization of Untrusted
Data in Plex Media Server
on Windows allows a
remote, authenticated
N/A
attacker to execute
arbitrary Python code.

O-MIC-WIND180520/643

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5741

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Exploit Detection and
Response (EDR) for
Windows prior to 3.1.0
Hotfix 1 allows a malicious
script or program to
perform functions that the
local executing user has not
been granted access to.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde O-MIC-WINDx?page=c 180520/644
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7286

Improper
Privilege
Management

08-05-2020

4.6

Privilege Escalation
vulnerability in McAfee
Active Response (MAR) for
Windows prior to 2.4.3
Hotfix 1 allows a malicious
script or program to
perform functions that the
local executing user has not
been granted access to.

https://k
c.mcafee.c
om/corpo
rate/inde O-MIC-WINDx?page=c 180520/645
ontent&id
=SB1031
7

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7289

N/A

07-05-2020

6.8

IMGTech Co,Ltd ZInsX.ocx
ActiveX Control in
Zoneplayer 2.0.1.3, version
2.0.1.4 and prior versions
on Windows. File Donwload
vulnerability in ZInsX.ocx of
IMGTech Co,Ltd Zoneplayer
allows attacker to cause
arbitrary code execution.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7803

Download of
Code Without
Integrity
Check

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

Tobesoft Xplatform
9.2.2.250 and earlier
version have an arbitrary
code execution
vulnerability by using
method supported by
2-3

3-4
322

4-5

5-6

http://w
ww.zonep
layer.co.k
r/,
https://w
ww.boho.
O-MIC-WINDor.kr/krc
180520/646
ert/secNo
ticeView.
do?bulleti
n_writing
_sequence
=35346

O-MIC-WIND180520/647

N/A

6-7

7-8
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9-10
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Xplatform ActiveX Control.
It allows attacker to cause
remote code execution.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7806
Moxa
nport_5100a_firmware

Information
Exposure

01-05-2020

5

https://w
Moxa Service in Moxa NPort ww.moxa.
5150A firmware version 1.5 com/en/s
and earlier allows attackers upport/s
to obtain sensitive
upport/se
configuration values via a
curitycrafted packet to UDP port
advisory/
O-MOX-NPOR4800. NOTE: Moxa Service
nport180520/648
is an unauthenticated
5100aservice that runs upon a
seriesfirst-time installation but
serialcan be disabled without ill
deviceeffect.
serversCVE ID : CVE-2020-12117 vulnerabil
ity

Oracle
solaris

Server-Side
Request
Forgery
(SSRF)

14-05-2020

4

IBM WebSphere Application
Server 8.5 is vulnerable to
server-side request forgery.
By sending a specially
crafted request, a remote
authenticated attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability to obtain
sensitive data. IBM X-Force
ID: 178964.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
09099

O-ORA-SOLA180520/649

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages

O-ORA-SOLA180520/650

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4365
Incorrect
Default
Permissions

CVSS Scoring Scale

14-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

IBM Sterling File Gateway
2.2.0.0 through 6.0.3.1
could allow an
authenticated user could
2-3

3-4
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manipulate cookie
information and remove or
add modules from the
cookie to access
functionality not authorized
to. IBM X-Force ID: 175638.

/node/62
08038

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4259

Information
Exposure

14-05-2020

4

IBM Sterling B2B Integrator
Standard Edition 5.2.0.0
through 6.0.3.1 could
expose sensitive
information to a user
through a specially crafted
HTTP request. IBM X-Force
ID: 176606.

https://w
ww.ibm.c
om/supp
ort/pages
/node/62
08041

O-ORA-SOLA180520/651

CVE ID : CVE-2020-4299
Paloaltonetworks
pan-os

Buffer Copy
without
Checking Size
of Input
('Classic
Buffer
Overflow')

13-05-2020

9

A buffer overflow
vulnerability in the PAN-OS
management server allows
authenticated users to crash
system processes or
potentially execute
arbitrary code with root
privileges. This issue
affects: PAN-OS 7.1 versions
earlier than 7.1.26; PAN-OS
8.1 versions earlier than
8.1.13; PAN-OS 9.0 versions
earlier than 9.0.7; PAN-OS
9.1 versions earlier than
9.1.1; All versions of PANOS 8.0.

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/652
CVE20202015

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2015
Concurrent
Execution
using Shared
Resource
CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

8.5

1-2

A race condition due to
insecure creation of a file in
a temporary directory
vulnerability in PAN-OS
2-3

3-4
324

4-5

5-6

https://se
curity.pal O-PAL-PAN-oaltonetw 180520/653
orks.com/
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

with
Improper
Synchronizati
on ('Race
Condition')

Description & CVE ID

allows for root privilege
escalation from a limited
linux user account. This
allows an attacker who has
escaped the restricted shell
as a low privilege
administrator, possibly by
exploiting another
vulnerability, to escalate
privileges to become root
user. This issue affects:
PAN-OS 7.1 versions earlier
than 7.1.26; PAN-OS 8.1
versions earlier than 8.1.13;
PAN-OS 9.0 versions earlier
than 9.0.6; All versions of
PAN-OS 8.0.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

CVE20202016

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2016

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

13-05-2020

4.3

A DOM-Based Cross Site
Scripting Vulnerability
exists in PAN-OS and
Panorama Management
Web Interfaces. A remote
attacker able to convince an
authenticated administrator
to click on a crafted link to
PAN-OS and Panorama Web
Interfaces could execute
arbitrary JavaScript code in
the administrator's browser
and perform administrative
actions. This issue affects:
PAN-OS 7.1 versions earlier
than 7.1.26; PAN-OS 8.1
versions earlier than 8.1.13;
PAN-OS 9.0 versions earlier
than 9.0.6; All versions of
PAN-OS 8.0.

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/654
CVE20202017

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2017
Improper
CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020
0-1

9.3
1-2

An authentication bypass
2-3

3-4
325

4-5

5-6

https://se O-PAL-PAN-6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Authenticatio
n

Description & CVE ID

vulnerability in Palo Alto
Networks PAN-OS
Panorama proxy service
allows an unauthenticated
user with network access to
Panorama and the
knowledge of the Firewall’s
serial number to register
the PAN-OS firewall to
register the device. After
the PAN-OS device is
registered, the user can
further compromise the
PAN-OS instances managed
by Panorama. This issue
affects: PAN-OS 7.1 versions
earlier than 7.1.26; PAN-OS
8.0 versions earlier than
8.0.21; PAN-OS 8.1 versions
earlier than 8.1.12; PAN-OS
9.0 versions earlier than
9.0.6.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

curity.pal 180520/655
oaltonetw
orks.com/
CVE20202018

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2018

Session
Fixation

13-05-2020

5.5

The GlobalProtect Portal
feature in PAN-OS does not
set a new session identifier
after a successful user login,
which allows session
fixation attacks, if an
attacker is able to control a
user's session ID. This issue
affects: All PAN-OS 7.1 and
8.0 versions; PAN-OS 8.1
versions earlier than 8.1.14;
PAN-OS 9.0 versions earlier
than 9.0.8.

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/656
CVE20201993

CVE ID : CVE-2020-1993
NULL Pointer
Dereference

CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A NULL pointer dereference https://se O-PAL-PAN-vulnerability in Palo Alto
curity.pal 180520/657
Networks PAN-OS allows an oaltonetw
2-3

3-4
326

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

authenticated administrator
to send a request that
causes the rasmgr daemon
to crash. Repeated attempts
to send this request result
in denial of service to all
PAN-OS services by
restarting the device and
putting it into maintenance
mode. This issue affects:
PAN-OS 9.1 versions earlier
than 9.1.2.

orks.com/
CVE20201995

CVE ID : CVE-2020-1995

Out-ofbounds Write

13-05-2020

7.5

An external control of path
and data vulnerability in the
Palo Alto Networks PAN-OS
Panorama XSLT processing
logic that allows an
unauthenticated user with
network access to PAN-OS
management interface to
write attacker supplied file
on the system and elevate
privileges. This issue
affects: All PAN-OS 7.1
Panorama and 8.0
Panorama versions; PAN-OS
8.1 versions earlier than
8.1.12 on Panorama; PANOS 9.0 versions earlier than
9.0.6 on Panorama.

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/658
CVE20202001

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2001

N/A

CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

8.5

1-2

An external control of
filename vulnerability in the
command processing of
PAN-OS allows an
authenticated administrator
to delete arbitrary system
files affecting the integrity
of the system or causing
2-3

3-4
327

4-5

5-6

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/659
CVE20202003

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

denial of service to all PANOS services. This issue
affects: All versions of PANOS 7.1 and 8.0; PAN-OS 8.1
versions before 8.1.14;
PAN-OS 9.0 versions before
9.0.7; PAN-OS 9.1 versions
before 9.1.1.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2003

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

13-05-2020

4.3

A cross-site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability exists when
visiting malicious websites
with the Palo Alto Networks
GlobalProtect Clientless
VPN that can compromise
the user's active session.
This issue affects: PAN-OS
7.1 versions earlier than
7.1.26; PAN-OS 8.1 versions
earlier than 8.1.13; PAN-OS
9.0 versions earlier than
9.0.7; All versions of PANOS 8.0.

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/660
CVE20202005

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2005

Out-ofbounds Write

13-05-2020

9

A stack-based buffer
overflow vulnerability in
the management server
component of PAN-OS that
allows an authenticated
user to potentially execute
arbitrary code with root
privileges. This issue
affects: All versions of PANOS 7.1 and 8.0; PAN-OS 8.1
versions earlier than 8.1.14.

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/661
CVE20202006

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2006
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special

CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

9

1-2

An OS command injection
vulnerability in the
management server

2-3

3-4
328

4-5

5-6

https://se O-PAL-PAN-curity.pal 180520/662
oaltonetw

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Publish Date

CVSS

Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

component of PAN-OS
allows an authenticated
user to potentially execute
arbitrary commands with
root privileges. This issue
affects: All PAN-OS 7.1
versions; PAN-OS 8.1
versions earlier than 8.1.14;
PAN-OS 9.0 versions earlier
than 9.0.7.

orks.com/
CVE20202007

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2007

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

13-05-2020

9

An OS command injection
and external control of
filename vulnerability in
Palo Alto Networks PAN-OS
allows authenticated
administrators to execute
code with root privileges or
delete arbitrary system files
and impact the system's
integrity or cause a denial
of service condition. This
issue affects: All versions of
PAN-OS 7.1 and 8.0; PAN-OS
8.1 versions earlier than
8.1.14.

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/663
CVE20202008

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2008

Externally
Controlled
Reference to
a Resource in
Another
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

9

1-2

An external control of
filename vulnerability in the
SD WAN component of Palo
Alto Networks PAN-OS
Panorama allows an
authenticated administrator
to send a request that
results in the creation and
write of an arbitrary file on
all firewalls managed by the
Panorama. In some cases
this results in arbitrary
code execution with root
2-3

3-4
329

4-5

5-6

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/664
CVE20202009

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Publish Date
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Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

permissions. This issue
affects: All versions of PANOS 7.1; PAN-OS 8.1 versions
earlier than 8.1.14; PAN-OS
9.0 versions earlier than
9.0.7.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2009

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

13-05-2020

9

An OS command injection
vulnerability in PAN-OS
management interface
allows an authenticated
administrator to execute
arbitrary OS commands
with root privileges. This
issue affects: All versions of
PAN-OS 7.1 and 8.0; PAN-OS
8.1 versions earlier than
8.1.14; PAN-OS 9.0 versions
earlier than 9.0.7.

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/665
CVE20202010

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2010

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

An improper input
validation vulnerability in
the configuration daemon of
Palo Alto Networks PAN-OS
Panorama allows for a
remote unauthenticated
user to send a specifically
crafted registration request
to the device that causes the
configuration service to
crash. Repeated attempts to
send this request result in
denial of service to all PANOS Panorama services by
restarting the device and
putting it into maintenance
mode. This issue affects: All
versions of PAN-OS 7.1,
PAN-OS 8.0; PAN-OS 8.1
versions earlier than 8.1.14;
2-3

3-4
330

4-5

5-6

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/666
CVE20202011

6-7

7-8

8-9
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Patch

NCIIPC ID

PAN-OS 9.0 versions earlier
than 9.0.7; PAN-OS 9.1
versions earlier than 9.1.0.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-2011

Improper
Restriction of
XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

13-05-2020

5

Improper restriction of XML
external entity reference
('XXE') vulnerability in Palo
Alto Networks Panorama
management service allows
remote unauthenticated
attackers with network
access to the Panorama
management interface to
read arbitrary files on the
system. This issue affects:
All versions of PAN-OS for
Panorama 7.1 and 8.0; PANOS for Panorama 8.1
versions earlier than 8.1.13;
PAN-OS for Panorama 9.0
versions earlier than 9.0.7.

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/667
CVE20202012

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2012

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

13-05-2020

9

An OS Command Injection
vulnerability in PAN-OS
management server allows
authenticated users to
inject and execute arbitrary
shell commands with root
privileges. This issue
affects: All versions of PANOS 7.1 and 8.0; PAN-OS 8.1
versions earlier than 8.1.14;
PAN-OS 9.0 versions earlier
than 9.0.7.

https://se
curity.pal
oaltonetw
O-PAL-PAN-orks.com/
180520/668
CVE20202014

CVE ID : CVE-2020-2014
Redhat
enterprise_linux
Improper
Restriction of
CVSS Scoring Scale

01-05-2020
0-1

7.5
1-2

dom4j before 2.1.3 allows
external DTDs and External
2-3

3-4
331

4-5

5-6

https://gi
thub.com
6-7

7-8

O-RED-ENTE8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

XML External
Entity
Reference
('XXE')

Description & CVE ID

Entities by default, which
might enable XXE attacks.
However, there is popular
external documentation
from OWASP showing how
to enable the safe, nondefault behavior in any
application that uses dom4j.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10683

Use After
Free

08-05-2020

4.4

There is a use-after-free in
kernel versions before 5.5
due to a race condition
between the release of
ptp_clock and cdev while
resource deallocation.
When a (high privileged)
process allocates a ptp
device file (like /dev/ptpX)
and voluntarily goes to
sleep. During this time if the
underlying device is
removed, it can cause an
exploitable condition as the
process wakes up to
terminate and clean all
attached files. The system
crashes due to the cdev
structure being invalid (as
already freed) which is
pointed to by the inode.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

/dom4j/d 180520/669
om4j/co
mmit/a82
28522a99
a0214610
6672a34c
104adbda
5c658,
https://gi
thub.com
/dom4j/d
om4j/rele
ases/tag/
version2.1.3

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com
/show_bu
g.cgi?id=C
VE-202010690

O-RED-ENTE180520/670

https://b
ugzilla.re
dhat.com

O-RED-ENTE180520/671

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10690
Integer
Overflow or
Wraparound
CVSS Scoring Scale

12-05-2020

0-1

6.9

1-2

A signal access-control
issue was discovered in the
Linux kernel before 5.6.5,
2-3

3-4
332

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

aka CID-7395ea4e65c2.
Because exec_id in
include/linux/sched.h is
only 32 bits, an integer
overflow can interfere with
a do_notify_parent
protection mechanism. A
child process can send an
arbitrary signal to a parent
process in a different
security domain.
Exploitation limitations
include the amount of
elapsed time before an
integer overflow occurs,
and the lack of scenarios
where signals to a parent
process present a
substantial operational
threat.

/show_bu
g.cgi?id=1
822077

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12826
sae-it
net-line_fw-50_firmware
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

05-05-2020

4.3

SAE IT-systems FW-50
Remote Telemetry Unit
(RTU). The software does
not neutralize or incorrectly
neutralizes userN/A
controllable input before it
is placed in the output used
as a webpage that is served
to other users.

O-SAE-NET-180520/672

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10630
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

6.4

1-2

SAE IT-systems FW-50
Remote Telemetry Unit
(RTU). A specially crafted
request could allow an
attacker to view the file
structure of the affected
2-3

3-4
333

4-5

5-6

O-SAE-NET-180520/673

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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CVSS

('Path
Traversal')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

device and access files that
should be inaccessible.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10634

siedle
sg_150-0_firmware

Download of
Code Without
Integrity
Check

07-05-2020

9

The S. Siedle & Soehne SG
150-0 Smart Gateway
before 1.2.4 allows remote
code execution via the
backup functionality in the
web frontend. By using an
exploit chain, an attacker
with access to the network
can get root access on the
gateway.

O-SIE-SG_1180520/674

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-9474

Improper
Privilege
Management

07-05-2020

6.9

The S. Siedle & Soehne SG
150-0 Smart Gateway
before 1.2.4 allows local
privilege escalation via a
race condition in logrotate.
By using an exploit chain, an N/A
attacker with access to the
network can get root access
on the gateway.

O-SIE-SG_1180520/675

CVE ID : CVE-2020-9475
Silver-peak
vx-3000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
2-3

3-4
334

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def O-SIL-VX-3ault/files/ 180520/676
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Patch

NCIIPC ID

communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-3security_a 180520/677
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-VX-3advisory/
180520/678
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-5000_firmware
Exposure of
Resource to
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020
0-1

4
1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
2-3

3-4
335

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
6-7

7-8

O-SIL-VX-58-9

9-10
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CVSS

Wrong
Sphere

Description & CVE ID

machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

180520/679
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
2-3

3-4
336

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-5security_a 180520/680
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com O-SIL-VX-5/sites/def 180520/681
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-6000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-6security_a 180520/682
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
337

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-6security_a 180520/683
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness
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Validation
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05-05-2020

CVSS

4

Description & CVE ID

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-VX-6advisory/
180520/684
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-7000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-7security_a 180520/685
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142
Improper
Certificate
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
2-3

3-4
338

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
O-SIL-VX-7peak.com 180520/686
/sites/def
ault/files/
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-VX-7advisory/
180520/687
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-9000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
2-3

3-4
339

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-9security_a 180520/688
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

and the Linux shell.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-9security_a 180520/689
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-VX-9advisory/
180520/690
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-8000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
2-3

3-4
340

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def O-SIL-VX-8ault/files/ 180520/691
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-8security_a 180520/692
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-VX-8advisory/
180520/693
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-700_firmware
Exposure of
Resource to
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020
0-1

4
1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
2-3

3-4
341

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
6-7

7-8

O-SIL-NX-78-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Wrong
Sphere

Description & CVE ID

machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

180520/694
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
2-3

3-4
342

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-7security_a 180520/695
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com O-SIL-NX-7/sites/def 180520/696
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-1000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-1security_a 180520/697
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
343

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-1security_a 180520/698
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Improper
Certificate
Validation

Publish Date

05-05-2020

CVSS

4

Description & CVE ID

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-NX-1advisory/
180520/699
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-2000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-2security_a 180520/700
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142
Improper
Certificate
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
2-3

3-4
344

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
O-SIL-NX-2peak.com 180520/701
/sites/def
ault/files/
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-NX-2advisory/
180520/702
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-3000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
2-3

3-4
345

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-3security_a 180520/703
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

and the Linux shell.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-3security_a 180520/704
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-NX-3advisory/
180520/705
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-5000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
2-3

3-4
346

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def O-SIL-NX-5ault/files/ 180520/706
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-5security_a 180520/707
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-NX-5advisory/
180520/708
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-6000_firmware
Exposure of
Resource to
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020
0-1

4
1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
2-3

3-4
347

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
6-7

7-8

O-SIL-NX-68-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Wrong
Sphere

Description & CVE ID

machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

180520/709
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
2-3

3-4
348

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-6security_a 180520/710
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com O-SIL-NX-6/sites/def 180520/711
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-7000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-7security_a 180520/712
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
349

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-7security_a 180520/713
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Improper
Certificate
Validation

Publish Date

05-05-2020

CVSS

4

Description & CVE ID

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-NX-7advisory/
180520/714
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-8000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-8security_a 180520/715
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142
Improper
Certificate
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
2-3

3-4
350

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
O-SIL-NX-8peak.com 180520/716
/sites/def
ault/files/
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-NX-8advisory/
180520/717
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-9000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
2-3

3-4
351

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-9security_a 180520/718
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

and the Linux shell.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-9security_a 180520/719
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-NX-9advisory/
180520/720
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-10k_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
2-3

3-4
352

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def O-SIL-NX-1ault/files/ 180520/721
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-1security_a 180520/722
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-NX-1advisory/
180520/723
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-11k_firmware
Exposure of
Resource to
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020
0-1

4
1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
2-3

3-4
353

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
6-7

7-8

O-SIL-NX-18-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Wrong
Sphere

Description & CVE ID

machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

180520/724
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
2-3

3-4
354

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-NX-1security_a 180520/725
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com O-SIL-NX-1/sites/def 180520/726
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness
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CVSS
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untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-500_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-5security_a 180520/727
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
355

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-5security_a 180520/728
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Improper
Certificate
Validation

Publish Date

05-05-2020

CVSS

4

Description & CVE ID

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-VX-5advisory/
180520/729
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-1000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-1security_a 180520/730
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142
Improper
Certificate
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
2-3

3-4
356

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
O-SIL-VX-1peak.com 180520/731
/sites/def
ault/files/
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-VX-1advisory/
180520/732
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-2000_firmware

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
2-3

3-4
357

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-2security_a 180520/733
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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and the Linux shell.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ O-SIL-VX-2security_a 180520/734
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
O-SIL-VX-2advisory/
180520/735
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

simplisafe
ss3_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

02-05-2020

2.1

Authentication bypass using
an alternate path or channel
in SimpliSafe SS3 firmware
1.4 allows a local,
unauthenticated attacker to
pair a rogue keypad to an
armed system.

https://w
ww.tenab
le.com/se O-SIM-SS3_curity/res 180520/736
earch/tra
-2020-29

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5727
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
358
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Patch

NCIIPC ID

Suse
linux_enterprise_desktop

Incorrect
Default
Permissions

04-05-2020

7.2

A Incorrect Default
Permissions vulnerability in
the SLES15-SP1-CHOSTBYOS and SLES15-SP1-CAPDeployment-BYOS images
of SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server 15 SP1 allows local
attackers with the UID 1000
to escalate to root due to a
/etc directory owned by the
user This issue affects: SUSE
Linux Enterprise Server 15
SP1 SLES15-SP1-CAPDeployment-BYOS version
1.0.1 and prior versions;
SLES15-SP1-CHOST-BYOS
versions prior to 1.0.3 and
prior versions;

https://b
ugzilla.su
se.com/sh O-SUS-LINUow_bug.cg 180520/737
i?id=1163
813

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8018
Tp-link
nc450_firmware
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.

N/A

O-TP--NC45180520/738

N/A

O-TP--NC45180520/739

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109
Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
2-3

3-4
359
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NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC260 1.5.2
build 200304 and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.

N/A

O-TP--NC45180520/740

N/A

O-TP--NC26180520/741

N/A

O-TP--NC26180520/742

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12111

nc260_firmware
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.
2-3

3-4
360

4-5
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Patch
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC260 1.5.2
build 200304 and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.

N/A

O-TP--NC26180520/743

N/A

O-TP--NC25180520/744

N/A

O-TP--NC25180520/745

N/A

O-TP--NC23180520/746

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12111

nc250_firmware
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

04-05-2020

5

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110

nc230_firmware
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

9

1-2

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
2-3

3-4
361

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

04-05-2020

5

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.

N/A

O-TP--NC23180520/747

N/A

O-TP--NC22180520/748

N/A

O-TP--NC22180520/749

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110
nc220_firmware
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
2-3

3-4
362
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NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110
nc210_firmware
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.

N/A

O-TP--NC21180520/750

N/A

O-TP--NC21180520/751

N/A

O-TP--NC20180520/752

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

04-05-2020

5

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110

nc200_firmware
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

9

1-2

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450

2-3

3-4
363
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1.5.3 build 200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

04-05-2020

5

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.

N/A

O-TP--NC20180520/753

N/A

O-TP--TL-W180520/754

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110
tl-wa855re_firmware

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

5.2

1-2

This vulnerability allows
network-adjacent attackers
to escalate privileges on
affected installations of TPLink TL-WA855RE
Firmware Ver: 855rev4-upver1-0-1-P1[20191213rel60361] Wi-Fi extenders.
Although authentication is
required to exploit this
vulnerability, the existing
authentication mechanism
can be bypassed. The
specific flaw exists within
the first-time setup process.
The issue results from the
lack of proper validation on
first-time setup requests.
An attacker can leverage
this vulnerability to reset
the password for the Admin
account and execute code in
the context of the device.
Was ZDI-CAN-10003.

2-3

3-4
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-10916
Trendnet
tv-ip512wn_firmware

Out-ofbounds Write

13-05-2020

7.5

TRENDnet ProView
Wireless camera TVIP512WN 1.0R 1.0.4 is
vulnerable to an
unauthenticated stackbased buffer overflow in
handling RTSP packets. This
may result in remote code
N/A
execution or denial of
service. The issue is in the
binary rtspd (in /sbin)
when parsing a long
"Authorization: Basic" RTSP
header.

O-TRE-TV-I180520/755

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12763
ui
unifi_cloud_key_gen2_firmware

N/A

CVSS Scoring Scale

02-05-2020

0-1

7.2

1-2

https://c
ommunit
y.ui.com/
releases/
SecurityadvisoryUniFi Cloud Key firmware
bulletin<= v1.1.10 for Cloud Key
008gen2 and Cloud Key gen2
Plus contains a vulnerability 008/5f66
ca4cthat allows unrestricted
10d6root access through the
4ca5serial interface (UART).
9620CVE ID : CVE-2020-8157
37d5a4f2
2413,
https://c
ommunit
y.ui.com/
releases/
2-3

3-4
365
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UniFiCloudKeyFirmware
-1-111/a24e5
5e16d9046d792e201539ec8
c79d
unifi_cloud_key_gen2_plus_firmware

N/A

CVSS Scoring Scale

02-05-2020

0-1

7.2

1-2

https://c
ommunit
y.ui.com/
releases/
Securityadvisorybulletin008008/5f66
ca4cUniFi Cloud Key firmware
10d6<= v1.1.10 for Cloud Key
4ca5gen2 and Cloud Key gen2
9620Plus contains a vulnerability 37d5a4f2
that allows unrestricted
2413,
root access through the
https://c
serial interface (UART).
ommunit
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8157
y.ui.com/
releases/
UniFiCloudKeyFirmware
-1-111/a24e5
5e16d9046d72-3

3-4
366

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

O-UI-UNIF180520/757

8-9

9-10
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92e201539ec8
c79d
wavlink
wl-wn575a3_firmware

Improper
Input
Validation

07-05-2020

9.3

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN579G3
M79X3.V5030.180719, WLWN575A3
RPT75A3.V4300.180801,
and WL-WN530HG4
M30HG4.V5030.191116
devices. A crafted POST
request can be sent to
adm.cgi that will result in
the execution of the
supplied command if there
is an active session at the
same time. The POST
request itself is not
validated to ensure it came
from the active session.

N/A

O-WAV-WL-W180520/758

N/A

O-WAV-WL-W180520/759

N/A

O-WAV-WL-W-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10971

Insufficiently
Protected
Credentials

07-05-2020

5

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN579G3 M79X3.V5030.180719 and
WL-WN575A3 RPT75A3.V4300.180801
devices, affecting a backup
feature. A crafted POST
request returns the current
configuration of the device
in cleartext, including the
administrator password. No
authentication is required.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10974

wl-wn530hg4_firmware
Improper
Input
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020
0-1

9.3
1-2

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN579G3
2-3

3-4
367
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M79X3.V5030.180719, WLWN575A3
RPT75A3.V4300.180801,
and WL-WN530HG4
M30HG4.V5030.191116
devices. A crafted POST
request can be sent to
adm.cgi that will result in
the execution of the
supplied command if there
is an active session at the
same time. The POST
request itself is not
validated to ensure it came
from the active session.

180520/760

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10971
wl-wn579g3_firmware

Improper
Input
Validation

07-05-2020

9.3

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN579G3
M79X3.V5030.180719, WLWN575A3
RPT75A3.V4300.180801,
and WL-WN530HG4
M30HG4.V5030.191116
devices. A crafted POST
request can be sent to
adm.cgi that will result in
the execution of the
supplied command if there
is an active session at the
same time. The POST
request itself is not
validated to ensure it came
from the active session.

N/A

O-WAV-WL-W180520/761

N/A

O-WAV-WL-W180520/762

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10971
Insufficiently
Protected
Credentials

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN579G3 M79X3.V5030.180719 and
WL-WN575A3 RPT75A3.V4300.180801
2-3

3-4
368
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devices, affecting a backup
feature. A crafted POST
request returns the current
configuration of the device
in cleartext, including the
administrator password. No
authentication is required.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10974
wn530hg4_firmware

Insufficiently
Protected
Credentials

07-05-2020

5

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN530HG4
M30HG4.V5030.191116
devices. A page is exposed
that has the current
administrator password in
cleartext in the source code
N/A
of the page. No
authentication is required
in order to reach the page (a
certain live_?.shtml page
with the variable
syspasswd).

O-WAV-WN53180520/763

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10972

Insufficiently
Protected
Credentials

07-05-2020

5

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN530HG4
M30HG4.V5030.191116
devices, affecting /cgibin/ExportALLSettings.sh.
A crafted POST request
returns the current
configuration of the device,
including the administrator
password. No
authentication is required.
The attacker must perform
a decryption step, but all
decryption information is
readily available.

O-WAV-WN53180520/764

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10973

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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zephyrproject
zephyr

Out-ofbounds Write

11-05-2020

4.6

Out-of-bounds Write in the
USB Mass Storage
memoryWrite handler with
unaligned Sizes See NCCZEP-024, NCC-ZEP-025,
NCC-ZEP-026 This issue
affects: zephyrproject-rtos
zephyr version 1.14.1 and
later versions. version 2.1.0
and later versions.

O-ZEP-ZEPH180520/765

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10021

Buffer Copy
without
Checking Size
of Input
('Classic
Buffer
Overflow')

11-05-2020

7.5

A malformed JSON payload
that is received from an
UpdateHub server may
trigger memory corruption
in the Zephyr OS. This could
result in a denial of service
in the best case, or code
execution in the worst case. N/A
See NCC-NCC-016 This
issue affects: zephyrprojectrtos zephyr version 2.1.0
and later versions. version
2.2.0 and later versions.

O-ZEP-ZEPH180520/766

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10022

Buffer Copy
without
Checking Size
of Input
('Classic
Buffer
Overflow')

CVSS Scoring Scale

11-05-2020

0-1

4.6

1-2

The shell subsystem
contains a buffer overflow,
whereby an adversary with
physical access to the
device is able to cause a
memory corruption,
N/A
resulting in denial of service
or possibly code execution
within the Zephyr kernel.
See NCC-NCC-019 This
issue affects: zephyrprojectrtos zephyr version 1.14.0
2-3
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and later versions. version
2.1.0 and later versions.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10023

Incorrect
Comparison

11-05-2020

7.2

The arm platform-specific
code uses a signed integer
comparison when
validating system call
numbers. An attacker who
has obtained code execution
within a user thread is able
to elevate privileges to that N/A
of the kernel. See NCC-ZEP001 This issue affects:
zephyrproject-rtos zephyr
version 1.14.0 and later
versions. version 2.1.0 and
later versions.

O-ZEP-ZEPH180520/768

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10024

Incorrect
Comparison

11-05-2020

7.2

An attacker who has
obtained code execution
within a user thread is able
to elevate privileges to that
of the kernel. See NCC-ZEP001 This issue affects:
zephyrproject-rtos zephyr
version 1.14.0 and later
versions. version 2.1.0 and
later versions.

O-ZEP-ZEPH180520/769

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10027

Improper
Input
Validation

11-05-2020

4.6

Multiple syscalls with
insufficient argument
validation See NCC-ZEP-006
This issue affects:
zephyrproject-rtos zephyr
N/A
version 1.14.0 and later
versions. version 2.1.0 and
later versions.

O-ZEP-ZEPH180520/770

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10028

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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Multiple syscalls in the
Kscan subsystem perform
insufficient argument
validation, allowing code
executing in userspace to
potentially gain elevated
privileges. See NCC-ZEP006 This issue affects:
zephyrproject-rtos zephyr
version 2.1.0 and later
versions.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

N/A

O-ZEP-ZEPH180520/771

N/A

O-ZEP-ZEPH180520/772

N/A

O-ZEP-ZEPH180520/773

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10058

Improper
Certificate
Validation

11-05-2020

5.8

The UpdateHub module
disables DTLS peer
checking, which allows for a
man in the middle attack.
This is mitigated by
firmware images requiring
valid signatures. However,
there is no benefit to using
DTLS without the peer
checking. See NCC-ZEP-018
This issue affects:
zephyrproject-rtos zephyr
version 2.1.0 and later
versions.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10059

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

11-05-2020

0-1

5.5

1-2

In updatehub_probe, right
after JSON parsing is
complete, objects\[1] is
accessed from the output
structure in two different
places. If the JSON
contained less than two
elements, this access would
reference unitialized stack
memory. This could result
in a crash, denial of service,
or possibly an information
leak. Recommend disabling
2-3

3-4
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updatehub until such a time
as a fix can be made
available. Provided the fix in
CVE-2020-10059 is applied,
the attack requires
compromise of the server.
See NCC-ZEP-030 This issue
affects: zephyrproject-rtos
zephyr version 2.1.0 and
later versions. version 2.2.0
and later versions.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10060

Integer
Overflow or
Wraparound

11-05-2020

7.2

A malicious userspace
application can cause a
integer overflow and bypass
security checks performed
by system call handlers. The
impact would depend on
the underlying system call
and can range from denial
of service to information
leak to memory corruption N/A
resulting in code execution
within the kernel. See NCCZEP-005 This issue affects:
zephyrproject-rtos zephyr
version 1.14.1 and later
versions. version 2.1.0 and
later versions.

O-ZEP-ZEPH180520/774

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10067
Hardware
assaabloy
yale_wipc-301w
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

10

ASSA ABLOY Yale WIPC301W 2.x.2.29 through
2.x.2.43_p1 devices allow
Eval Injection of commands.

H-ASS-YALE180520/775

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10176
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('OS
Command
Injection')
blueonyx
5209r
Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

05-05-2020

4.3

CSRF in the /login URI in
BlueOnyx 5209R allows an
attacker to access the
dashboard and perform
scraping or other analysis.

N/A

H-BLU-5209180520/776

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
N/A
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.

H-CIS-FIRE180520/777

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5517
Cisco
firepower_1020

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
firepower_1030

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
N/A
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.

H-CIS-FIRE180520/778

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
firepower_1040
Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
N/A
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
2-3

3-4
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attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
csr1000v

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
N/A
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
2-3
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network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isa-3000-2c2f-k9

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

06-05-2020

5

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.

H-CIS-ISA-180520/781

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isa-3000-4c-k9

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
2-3

3-4
377
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specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isr1100-lte

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

06-05-2020

5

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.

H-CIS-ISR1180520/783

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isr_1101

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2
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Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.

H-CIS-ISR_180520/784

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isr_1109

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
N/A
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
2-3

3-4
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would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isr_1111x

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

06-05-2020

5

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.

H-CIS-ISR_180520/786

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isr_111x
Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
2-3
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unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isr_1120

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
2-3

3-4
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the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isr_1160

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

06-05-2020

5

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.

H-CIS-ISR_180520/789

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isr_4431

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
2-3
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vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isr_4461

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
2-3
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
asa_5540

Improper
Authenticatio
n

06-05-2020

6.8

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/792

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/793

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
2-3
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attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
2-3

3-4
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the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
N/A
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
2-3
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features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
N/A
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
2-3
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(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event N/A
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
2-3
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denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
N/A
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/798

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
N/A
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
2-3
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(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
N/A
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
2-3
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attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
N/A
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
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causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
N/A
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/802

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255
Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
N/A
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
2-3
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Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

isr1100-4g

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
N/A
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
2-3
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affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
asa_5545-x

Improper
Authenticatio
n

06-05-2020

6.8

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/805

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2
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A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/806

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/807

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
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another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of N/A
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
2-3
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were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
N/A
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
2-3
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device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device N/A
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
2-3
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connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
N/A
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
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to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
N/A
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/812

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
N/A
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
2-3
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attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
2-3
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could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
N/A
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
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performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
N/A
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/816

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Out-ofbounds Read

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
N/A
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the reload
of an affected device,
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resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper memory
protection mechanisms
while processing certain
OSPF packets. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of malformed OSPF
packets in a short period of
time to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a reload of the affected
device, resulting in a DoS
condition for client traffic
that is traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3298
asa_5506-x

Out-ofbounds Read

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the reload
of an affected device,
N/A
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper memory
protection mechanisms
while processing certain
OSPF packets. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of malformed OSPF
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packets in a short period of
time to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a reload of the affected
device, resulting in a DoS
condition for client traffic
that is traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3298
asa_5506h-x

Out-ofbounds Read

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the reload
of an affected device,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper memory
protection mechanisms
N/A
while processing certain
OSPF packets. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of malformed OSPF
packets in a short period of
time to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a reload of the affected
device, resulting in a DoS
condition for client traffic
that is traversing the device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/819

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3298
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asa_5506w-x

Out-ofbounds Read

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the reload
of an affected device,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper memory
protection mechanisms
N/A
while processing certain
OSPF packets. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of malformed OSPF
packets in a short period of
time to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a reload of the affected
device, resulting in a DoS
condition for client traffic
that is traversing the device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/820

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3298
asa_5508-x

Out-ofbounds Read

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
N/A
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the reload
2-3
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of an affected device,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper memory
protection mechanisms
while processing certain
OSPF packets. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of malformed OSPF
packets in a short period of
time to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a reload of the affected
device, resulting in a DoS
condition for client traffic
that is traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3298
asa_5516-x

Out-ofbounds Read

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the reload
N/A
of an affected device,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper memory
protection mechanisms
while processing certain
OSPF packets. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
2-3

3-4
407

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/822

7-8

8-9

9-10
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series of malformed OSPF
packets in a short period of
time to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a reload of the affected
device, resulting in a DoS
condition for client traffic
that is traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3298
isr_4221

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

06-05-2020

5

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.

H-CIS-ISR_180520/823

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
isr_4331
Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
2-3

3-4
408

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ISR_180520/824

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness
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Patch
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engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315

asa_5505

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
2-3

3-4
409

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/825

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/826

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/827

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179
Improper
Input
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
2-3

3-4
410

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote N/A
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
2-3

3-4
411

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/828

7-8

8-9

9-10
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the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
2-3

3-4
412

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/829

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
N/A
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
2-3

3-4
413

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/830

7-8

8-9

9-10
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memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
N/A
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
2-3

3-4
414

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/831

7-8

8-9

9-10
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vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
N/A
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
2-3

3-4
415

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/832

7-8

8-9

9-10
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condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/833

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196
Uncontrolled
Resource
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
2-3

3-4
416

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/834

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
N/A
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
2-3

3-4
417

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/835

7-8

8-9

9-10
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need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
N/A
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
2-3

3-4
418

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/836

7-8

8-9

9-10
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device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/837

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow N/A
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
2-3

3-4
419

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/838

7-8

8-9

9-10
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vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/839

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/840

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
asa_5510

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
2-3

3-4
420

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
2-3

3-4
421

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/841

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
N/A
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/842

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance N/A
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
2-3

3-4
422

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/843

7-8

8-9

9-10
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an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
0-1

5
1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
2-3

3-4
423

4-5

5-6

N/A
6-7

H-CIS-ASA_7-8

8-9

9-10
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(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.

180520/844

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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5-6

6-7
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A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by N/A
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/845

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189
Improper
Input
Validation
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
2-3

3-4
425

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/846

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory N/A
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
2-3

3-4
426

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/847

7-8

8-9
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an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
2-3

3-4
427

4-5

5-6
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on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/849

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
N/A
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
2-3

3-4
428

4-5

5-6
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vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
N/A
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
2-3

3-4
429

4-5

5-6
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this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/852

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
N/A
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
2-3

3-4
430

4-5

5-6

6-7
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(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/854

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
asa_5512-x
Improper
Authenticatio
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
0-1

6.8
1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
2-3

3-4
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feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.

180520/855

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
2-3

3-4
432

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/856

N/A

6-7
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when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
N/A
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be

2-3

3-4
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properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
N/A
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
2-3

3-4
434

4-5
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operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
N/A
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
2-3

3-4
435
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condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
N/A
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
2-3

3-4
436
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Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
N/A
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/861

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance N/A
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
2-3

3-4
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attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory N/A
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
2-3

3-4
438
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specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/864

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
N/A
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/865

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255
Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
N/A
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
2-3

3-4
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platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The N/A
vulnerability is due to
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected

2-3

3-4
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device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
N/A
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/868

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
2-3

3-4
442

4-5

5-6
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affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
asa_5515-x

Improper
Authenticatio
n

06-05-2020

6.8

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/870

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/871

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125
Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
2-3
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decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
2-3

3-4
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management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
N/A
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
2-3

3-4
445
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web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability N/A
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
2-3

3-4
446
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successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is N/A
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
2-3

3-4
447

4-5

5-6

6-7
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logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation N/A
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.

2-3
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
N/A
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/877

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
N/A
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
2-3

3-4
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device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
2-3

3-4
450

4-5

5-6
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crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
N/A
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
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to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
N/A
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/881

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat N/A
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
2-3

3-4
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vulnerability is due to
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
N/A
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/883

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
2-3

3-4
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an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
asa_5520

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
2-3
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This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/886

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/887

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
2-3
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configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
N/A
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
2-3
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traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
2-3

3-4
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specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory N/A
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
2-3

3-4
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not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device N/A
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
2-3

3-4
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sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
N/A
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/892

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195
Uncontrolled
Resource
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

H-CIS-ASA_180520/893

A vulnerability in the Secure N/A
Sockets Layer
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(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
2-3
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Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
N/A
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
2-3
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condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
N/A
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/896

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
Uncontrolled
Resource
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
2-3
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version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of N/A
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
2-3
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affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/899

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/900

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
asa_5525-x

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
2-3
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insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

2-3
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
N/A
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/902

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
N/A
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
2-3

3-4
467

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/903

7-8

8-9

9-10
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access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187
Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
2-3

3-4
468

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/904

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9
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unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
2-3

3-4
469

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/905

N/A

6-7

7-8
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(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
2-3

3-4
470

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/906

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9
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attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
N/A
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
2-3

3-4
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memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
N/A
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to

2-3

3-4
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recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/909

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
N/A
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
2-3

3-4
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could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
N/A
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
2-3

3-4
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5-6

6-7
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device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Out-ofbounds Read

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the reload
of an affected device,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper memory
protection mechanisms
N/A
while processing certain
OSPF packets. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of malformed OSPF
packets in a short period of
time to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a reload of the affected
device, resulting in a DoS
condition for client traffic
that is traversing the device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/912

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3298
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
2-3

3-4
475

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/913

N/A
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Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The N/A
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.

2-3

3-4
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CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/915

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/916

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
asa_5550

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
2-3

3-4
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verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/917

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
N/A
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/918

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow N/A
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
2-3

3-4
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vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
2-3

3-4
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N/A
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of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
2-3

3-4
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N/A
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attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
2-3

3-4
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N/A
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resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
N/A
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
2-3

3-4
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it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
N/A
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/924

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3
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Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/925

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
N/A
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
2-3
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traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
N/A
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
2-3
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which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/928

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
N/A
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
2-3

3-4
487

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/929

7-8

8-9

9-10
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certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/930

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/931

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
asa_5555-x

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
2-3

3-4
488

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
2-3

3-4
489

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/932

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
N/A
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/933

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
N/A
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
2-3

3-4
490

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/934

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date
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Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
491

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness
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06-05-2020
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5

1-2
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A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted N/A
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
2-3

3-4
492

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/935

7-8

8-9

9-10
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only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by N/A
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/936

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189
Improper
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
0-1

5
1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
2-3

3-4
493

4-5

5-6

N/A
6-7

H-CIS-ASA_7-8

8-9

9-10
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IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.

180520/937

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow N/A
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
2-3

3-4
494

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/938

7-8

8-9

9-10
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vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The N/A
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
2-3

3-4
495

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/939

7-8

8-9

9-10
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stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/940

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
N/A
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
2-3

3-4
496

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/941

7-8

8-9

9-10
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attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
N/A
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
2-3

3-4
497

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/942

7-8

8-9

9-10
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communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Out-ofbounds Read

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the reload
of an affected device,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper memory
protection mechanisms
while processing certain
OSPF packets. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of malformed OSPF
packets in a short period of
time to an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a reload of the affected
device, resulting in a DoS
condition for client traffic

2-3

3-4
498

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/943

7-8

8-9

9-10
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that is traversing the device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3298

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/944

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow N/A
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
2-3

3-4
499

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/945

7-8

8-9

9-10
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vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/946

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/947

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
asa_5580

Improper
Authenticatio
n

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
2-3

3-4
500

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
2-3

3-4
501

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/948

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
N/A
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
properly denied.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/949

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance N/A
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
2-3

3-4
502

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-ASA_180520/950

7-8

8-9

9-10
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an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
0-1

5
1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
2-3

3-4
503

4-5

5-6

N/A
6-7

H-CIS-ASA_7-8
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9-10
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(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.

180520/951

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
504

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by N/A
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/952

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189
Improper
Input
Validation
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
2-3

3-4
505

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ASA_180520/953

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory N/A
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
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an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
2-3

3-4
507
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on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/956

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
N/A
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
2-3
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vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
N/A
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
2-3

3-4
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this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
N/A
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/959

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
N/A
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
2-3

3-4
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4-5

5-6
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(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_180520/961

N/A

H-CIS-ASA_-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
asa_5585-x
Improper
Authenticatio
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020
0-1

6.8
1-2

A vulnerability in the
Kerberos authentication
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feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to impersonate the
Kerberos key distribution
center (KDC) and bypass
authentication on an
affected device that is
configured to perform
Kerberos authentication for
VPN or local device access.
The vulnerability is due to
insufficient identity
verification of the KDC
when a successful
authentication response is
received. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
spoofing the KDC server
response to the ASA device.
This malicious response
would not have been
authenticated by the KDC. A
successful attack could
allow an attacker to bypass
Kerberos authentication.

180520/962

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3125

Double Free

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
decapsulation feature of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
memory handling error
2-3

3-4
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when GRE over IPv6 traffic
is processed. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted GRE over IPv6
packets with either IPv4 or
IPv6 payload through an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause the device
to crash, resulting in a DoS
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3179

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the
management access list
configuration of Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass a
configured management
interface access list on an
affected system. The
vulnerability is due to the
configuration of different
management access lists,
N/A
with ports allowed in one
access list and denied in
another. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending crafted remote
management traffic to the
local IP address of an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured management
access list policies, and
traffic to the management
interface would not be
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properly denied.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3186

Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

A vulnerability in the web
services interface of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct
directory traversal attacks
and obtain read and delete
access to sensitive files on a
targeted system. The
vulnerability is due to a lack
of proper input validation of
the HTTP URL. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted HTTP request
containing directory
N/A
traversal character
sequences. An exploit could
allow the attacker to view
or delete arbitrary files on
the targeted system. When
the device is reloaded after
exploitation of this
vulnerability, any files that
were deleted are restored.
The attacker can only view
and delete files within the
web services file system.
This file system is enabled
when the affected device is
configured with either
WebVPN or AnyConnect
features. This vulnerability
can not be used to obtain
access to ASA or FTD
system files or underlying
2-3
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operating system (OS) files.
Reloading the affected
device will restore all files
within the web services file
system.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3187

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in how Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software handles
session timeouts for
management connections
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a buildup
of remote management
connections to an affected
device, which could result
in a denial of service (DoS)
condition. The vulnerability
exists because the default
session timeout period for
specific to-the-box remote
management connections is
N/A
too long. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a large and
sustained number of crafted
remote management
connections to an affected
device, resulting in a
buildup of those
connections over time. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the remote management
interface or Cisco
Firepower Device Manager
(FDM) to stop responding
and cause other
management functions to
go offline, resulting in a DoS
2-3

3-4
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condition. The user traffic
that is flowing through the
device would not be
affected, and the DoS
condition would be isolated
to remote management
only.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3188

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the VPN
System Logging
functionality for Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a memory
leak that can deplete system
memory over time, which
can cause unexpected
system behaviors or device
crashes. The vulnerability is
due to the system memory
not being properly freed for
a VPN System Logging event
generated when a VPN
N/A
session is created or
deleted. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
repeatedly creating or
deleting a VPN tunnel
connection, which could
leak a small amount of
system memory for each
logging event. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause system
memory depletion, which
can lead to a systemwide
denial of service (DoS)
condition. The attacker does
not have any control of
whether VPN System
2-3

3-4
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Logging is configured or not
on the device, but it is
enabled by default.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3189

Improper
Input
Validation

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in DNS over
IPv6 packet processing for
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause the device
to unexpectedly reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper length validation
N/A
of a field in an IPv6 DNS
packet. An attacker could
exploit this vulnerability by
sending a crafted DNS
query over IPv6, which
traverses the affected
device. An exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
the device to reload,
resulting in a DoS condition.
This vulnerability is specific
to DNS over IPv6 traffic
only.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/968

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3191

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF)
implementation in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance N/A
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
2-3
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attacker to cause a memory
leak on an affected device.
The vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain OSPF packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of crafted OSPF
packets to be processed by
an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
continuously consume
memory on an affected
device and eventually cause
it to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3195

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to exhaust memory N/A
resources on the affected
device, leading to a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
vulnerability is due to
improper resource
management for inbound
SSL/TLS connections. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by
establishing multiple
SSL/TLS connections with
2-3

3-4
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specific conditions to the
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to exhaust the
memory on the affected
device, causing the device to
stop accepting new SSL/TLS
connections and resulting in
a DoS condition for services
on the device that process
SSL/TLS traffic. Manual
intervention is required to
recover an affected device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3196

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

Multiple vulnerabilities in
the Media Gateway Control
Protocol (MGCP) inspection
feature of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Firepower
Threat Defense (FTD)
Software could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerabilities are due to
N/A
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit these
vulnerabilities by sending
crafted MGCP packets
through an affected device.
An exploit could allow the
attacker to cause memory
exhaustion resulting in a
restart of an affected device,
causing a DoS condition for
traffic traversing the device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/971

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3254
CVSS Scoring Scale
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A vulnerability in the packet
processing functionality of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
inefficient memory
management. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
high rate of IPv4 or IPv6
traffic through an affected
device. This traffic would
N/A
need to match a configured
block action in an access
control policy. An exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a memory exhaustion
condition on the affected
device, which would result
in a DoS for traffic
transiting the device, as
well as sluggish
performance of the
management interface.
Once the flood is stopped,
performance should return
to previous states.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/972

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3255
Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer
CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
N/A
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
2-3
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platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the
Internet Key Exchange
version 1 (IKEv1) feature of
Cisco Adaptive Security
Appliance (ASA) Software
and Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The N/A
vulnerability is due to
improper management of
system memory. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
malicious IKEv1 traffic to an
affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
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device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3303

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

06-05-2020

7.8

A vulnerability in the
implementation of the
Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) module in Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition. The
N/A
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain BGP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted BGP packet. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to cause
a DoS condition on the
affected device.

H-CIS-ASA_180520/975

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3305

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

7.8

1-2

A vulnerability in the DHCP
module of Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA)
Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software could allow
an unauthenticated, remote
attacker to cause a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
the affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of
certain DHCP packets. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
crafted DHCP packet to the
2-3

3-4
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affected device. A successful
exploit could allow the
attacker to cause a DoS
condition on the affected
device.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3306
firepower_1010

Improper
Restriction of
Operations
within the
Bounds of a
Memory
Buffer

06-05-2020

5

A vulnerability in the Secure
Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer
Security (TLS) handler of
Cisco Firepower Threat
Defense (FTD) Software
when running on the Cisco
Firepower 1000 Series
platform could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to trigger a denial
of service (DoS) condition
on an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to a
N/A
communication error
between internal functions.
An attacker could exploit
this vulnerability by
sending a crafted SSL/TLS
message to an affected
device. A successful exploit
could allow the attacker to
cause a buffer underrun,
which leads to a crash. The
crash causes the affected
device to reload.

H-CIS-FIRE180520/977

CVE ID : CVE-2020-3283
firepower_2110
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.1

1-2

A vulnerability in the ARP
packet processing of Cisco
N/A
Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software and Cisco
2-3
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Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software for Cisco
Firepower 2100 Series
Security Appliances could
allow an unauthenticated,
adjacent attacker to cause
an affected device to reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of ARP
packets received by the
management interface of an
affected device. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of unicast ARP
packets in a short
timeframe that would reach
the management interface
of an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
consume resources on an
affected device, which
would prevent the device
from sending internal
system keepalives and
eventually cause the device
to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3334
firepower_2120
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.1

1-2

A vulnerability in the ARP
packet processing of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance N/A
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
2-3

3-4
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(FTD) Software for Cisco
Firepower 2100 Series
Security Appliances could
allow an unauthenticated,
adjacent attacker to cause
an affected device to reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of ARP
packets received by the
management interface of an
affected device. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of unicast ARP
packets in a short
timeframe that would reach
the management interface
of an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
consume resources on an
affected device, which
would prevent the device
from sending internal
system keepalives and
eventually cause the device
to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3334
firepower_2130
Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.1

1-2

A vulnerability in the ARP
packet processing of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance N/A
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software for Cisco
2-3

3-4
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Firepower 2100 Series
Security Appliances could
allow an unauthenticated,
adjacent attacker to cause
an affected device to reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of ARP
packets received by the
management interface of an
affected device. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of unicast ARP
packets in a short
timeframe that would reach
the management interface
of an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
consume resources on an
affected device, which
would prevent the device
from sending internal
system keepalives and
eventually cause the device
to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3334
firepower_2140

Uncontrolled
Resource
Consumption

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

6.1

1-2

A vulnerability in the ARP
packet processing of Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliance
N/A
(ASA) Software and Cisco
Firepower Threat Defense
(FTD) Software for Cisco
Firepower 2100 Series
2-3

3-4
526

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-CIS-FIRE180520/981

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Security Appliances could
allow an unauthenticated,
adjacent attacker to cause
an affected device to reload,
resulting in a denial of
service (DoS) condition on
an affected device. The
vulnerability is due to
incorrect processing of ARP
packets received by the
management interface of an
affected device. An attacker
could exploit this
vulnerability by sending a
series of unicast ARP
packets in a short
timeframe that would reach
the management interface
of an affected device. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to
consume resources on an
affected device, which
would prevent the device
from sending internal
system keepalives and
eventually cause the device
to reload, resulting in a
denial of service (DoS)
condition.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3334
isr1100-6g

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

06-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Multiple Cisco products are
affected by a vulnerability
in the Snort detection
engine that could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to bypass the
configured file policies on
an affected system. The
2-3

3-4
527

4-5

5-6

H-CIS-ISR1180520/982

N/A

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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vulnerability is due to
errors in how the Snort
detection engine handles
specific HTTP responses. An
attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by sending
crafted HTTP packets that
would flow through an
affected system. A
successful exploit could
allow the attacker to bypass
the configured file policies
and deliver a malicious
payload to the protected
network.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-3315
commscope
ruckus_zoneflex_r500

Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

05-05-2020

5.8

A CSRF issue in login.asp on
Ruckus R500 3.4.2.0.384
devices allows remote
attackers to access the
panel or conduct SSRF
attacks.

N/A

H-COM-RUCK180520/983

N/A

H-COM-RUCK180520/984

CSRF in login.asp on Ruckus
devices allows an attacker
to access the panel, and use N/A
SSRF to perform scraping or
other analysis via the
SUBCA-1 field on the

H-COM-RUCK180520/985

CVE ID : CVE-2020-7983
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')
Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

4.3

Ruckus R500 3.4.2.0.384
devices allow XSS via the
index.asp Device Name
field.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8033

05-05-2020

0-1

6.8

1-2

2-3

3-4
528

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Wireless Admin screen.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8830
gira
tks-ip-gateway
Improper
Limitation of
a Pathname
to a
Restricted
Directory
('Path
Traversal')

07-05-2020

5

Gira TKS-IP-Gateway 4.0.7.7
is vulnerable to
unauthenticated path
traversal that allows an
attacker to download the
N/A
application database. This
can be combined with CVE2020-10795 for remote
root access.

H-GIR-TKS-180520/986

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10794
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

07-05-2020

9

Gira TKS-IP-Gateway 4.0.7.7
is vulnerable to
authenticated remote code
execution via the backup
functionality of the web
N/A
frontend. This can be
combined with CVE-202010794 for remote root
access.

H-GIR-TKS-180520/987

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10795

infomark
iml500
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

10

An issue was discovered on
KT Slim egg IML500
(R7283, R8112, R8424) and
IML520 (R8112, R8368,
R8411) wifi device. This
issue is a command
injection allowing attackers
to execute arbitrary OS
commands.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7805

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
529

4-5

5-6

http://w
ww.infom
ark.co.kr/
bbs/boar
d.php?bo_
H-INF-IML5table=do
wnload& 180520/988
wr_id=57
&sfl=wr_s
ubject&st
x=520&so
p=and,
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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https://w
ww.krcert
.or.kr/krc
ert/secNo
ticeView.
do?bulleti
n_writing
_sequence
=35362
iml520

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

07-05-2020

10

An issue was discovered on
KT Slim egg IML500
(R7283, R8112, R8424) and
IML520 (R8112, R8368,
R8411) wifi device. This
issue is a command
injection allowing attackers
to execute arbitrary OS
commands.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-7805

http://w
ww.infom
ark.co.kr/
bbs/boar
d.php?bo_
table=do
wnload&
wr_id=57
&sfl=wr_s
ubject&st
H-INF-IML5x=520&so
180520/989
p=and,
https://w
ww.krcert
.or.kr/krc
ert/secNo
ticeView.
do?bulleti
n_writing
_sequence
=35362

intelbras
cip_92200
Cross-Site
Request
Forgery
(CSRF)

05-05-2020

6.8

CSRF on Intelbras CIP
92200 devices allows an
attacker to access the panel
and perform scraping or
other analysis.

H-INT-CIP_180520/990

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-8829
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
530

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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ledger
nano_s

Information
Exposure

06-05-2020

2.1

A flawed protocol design in
the Ledger Monero app
before 1.5.1 for Ledger
Nano and Ledger S devices
allows a local attacker to
extract the master spending
key by sending crafted
messages to this app
selected on a PIN-entered
Ledger connected to a host
PC.

https://d
onjon.led
ger.com/l
sb/008/

H-LED-NANO180520/991

https://d
onjon.led
ger.com/l
sb/008/

H-LED-NANO180520/992

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6861
nano_x

Information
Exposure

06-05-2020

2.1

A flawed protocol design in
the Ledger Monero app
before 1.5.1 for Ledger
Nano and Ledger S devices
allows a local attacker to
extract the master spending
key by sending crafted
messages to this app
selected on a PIN-entered
Ledger connected to a host
PC.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-6861

mica
fingerprint_bluetooth_padlock_fb50

Insufficient
Session
Expiration

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

The OKLOK (3.1.1) mobile
companion app for
Fingerprint Bluetooth
Padlock FB50 (2.3) does not
N/A
correctly implement its
timeout on the four-digit
verification code that is
required for resetting
passwords, nor does it
2-3

3-4
531

4-5

5-6

6-7

H-MIC-FING180520/993

7-8

8-9

9-10
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properly restrict excessive
verification attempts. This
allows an attacker to brute
force the four-digit
verification code in order to
bypass email verification
and change the password of
a victim account.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10876
Moxa
nport_5100a

Information
Exposure

01-05-2020

5

Moxa Service in Moxa NPort
5150A firmware version 1.5
and earlier allows attackers
to obtain sensitive
configuration values via a
crafted packet to UDP port
4800. NOTE: Moxa Service
is an unauthenticated
service that runs upon a
first-time installation but
can be disabled without ill
effect.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12117

https://w
ww.moxa.
com/en/s
upport/s
upport/se
curityadvisory/
H-MOX-NPORnport180520/994
5100aseriesserialdeviceserversvulnerabil
ity

sae-it
net-line_fw-50
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Input
During Web
Page
Generation
('Cross-site
Scripting')

05-05-2020

4.3

SAE IT-systems FW-50
Remote Telemetry Unit
(RTU). The software does
not neutralize or incorrectly
neutralizes userN/A
controllable input before it
is placed in the output used
as a webpage that is served
to other users.

H-SAE-NET-180520/995

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10630

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
532

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness
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Limitation of
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Traversal')
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SAE IT-systems FW-50
Remote Telemetry Unit
(RTU). A specially crafted
request could allow an
attacker to view the file
structure of the affected
device and access files that
should be inaccessible.

Patch

NCIIPC ID

H-SAE-NET-180520/996

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10634

Samsung
exynos980\(9630\)

Out-ofbounds Write

11-05-2020

7.5

An issue was discovered on
Samsung mobile devices
with Q(10.0) (Exynos980
9630 and Exynos990 9830
chipsets) software. The
Bootloader has a heapbased buffer overflow
because of the mishandling
of specific commands. The
Samsung IDs are SVE-202016981, SVE-2020-16991
(May 2020).

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
H-SAM-EXYNbile.com/
180520/997
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12747
exynos990\(9830\)

Out-ofbounds Write

11-05-2020

7.5

An issue was discovered on
Samsung mobile devices
with Q(10.0) (Exynos980
9630 and Exynos990 9830
chipsets) software. The
Bootloader has a heapbased buffer overflow
because of the mishandling
of specific commands. The
Samsung IDs are SVE-202016981, SVE-2020-16991
(May 2020).

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
H-SAM-EXYNbile.com/
180520/998
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12747

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
533

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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galaxy_note8

Use of
Cryptographi
cally Weak
PseudoRandom
Number
Generator
(PRNG)

08-05-2020

3.3

Some Broadcom chips
mishandle Bluetooth
random-number generation
because a low-entropy
Pseudo Random Number
Generator (PRNG) is used in
situations where a
Hardware Random Number
Generator (HRNG) should
have been used to prevent
spoofing. This affects, for
example, Samsung Galaxy
S8, S8+, and Note8 devices
with the BCM4361 chipset.
The Samsung ID is SVE2020-16882 (May 2020).

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
H-SAM-GALAbile.com/
180520/999
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6616
galaxy_s8

Use of
Cryptographi
cally Weak
PseudoRandom
Number
Generator
(PRNG)

08-05-2020

3.3

Some Broadcom chips
mishandle Bluetooth
random-number generation
because a low-entropy
Pseudo Random Number
Generator (PRNG) is used in
situations where a
Hardware Random Number
Generator (HRNG) should
have been used to prevent
spoofing. This affects, for
example, Samsung Galaxy
S8, S8+, and Note8 devices
with the BCM4361 chipset.
The Samsung ID is SVE2020-16882 (May 2020).

https://se
curity.sa
msungmo
H-SAM-GALAbile.com/
180520/1000
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6616
galaxy_s8_plus
Use of
Cryptographi
CVSS Scoring Scale

08-05-2020

0-1

3.3

1-2

https://se H-SAM-GALA180520/1001
curity.sa

Some Broadcom chips
mishandle Bluetooth
2-3

3-4
534

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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(PRNG)
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random-number generation
because a low-entropy
Pseudo Random Number
Generator (PRNG) is used in
situations where a
Hardware Random Number
Generator (HRNG) should
have been used to prevent
spoofing. This affects, for
example, Samsung Galaxy
S8, S8+, and Note8 devices
with the BCM4361 chipset.
The Samsung ID is SVE2020-16882 (May 2020).

msungmo
bile.com/
securityU
pdate.sms
b

CVE ID : CVE-2020-6616
siedle
sg_150-0

Download of
Code Without
Integrity
Check

07-05-2020

9

The S. Siedle & Soehne SG
150-0 Smart Gateway
before 1.2.4 allows remote
code execution via the
backup functionality in the
web frontend. By using an
exploit chain, an attacker
with access to the network
can get root access on the
gateway.

H-SIE-SG_1180520/1002

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-9474

Improper
Privilege
Management

07-05-2020

6.9

The S. Siedle & Soehne SG
150-0 Smart Gateway
before 1.2.4 allows local
privilege escalation via a
race condition in logrotate.
By using an exploit chain, an N/A
attacker with access to the
network can get root access
on the gateway.

H-SIE-SG_1180520/1003

CVE ID : CVE-2020-9475

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
535
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Silver-peak
vx-3000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-3security_a 180520/1004
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
2-3

3-4
536

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-3security_a 180520/1005
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
6-7

7-8

H-SIL-VX-3180520/1006

8-9

9-10
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validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch
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/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-5000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-5security_a 180520/1007
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
537

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def H-SIL-VX-5ault/files/ 180520/1008
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
6-7

7-8

8-9
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ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-VX-5advisory/
180520/1009
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-6000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-6security_a 180520/1010
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142
Improper
Certificate
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020
0-1

4
1-2

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
2-3

3-4
538

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
6-7

7-8

H-SIL-VX-68-9

9-10
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EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

180520/1011
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-VX-6advisory/
180520/1012
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-7000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
2-3

3-4
539

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-7security_a 180520/1013
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf
6-7

7-8

8-9
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EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-7security_a 180520/1014
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-VX-7advisory/
180520/1015
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-9000
Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
2-3

3-4
540

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
H-SIL-VX-9peak.com 180520/1016
/sites/def
ault/files/
6-7
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8-9
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credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
541

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-9security_a 180520/1017
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/ H-SIL-VX-9advisory/ 180520/1018
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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12144.pdf
vx-8000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-8security_a 180520/1019
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
2-3

3-4
542

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-8security_a 180520/1020
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
6-7

7-8

H-SIL-VX-8180520/1021

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-700

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-7security_a 180520/1022
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
543

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def H-SIL-NX-7ault/files/ 180520/1023
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-NX-7advisory/
180520/1024
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-1000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-1security_a 180520/1025
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142
Improper
Certificate
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020
0-1

4
1-2

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
2-3

3-4
544

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
6-7

7-8

H-SIL-NX-18-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Validation

Description & CVE ID

EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

180520/1026
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-NX-1advisory/
180520/1027
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-2000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
2-3

3-4
545

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-2security_a 180520/1028
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-2security_a 180520/1029
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-NX-2advisory/
180520/1030
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-3000
Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
2-3

3-4
546

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
H-SIL-NX-3peak.com 180520/1031
/sites/def
ault/files/
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
547

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-3security_a 180520/1032
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/ H-SIL-NX-3advisory/ 180520/1033
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

12144.pdf
nx-5000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-5security_a 180520/1034
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
2-3

3-4
548

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-5security_a 180520/1035
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
6-7

7-8

H-SIL-NX-5180520/1036

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-6000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-6security_a 180520/1037
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
549

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def H-SIL-NX-6ault/files/ 180520/1038
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-NX-6advisory/
180520/1039
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-7000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-7security_a 180520/1040
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142
Improper
Certificate
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020
0-1

4
1-2

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
2-3

3-4
550

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
6-7

7-8

H-SIL-NX-78-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Validation

Description & CVE ID

EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

180520/1041
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-NX-7advisory/
180520/1042
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-8000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
2-3

3-4
551

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-8security_a 180520/1043
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-8security_a 180520/1044
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-NX-8advisory/
180520/1045
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-9000
Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
2-3

3-4
552

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
H-SIL-NX-9peak.com 180520/1046
/sites/def
ault/files/
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
553

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-9security_a 180520/1047
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/ H-SIL-NX-9advisory/ 180520/1048
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

12144.pdf
nx-10k

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-1security_a 180520/1049
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
2-3

3-4
554

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-1security_a 180520/1050
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
6-7

7-8

H-SIL-NX-1180520/1051

8-9

9-10

Weakness

Publish Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

nx-11k

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-NX-1security_a 180520/1052
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
555

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def H-SIL-NX-1ault/files/ 180520/1053
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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Patch

NCIIPC ID

ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-NX-1advisory/
180520/1054
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-500

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

05-05-2020

4

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-5security_a 180520/1055
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142
Improper
Certificate
CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020
0-1

4
1-2

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
2-3

3-4
556

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
6-7

7-8

H-SIL-VX-58-9

9-10

Weakness
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Validation

Description & CVE ID

EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

Patch

NCIIPC ID

180520/1056
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-VX-5advisory/
180520/1057
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-1000

Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
2-3

3-4
557

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-1security_a 180520/1058
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-1security_a 180520/1059
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
H-SIL-VX-1advisory/
180520/1060
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
12144.pdf

vx-2000
Exposure of
Resource to
Wrong
Sphere

CVSS Scoring Scale

05-05-2020

0-1

4

1-2

1. IPSec UDP key material
can be retrieved from
machine-to-machine
interfaces and humanaccessible interfaces by a
user with admin
2-3

3-4
558

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
H-SIL-VX-2peak.com 180520/1061
/sites/def
ault/files/
6-7

7-8

8-9
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credentials. Such a user,
with the required system
knowledge, could use this
material to decrypt in-flight
communication. 2. The
vulnerability requires
administrative access and
shell access to the
EdgeConnect appliance. An
admin user can access IPSec
seed and nonce parameters
using the CLI, REST APIs,
and the Linux shell.

advisory/
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_ipse
c_udp_key
_materialcve_2020_
12142.pdf

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12142

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify Orchestrator to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated, which makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted Orchestrator.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12143

Improper
Certificate
Validation

05-05-2020

4

The certificate used to
identify the Silver Peak
Cloud Portal to
EdgeConnect devices is not
validated. This makes it
possible for someone to
establish a TLS connection
from EdgeConnect to an
untrusted portal.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12144

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
559

4-5

5-6

https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/
advisory/ H-SIL-VX-2security_a 180520/1062
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_orches
tratorcve_2020_
12143.pdf
https://w
ww.silver
peak.com
/sites/def
ault/files/ H-SIL-VX-2advisory/ 180520/1063
security_a
dvisory_n
otice_rog
ue_portalcve_2020_
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10
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12144.pdf
simplisafe
ss3

Improper
Authenticatio
n

02-05-2020

2.1

Authentication bypass using
an alternate path or channel
in SimpliSafe SS3 firmware
1.4 allows a local,
unauthenticated attacker to
pair a rogue keypad to an
armed system.

https://w
ww.tenab
le.com/se H-SIM-SS3curity/res 180520/1064
earch/tra
-2020-29

CVE ID : CVE-2020-5727
Tp-link
nc450
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.

N/A

H-TP--NC45180520/1065

N/A

H-TP--NC45180520/1066

N/A

H-TP--NC45-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

04-05-2020

5

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110

Improper
Neutralizatio
CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020
0-1

9
1-2

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
2-3

3-4
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Injection')
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This affects NC260 1.5.2
build 200304 and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.

180520/1067

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12111

nc260
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.

N/A

H-TP--NC26180520/1068

N/A

H-TP--NC26180520/1069

N/A

H-TP--NC26180520/1070

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

04-05-2020

5

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110

Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC260 1.5.2
build 200304 and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12111

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
561
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Injection')
nc250
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.

N/A

H-TP--NC25180520/1071

N/A

H-TP--NC25180520/1072

N/A

H-TP--NC23180520/1073

N/A

H-TP--NC23-

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

04-05-2020

5

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110

nc230
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of HardCVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020
0-1

5
1-2

Certain TP-Link devices
2-3

3-4
562
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have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.

180520/1074

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110
nc220
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.

N/A

H-TP--NC22180520/1075

N/A

H-TP--NC22180520/1076

N/A

H-TP--NC21180520/1077

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

04-05-2020

5

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110

nc210
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

9

1-2

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
2-3

3-4
563
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Command
Injection')
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build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

04-05-2020

5

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.

N/A

H-TP--NC21180520/1078

N/A

H-TP--NC20180520/1079

N/A

H-TP--NC20180520/1080

CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110
nc200
Improper
Neutralizatio
n of Special
Elements
used in an OS
Command
('OS
Command
Injection')

04-05-2020

9

Certain TP-Link devices
allow Command Injection.
This affects NC200 2.1.9
build 200225, NC210 1.0.9
build 200304, NC220 1.3.0
build 200304, NC230 1.3.0
build 200304, NC250 1.3.0
build 200304, NC260 1.5.2
build 200304, and NC450
1.5.3 build 200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12109

Use of Hardcoded
Credentials

CVSS Scoring Scale

04-05-2020

0-1

5

1-2

Certain TP-Link devices
have a Hardcoded
Encryption Key. This affects
NC200 2.1.9 build 200225,
N210 1.0.9 build 200304,
NC220 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC230 1.3.0 build 200304,
2-3

3-4
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NC250 1.3.0 build 200304,
NC260 1.5.2 build 200304,
and NC450 1.5.3 build
200304.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12110
tl-wa855re

Improper
Authenticatio
n

07-05-2020

5.2

This vulnerability allows
network-adjacent attackers
to escalate privileges on
affected installations of TPLink TL-WA855RE
Firmware Ver: 855rev4-upver1-0-1-P1[20191213rel60361] Wi-Fi extenders.
Although authentication is
required to exploit this
vulnerability, the existing
authentication mechanism
can be bypassed. The
specific flaw exists within
the first-time setup process.
The issue results from the
lack of proper validation on
first-time setup requests.
An attacker can leverage
this vulnerability to reset
the password for the Admin
account and execute code in
the context of the device.
Was ZDI-CAN-10003.

N/A

H-TP--TL-W180520/1081

N/A

H-TRE-TV-I180520/1082

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10916
Trendnet
tv-ip512wn

Out-ofbounds Write

CVSS Scoring Scale

13-05-2020

0-1

7.5

1-2

TRENDnet ProView
Wireless camera TVIP512WN 1.0R 1.0.4 is
vulnerable to an
unauthenticated stackbased buffer overflow in
2-3

3-4
565
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handling RTSP packets. This
may result in remote code
execution or denial of
service. The issue is in the
binary rtspd (in /sbin)
when parsing a long
"Authorization: Basic" RTSP
header.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-12763
ui
unifi_cloud_key_gen2

N/A

CVSS Scoring Scale

02-05-2020

0-1

7.2

1-2

https://c
ommunit
y.ui.com/
releases/
Securityadvisorybulletin008008/5f66
ca4c10d6UniFi Cloud Key firmware
4ca5<= v1.1.10 for Cloud Key
9620gen2 and Cloud Key gen2
Plus contains a vulnerability 37d5a4f2
2413,
that allows unrestricted
https://c
root access through the
ommunit
serial interface (UART).
y.ui.com/
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8157
releases/
UniFiCloudKeyFirmware
-1-111/a24e5
5e16d9046d792e22-3

3-4
566
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01539ec8
c79d
unifi_cloud_key_gen2_plus

N/A

02-05-2020

7.2

https://c
ommunit
y.ui.com/
releases/
Securityadvisorybulletin008008/5f66
ca4c10d64ca5UniFi Cloud Key firmware
9620<= v1.1.10 for Cloud Key
37d5a4f2
gen2 and Cloud Key gen2
Plus contains a vulnerability 2413,
https://c
that allows unrestricted
ommunit
root access through the
y.ui.com/
serial interface (UART).
releases/
CVE ID : CVE-2020-8157
UniFiCloudKeyFirmware
-1-111/a24e5
5e16d9046d792e201539ec8
c79d

H-UI-UNIF180520/1084

9.3

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN579G3
M79X3.V5030.180719, WLWN575A3

H-WAV-WL-W180520/1085

wavlink
wl-wn575a3
Improper
Input
Validation
CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
567
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RPT75A3.V4300.180801,
and WL-WN530HG4
M30HG4.V5030.191116
devices. A crafted POST
request can be sent to
adm.cgi that will result in
the execution of the
supplied command if there
is an active session at the
same time. The POST
request itself is not
validated to ensure it came
from the active session.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10971

Insufficiently
Protected
Credentials

07-05-2020

5

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN579G3 M79X3.V5030.180719 and
WL-WN575A3 RPT75A3.V4300.180801
devices, affecting a backup
feature. A crafted POST
request returns the current
configuration of the device
in cleartext, including the
administrator password. No
authentication is required.

N/A

H-WAV-WL-W180520/1086

N/A

H-WAV-WL-W180520/1087

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10974
wl-wn530hg4

Improper
Input
Validation

CVSS Scoring Scale

07-05-2020

0-1

9.3

1-2

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN579G3
M79X3.V5030.180719, WLWN575A3
RPT75A3.V4300.180801,
and WL-WN530HG4
M30HG4.V5030.191116
devices. A crafted POST
request can be sent to
adm.cgi that will result in
the execution of the
supplied command if there
2-3

3-4
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is an active session at the
same time. The POST
request itself is not
validated to ensure it came
from the active session.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10971
wl-wn579g3

Improper
Input
Validation

07-05-2020

9.3

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN579G3
M79X3.V5030.180719, WLWN575A3
RPT75A3.V4300.180801,
and WL-WN530HG4
M30HG4.V5030.191116
devices. A crafted POST
request can be sent to
adm.cgi that will result in
the execution of the
supplied command if there
is an active session at the
same time. The POST
request itself is not
validated to ensure it came
from the active session.

N/A

H-WAV-WL-W180520/1088

N/A

H-WAV-WL-W180520/1089

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10971

Insufficiently
Protected
Credentials

07-05-2020

5

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN579G3 M79X3.V5030.180719 and
WL-WN575A3 RPT75A3.V4300.180801
devices, affecting a backup
feature. A crafted POST
request returns the current
configuration of the device
in cleartext, including the
administrator password. No
authentication is required.
CVE ID : CVE-2020-10974

wn530hg4
CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
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An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN530HG4
M30HG4.V5030.191116
devices. A page is exposed
that has the current
administrator password in
cleartext in the source code
N/A
of the page. No
authentication is required
in order to reach the page (a
certain live_?.shtml page
with the variable
syspasswd).

H-WAV-WN53180520/1090

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10972

Insufficiently
Protected
Credentials

07-05-2020

5

An issue was discovered on
Wavlink WL-WN530HG4
M30HG4.V5030.191116
devices, affecting /cgibin/ExportALLSettings.sh.
A crafted POST request
returns the current
configuration of the device,
including the administrator
password. No
authentication is required.
The attacker must perform
a decryption step, but all
decryption information is
readily available.

H-WAV-WN53180520/1091

N/A

CVE ID : CVE-2020-10973

CVSS Scoring Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4
570
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5-6
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